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ABSTRACT
IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS IN
OPEN SPACE FACILITIES
An Investigation of an ’’Integrated Day" In-Service
Training Approach at the Secondary School Level
for Teachers, Administrators, and Other School
Personnel Moving Into Open Space Facilities
(May 1980)
Jerome Clark, B.S., Indiana Central College;
M.Ed., Bowie State College;
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts /Amherst
Directed by: Professor R. Mason Bunker
This study recounts the expressed inservice needs of a secondary
school in northwest Washington, D.C., as they prepared to move from a
very old traditional style building into their new open space facility.
An explanation of how agencies and individuals outside of the
Washington, D.C. Public School system were contracted to provide the
inservice for the case school is detailed. The problems projected for
this kind of intervention is outlined and plans for resolving those
problems are presented.
Purpose and Objectives
A comprehensive review of the literature on open education shows
the historical development of this concept. The writer uses five major
questions to guide his review of the literature. They are: (1) What
is open education? (2) What is the role of the teacher in the open class-
room? (3) What are the goals of open education for students? (4) What
is the state of open education at the secondary school level? (5) What
considerations, as a result of the conclusions drawn from the literature,
need to be addressed to assure effective inservice programming at the
secondary school level?
.
.
Based upon the review of the literature and personal experience,
this writer presents four considerations that must be addressed for
effective inservice teacher education. The four considerations are:
1. In order for inservice programs to have optimum effective-
ness they must be designed with an understanding of the
kinds of changes our outcomes and goals that may reasonably
be expected from the inservice effort.
2. Administrative leadership is needed to assure effective planning
and implementation.
3. The in service participant must be actively involved in the
basic design of the inservice program including implementation
and evaluation.
4. Some evaluation design for gathering feedback must be
built into the inservice component.
This study describes an approach to inservice teacher education
and its application at a secondary school level.
This study is guided by the following questions:
1. What is the proposed approach to inservice teacher
education?
2. How is it applied at a secondary school level?
3. Is the approach practical and effective in the judgment
of the participants?
4. Is the approach effective in accomplishing the workshops
objectives?
5. What are the implications of this approach to
future inservice
training projects?
vii
6. What effect did this approach have on teachers?
These questions are investigated with specific evaluative measure-
ments and implications for further study is drawn from the data.
Methods of Inquiry
Data were obtained through a number of formal and informal
instruments.
The data were analyzed in hopes of finding some real answers
to the posed questions. Frequency of responses was the methodology
used for data tabulation. These frequencies are often represented
as percentages.
Conclusions and Implications
The findings indicate that the participants had a sense of
accomplishment at the end of the two-year project. The inservice
facilitators were viewed as competent, receptive, and exemplary in
expousing the ideas and concepts of open education. Finally, this
writer concludes that:
1. The proposed approach to inservice education was an
effective alternative at the secondary school level.
2. The approach was viewed by the participants as one with
much practical and realistic value.
3. Workshop objectives can be realized utilizing an approach
which provides the participants with opportunities for shared
decision-making, active learning, and skills acquisition.
viii
On the basis of the data and the conclusions drawn from these
data, suggestions are made for further study. Since there is little
empirical data available in the area of open space /open education in-
service training for secondary school personnel, further studies will
have to be made and more literature will have to be reviewed to complete
the picture of the impact this approach had on inservice training at
the secondary school level.
lx
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND
Open education is an approach to educating children
. . . not a style of architecture. Open education is
based on faith in a child’s ability to act independently
and his ability to assume responsibility for his behavior.
Open education views learning as a continuous process
within the total life environment.
Greenery
,
Issue No. 19, October, 1972.
Introduction
A new Shaw Junior High School opened September 1977. It was
the first secondary school in the District of Columbia constructed in
the open space format. Open space dictates a new kind of structure
in planning for learning and teaching. Open space is the structural
design of the new Shaw facility , and open education is the approach
to learning and teaching that is being utilized by the professional
staff. Students and teachers, in order to function constructively
and develop academic programs within such space, must plan and
conceive of their daily functioning in new ways. Some of the
developmental changes which this open space requires include:
1. An option for planning which includes a group of
students learning together over a longer span of
time during the day, and pursuing subject matter in
1
2a different format from the previous forty minutes of
segmented instruction once utilized by the school.
2. The implication of different time and group arrangements
for study in that teaching and learning may proceed in an
interdisciplinary fashion. For example, computation skills
in mathematics integrated with collecting and analyzing of
scientific data; and the learning objectives for science and
math being interchangeable in terms of skills and specific
in terms of the content for each subject. This means that
continuous curriculum development and modification occurs
in order to promote interdisciplinary teaching.
3. Non-teaching personnel such as engineers, custodians,
cafeteria workers, aides, counselors, media specialists,
and office staff functioning in different relationships to
students and one another in an open space school. There
is more interaction, people see more of each other and
have the opportunity to perceive more directly some of
the needs of students in putting together learning and
teaching. The implications of this are that any inservice
training should have involved all of the relevant personnel.
4. A wider range is encompassed in the new school since
sixth-grade students are enrolled and other students will
service as student-teacher assistants. This cross-age
representation in the student and teaching corps means the
development of new adaptive attitudes in relationships
to multi-age groupings.
r
35. Measurement of achievement of individual students, of
competence and success of teachers, and of the achieve-
ment of the general objectives of the program is more
difficult since the proposed purposes of the new school
included aims to increase the tolerance and respect
for values which are different from one's own; to explore
one's own value system; and to develop decision-making
techniques and assist students to use them (ARE Proposal,
1974). Each of these variables was difficult to measure
by existing evaluative techniques currently used at the
secondary school level.
Shaw was the first open space secondary facility of its kind in
Washington. A major need in the new open space facility was to plan
for an inservice training program which had to be developed in order
to implement and evaluate programs which grow out of open space and
open education as adapted to the new physical plant of Shaw Junior
High School.
The school administration, in an attempt to make sure the
teaching personnel of Shaw would be prepared to function adequately
in the new open space structure, contracted the job of inservice
training to the "Advisory and Learning Exchange," (a teacher center
which operates within the Associates for Renewal in Education, Inc.,
a non-profit organization) who, in turn, selected the "Integrated Day"
program co-director of the University of Massachusetts /Amherst as
inservice coordinator. This study describes that inservice approach.
4In the following sections we examine these questions:
.What do we know about inservice training and staff
development?
.What could be the nature of inservice training?
What Do We Know About Inservice Training
and Staff Development?
Harris, et al (1969) contend that inservice teacher education is
potentially one of the most important and effective means of helping
teachers acquire current professional information and learn alternative
teaching strategies. Darland (1970) states that traditional inservice
programs often have been ineffective in spite of substantial investments
of time, funds, and consultant services. He acknowledges that one
of the major reasons for the ineffectiveness is that although teachers
are in favor of inservice programs, the content of these programs is
usually prescribed by high-level administrators. Lawrence ( 1974)
emphasizes the fact that inservice education too often takes place on
the teacher's own time and frequently at his or her own expense. As
a result of some inservice programs, teachers receive credit for
salary increases, graduate and advanced degrees, and/or higher levels
of certification. However, if the programs are not based on teacher
need, little progress is made in the improvement of teaching or
overall school programs.
Tyler (1971) reports that in many instances, teachers have
found inservice programs threatening, confusing, or irrelevant.
Teachers who are threatened by inservice programs may feel that
5their approaches or techniques have been wrong and that their skills
are inadequate. He believes this may cause some teachers to fear
trying new teaching strategies because of past failures. Lawrence
(1974) supports this by stating that teachers become uneasy about
what they are doing, yet do not know what they might do differently.
Confusion may result when information is presented without practical
suggestions for implementation.
Replogle (1950) states that the problem of irrelevancy is
intensified when consultants come to an inservice situation and attempt
to impose upon teachers a particular method or methods for teaching.
The literature thus far indicates that much time, money, and people
resources have been invested in inservice protrams. The impact of
these programs have been limited in terms of effectiveness due to
improper planning, design, and implementation.
The ultimate dilemma according to Darland (1970), occurs when
those who plan and implement the inservice program are not held
accountable for its results. This absence of accountability may lead
to an absence of evaluation and to a perpetuation of certain failure
for future inservice programs.
Edelfelt (1974) concluded that inservice education has been the
neglected stepchild of teacher training. He feels that most resources
and efforts have gone to preservice preparation. Many school districts
have tried to justify this neglect by pointing to the transient nature
of the teaching profession. Why, they ask, put money and effort
into inservice components when after a few years, a large percentage
6of those persons participating in the programs will be working in a
different capacity within and, oftentimes, outside of the system.
This researcher would answer by pointing out that the current
economic state of the country and the declining population growth rate
has stabilized the teaching profession. Many school districts across
the nation are indicating a hiring freeze on new teaching positions.
This means that inservice programs are being conducted for the
experienced teacher and must therefore take into account the stated
educational needs of this group
.
Edelfelt (1974) concludes that the declining number of persons
in university and college teacher-preparation programs has necessitated
the shift of emphasis from preservice education to inservice. He also
points to the stabilized teaching patterns over the past few years as
a rationale for increased inservice offerings.
What variables appear important in changing traditional inservice
procedures? The question of the content versus the process of in-
service teacher training and implications of the important problems in
this area deserve much consideration. Harris et al (1969) make the
statement that:
In an organization such as a school, where members aspire to
professional autonomy and status, personnel development is
seen as everybody's job. Members may feel a responsibility
to meet their own needs either individually or in small
voluntary groups. To the extent that this is true, programs
prescribed by authority are likely to be seen as irrelevant,
coercive and demeaning. These assertions, reflecting the
familiar experiences of teachers and principals, help account
for the low state of inservice education and lead to a groan
response when inservice is mentioned. The resolution of these
two needs. . . organizational and personal. . . is a major
challenge to leadership personnel in designing inservice
education programs, (p. 28)
7Ringness (1968) has indicated that some teachers feel they have
too little voice in determining on what inservice programs should focus.
He says they are not convinced of the value of certain kinds of
programs, and that they resent being required to attend certain
meetings. Furthermore, it seems they also resent the extra time
required when such meetings are after school hours. Teachers believe,
he reports, that much of what is offered by such programs is un-
realistic, and that more specific help, directed to more selected groups,
would be more valuable than what is usually presented to everybody.
His findings are supported in an earlier study by Replogle (1950)
who found that teachers were dissatisfied with the method of inservice
programming common at that time, and that they wanted professional
aid in these specific areas:
1. Improving teaching methods and techniques;
2. Utilizing principles of group dynamics;
3. Locating community resources;
4. Providing for individual differences;
5. Handling pupil behavior and discipline cases;
6. Meeting the needs of atypical pupils;
7. Enabling teachers to evaluate their own teaching competence;
8. Caring for the needs of the emotionally maladjusted;
9. Relating the ongoing class activities to the problems,
concerns, and tensions of the pupils;
10.
Using current teaching situations to make more under-
standable the contemporary social realities;
811. Making better use of visual aids;
12. Locating and making available expert resources and
personnel, as special problems arise;
13. Identifying the possibilities of the current classroom
activity to enable pupils better to understand democratic
values, loyalties and beliefs;
14. Constructing teaching units on problems and topics not
found in basic textbooks, (p. 15)
Although Replogle’s study was conducted over 25 years ago,
teachers are still requesting aid in the same professional areas, due
to what they consider inadequate and irrelevant inservice programming.
Waynant (1971) emphasizes that relevant and effective inservice programs
can be established if they are built around teacher strengths and
concerns. She goes on to observe that all too often the administrator,
supervisor, or consultant have looked for what is wrong rather than
what is right with teachers in their classroom performance thereby
conducting inservice programs around teacher deficiencies. Brighton
( 1970) agrees when he observes that it is little wonder that inservice
programs founded on a threatening base have met with little enthusiasm.
He stresses that seldom have administrators aimed at helping the
teachers to succeed
,
to improve their performance , or to advance
their profession.
The literature above indicates that a great deal of frustration
is being felt by the target group of inservice training—the teachers.
They often feel hopeless in terms of the time and energy they have
9invested. The research leaves us with a number of conclusions:
1.
Inservice education too often takes place on the teachers
own time and frequently at their own expense
(Lawrence, 1974).
2. Teachers have found programs threatening, confusing,
or irrelevant. Teachers feel their techniques have been
wrong and that their skills are inadequate (Tyler, 1971).
3. Traditional inservice programs often have been ineffective
in spite of substantial investments of time, funds, and
consultant services (Darland, 1970).
4. Relevant and effective inservice programs must be built
around teacher strengths and concerns (Waynant, 1971).
This study describes and examines an approach to inservice
teacher education which was designed as a positive response to some
of the negative implications of current inservice approaches found in
the literature and research.
What Could be the Nature of
Inservice Training?
In any inservice training program, we must consider the needs
of teachers, taking into account their unique qualities. Tyler pro-
jected in 1971 that inservice education of the future would not be seen
as shaping teachers, but rather, would be viewed as aiding, supporting,
and encouraging each teachers' development of teaching capabilities
that they value and seek to enhance. He went on to predict that
inservice training in the future would deal with real problems and
10
that the training programs would build in feedback so that as
teachers work on problems a basis for correction and revision is
available. Since the early 1970’s little has been done in inservice to
make Tyler’s predictions become fact (Edelfelt, 1975).
Among the questions to be examined are: Who will determine
what the real problems are, and who will provide the necessary
feedback? Bush (1971) seems to have found part of the answer. He
believes that teachers ought to be the ones who take the initiative in
determining real problems. He is convinced that teachers should
select the kinds of help for these problems from a wide array of
interesting and available alternatives. Bush goes on to suggest that
teachers may well need the help of an impartial outsider to enable
them to make diagnoses and to analyze situations.
Any improvement in inservice training must find viable ways
for teachers to keep abreast of the changing times and to extract
benefit from the new knowledge that research uncovers. Russell
(1975), addressing himself to this statement, provides what he considers
to be the six major objectives ofi future inservice teacher preparation
programs:
1. To foster the professional development of teachers;
2. To aid in problem identification and needs assessment;
3. To develop approaches to problem solution;
4. To disseminate new ideas, practices, or programs;
5. To disseminate research results;
To communicate administrative and management considera-6 .
11
tions, such as procedures and regulations emanating
from local, state, and national levels.
The report by Tyler (1971) tends to indicate that if inservice
programs are to be " successful" then they should upgrade the effective-
ness and efficiency of teachers and other educators, orient and prepare
sfaff members prior to introducing improved or innovative practices
,
and upgrade the total climate in an educational institution by improving
the morale of staff members as well as students. The approach to
inservice training which will be described in this study, has as its goal
the actualization of the above statements. This research field tests
the approach using the Shaw Junior High School as a case to study
and examines the data collected in terms of the stated research
questions, report findings, and state implications for the specific
site and for in service in general.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to describe an approach to
inservice teacher education and to examine its application at a
secondary school level. The inservice approach was developed by the
staff of the "Integrated Day Program" at the University of Massachusetts ,
Amherst, School of Education.
The study also documents the existing beliefs and apprehensions
towards open education held by the professional personnel of the case
school, as well as toward decision-making, and children's learning
prior to their involvement in the extensive inservice workshops.
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This study further attempts tQ document the transition of these
participants fro more ’’traditional" teaching styles, philosophies, and
settings toward more "open ways" of working together as reflected
by the integrated day /open education philosophy. This study is
guided by the following questions:
1. What is the proposed approach to inservice teacher
education?
2. How is it applied at a secondary school level?
3. Is the approach practical and effective in the judgment of
the participants? (In other words, does the approach
provide the administration and staff with sound and realistic
knowledge of what the open space /open education theory
entails?)
4. Is the approach effective in accomplishing the workshop
objectives?
5. What are the implications of this approach to future
inservice training projects?
6. What effect did this approach to inservice have on teachers?
a. Did the workshop provide activities for classrooms?
b. Were these activities used by the teachers?
c. Did teachers change their perceptions of their role?
d. Did attitudes toward open education change?
e. Was there an allowance for shared decision-making?
f. Was there an opportunity for skills acquisition?
These questions are investigated with specific evaluative measure-
ments described briefly in this Chapter and in more detail in
13
Chapter III. Implications for further study are drawn from these
data.
Definition of Terms
1* 0pen Education: is an approach to education that is
open to change
,
to new ideas
,
to curriculum
,
to
scheduling, to use of space, to honest expressions of
feeling between teacher and pupil and between pupil and
pupil, and open to children's participation in significant
decision-making in the classroom.
2. Open Space: is the construction design of a school
facility in which the visual and accoustical separation
between teacher stations is limited or eliminated.
3. Open Classroom: an environment rich with materials,
ideas to explore, and things to use. It offers diverse
opportunities. Activities are available to stimulate interest
and extend learnings. Management procedures are
flexible. The daily schedule is less rigid, and children
are given broad latitude relative to the scheduling of
their work pursuits. There is much evidence of children's
work. There is evidence of active learning, shared
decision-making, and skills acquisition present in the
classroom
.
4. Openness: The degree to which the classroom reflects the
characteristics of an open education approach. These
questions are usually asked and reflected upon when
14
determining openness:
-Does all knowledge emanate from a teacher talking
from the front of the class to a group of children?
-Who besides the teacher can help children learn?
-What materials and activities besides the approved
texts can be used in teaching?
-Does learning take place when the teacher presents
information, or does learning require that the learner
engage positively in an activity selected to ensure
that learning?
-Does trust between teacher and pupil facilitate training?
-Can children take an active role in their own learning?
5. Informal Education: is the attempt to move away from
the rigid timetable
,
the formally prescribed lessons and
assignments, and the traditional directing role of the
teacher.
6. Inservice Education: Broadly defined is all the activities
aimed at the improvement of professional staff members.
7. Staff Development: is concerned with the personal, role,
and institutional dimensions of the educational system. The
emphasis is upon those attitudes, competencies, and
knowledges that enhance learning, program effectiveness,
and professional and non-professional adequacy
.
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Significance of the Study
The literature in the area of open space /open education inservice
training for secondary school personnel is incomplete. This study
contributes to our knowledge in this area by describing an approach
to inservice and its application in a real setting. This is the first
open space secondary facility in the greater Washington, D.C. metro-
politan area; it is also only one of a handful of such facilities in the
United States. The proposed in service model has been tested at the
elementary level with some success (Schumer, 1974; Welles, 1976);
however, this study is the first comprehensive attempt to implement
the model at the secondary level. Therefore, the data gathered and
information derived from this study can be a reference point for other
school systems throughout the nation that are considering open space
secondary school construction and a more open approach to working
with learners.
The study is also significant in that the researcher believes
this "open” approach is applicable not only to teacher and administrators
in open space facilities, but for anyone involved with the teacher/
learner process. Two recent studies building off the same approach
have been completed. For more information see the unpublished
dissertations of Merrita Hruska (1975) and R. Michael Mayo (1977)
at the University of Massachusetts Library /Amherst. For example,
the inservice approach described in this study could help change the
current methods of initiating staff renewal programs and could serve
as a viable alternative to current inservice activities.
16
Methodology
The present study examines that body of literature and research
which focuses on open education /integrated day approach, current
inservice and staff development practices, and special professional
development needs of staff at the secondary school level. The researcher
describes an approach to inservice teacher training. The Shaw Junior
High School of Washington, D.C. is used as a case to examine the
application of the approach. The researcher examines relevant
documents such as the "Shaw Proposal for Inservice" (1973), the
"Advisory and Learning Exchange Proposal for Shaw Inservice" (1974),
and program materials developed for use in the inservice program.
Further, he describes in detail the approach as it was applied during
the inservice program.
The major emphasis in this research focusses on the approach
to inservice. Thus, data collected from interviews, a questionnaire,
and participant reports are used to gain evidence that the approach
was consistent with the conclusions drawn about staff development set
out earlier in this chapter (p. 9).
The researcher further examines the research questions listed
(p. 12) earlier by using Shaw as the case. Data for analysis was
collected by administering both formal and informal instruments.
Primary use of these data was formative in nature; that is, data were
collected during the first Workshop (A) for use in planning Workshop (B).
Among the formal instruments used were:
17
l - Teacher Concerns Checklist : This instrument was developed
by Francis F. Fuller and Gary D. Borich (1974) at the
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education,
The University of Texas, Austin. The instrument lists 56
teacher concerns and allows the teacher to check the
magnitude of his/her concern for each item.
2. Assumptions About Children’s Learning : This instrument
was developed by Roland S. Barth (1972) and is valuable
as an instrument used to get information about the
assumptions held by persons moving towards open education.
3 * Who Decides Questionnaire ; This instrument first used by
Bernice J. Wolfson and Shirlyn Nash (1965) and adapted by
Bunker (1974) asks 49 questions related to who makes what
decisions in the classroom. The offered responses are:
(a) student, (b) class, (c) teacher, and (d) other.
This instrument reflects on the teacher's perception regarding
decision-making in the classroom.
The researcher collected and analyzed the data and drew
conclusions from which implications for Shaw and for the broader
educational profession were made. Other instruments (described later
in Chapter III) looked at informal data which focussed on consistency
between articulated beliefs about staff development and participant
perceptions of ways in which the staff acted during the inservice
workshops.
18
Limitations of the Study
There is little empirical data in the area of open space /open
education inservice training for secondary school personnel. The
possibility of replicating this study is currently bleak since there are
only a limited number of secondary open space structures in operation.
The participatory group used for this study was small in number
and all came from the same junior high school. The investigator was
not only the recorder, but also a participant/observer throughout the
study. The writer is a proponent of the integrated day/open education
philosophy and acted as a co-instructor during the inservice workshops.
Since all of the participants were from the same school and were part of
a very new concept in secondary school construction and operations,
the findings of this study cannot be generalized to other secondary
facilities.
The evaluation will be both formative and summative in nature,
which is appropriate to the development of an approach, and will not
include tests of significance. There will be no attempt made by this
writer to offer supportive data on the reliability or validity of the
research instruments.
The data will be formative for the staff. There will be no pre-
testing or post-testing of control groups; nor will there be any system
matic comparison of the participants in the first summer's workshop
(Workshop A) with those participants in the second summer's workshop
(Workshop B).
19
The data presented win be limited to Workshop A except when
references are made to Bunker's Summary of Evaluations (1975) which
provides data from Workshop B. The analysis of the data from Workshop
A was used by the workshop leaders and the staff of Shaw to plan
Workshop B.
Organization of the Dissertation
This study is developed in five chapters. Chapter I has
included: background and statement of the problem; questions the
study seeks to answer; purpose of the study; methodology and design
of the study; and a definition of terms.
Chapter II reviews the literature on open education, open space
schools operating at the secondary level, and inservice education.
Five major questions arising from this review comprises the theoretical
framework of this dissertation.
Chapter III describes the procedures involved in the study.
The researcher proposes an inservice plan built on the research and
liteature on effective inservice teacher education and designed for needs
of open space schools.
Chapter IV focuses on a case study of the application of the
inservice approach, analyzes the data, and reports the findings of
the study. Data are interpreted and the questions posed in Chapter I
are examined and discussed.
Chapter V summarizes the study, draws conclusions from the
findings, relates the findings to the existing research, and discusses
20
implications for further research by referring to the related literature
and the application of these results to future studies. The implica-
tions are developed specifically for the personnel of Shaw School and
beyond that to all who are actively involved in inservice education.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Notwithstanding a change here and a change there,
our educational system particularly at the post-
elementary levels, is largely conventional, traditional,
and parochial. How do we convert theory into
practice, talk into action? Open education in its
various forms holds some promise, but it may remain
another academic exercise unless a vanguard of
stalwart educators can pick up the signals and put
it into play. (Bell, 1974, p. 332)
In this chapter the author reviews the literature on open
education, open space schools operating at the secondary level, and
inservice education. Five major questions arising from this review
comproises the theoretical framework of this chapter:
1. What is open education?
2. What is the role of the teacher in the open classroom?
3. What are the goals of open education for students?
4. What is the state of open education at the secondary
school level?
5. What considerations, as a result of the conclusions drawn
from the literature, need to be addressed to assure
effective inservice programming at the secondary
school level?
The following section will describe beliefs about learning which
grew out of open education theory. These beliefs support the practices
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of an integrated day approach to inservice teacher education.
What is open education ? During the decade of the 1960’s
,
Britain with its informal (open) approach to education was seen as
"the” model by some educational communities of Europe and the United
States. A statement from the Plowden Report (Plowden, 1967)
indicating that the child is the agent in his/her own learning motivated
a large number of American educators to go to Britain to learn first
hand the mechanics and theory of this open education approach.
The information from these travels was disseminated through a
variety of media sources; however, the ideas seem to have reached the
most receptive audience through articles in journals, magazines, news-
papers, and books. Critics, such as Illich, Silberman, Reich, Holt,
Dennison, Kozol, and Postman began to sound the alarm on the hopeless-
ness of what then were the current educational practices in the United
States. Although much of their criticism was harsh, it was indeed
perceptive. Concurrently, Lillian Weber, Joseph Featherstone
,
Charles
Silberman, and small numbers of educators across the country began
to share their enthusiasm for open education; indeed their writings
led many others to establish open education in American classrooms.
Whenever an attempt is made to establish the rationale for open
education writers invariably return to Rathbone's (1971) research
which establishes as a rationale these six subheadings:
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1 * How children learn. It is an active process and direct
experience is central.
2 ‘ A view of knowledge
. Knowledge becomes real only when
it is personalized. The idea of covering a certain amount
of the school curriculum is rejected.
3 * A perspective on schooling
. School represents the larger
world and open education begins with needs and concerns
of the individual child. The setting and attaining of goals
which will include the learning of facts and knowledge are
encouraged, but the emphasis is on learning how to learn
—
to develop independence, self-reliance, trust, and
responsibility.
4. The teacher's role . The teacher is primarily a facilitator
and resource person. He must diagnose individual needs
and provide a rich environment for learning to take place.
5. The psychological-emotional climate. The classroom is a
place of trust and openness. The expression of feeling is
encouraged and accepted and as a result mutual respect
and toleration are increased.
6. The moral context . The child has rights, obligations, is
free to choose, and is to be treated with kindness and
respect. The teacher has the responsibility to make
issues clear in any study and to help the child accept his
or her responsibility, (p. 24)
Open education has been characterized as a classroom environ-
ment in which there is minimum teaching to the class as a whole, in
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which provison is made for children to pursue individual interests
and to be actively involved with materials, and as a place in which
children are trusted to direct many aspects of their own learnings
(Stephens, 1974).
Howes (1974) relates that the open classroom offers children
a quality of human living in their learning as they experience their
surroundings, explore their world, and grow in power to feel, think,
and act in independent responsible ways. A "doing" place is the
way one writer describes an open classroom (Smith, 1974). It is a
place where a number of activities and opportunities for students is
provided.
Definitions of open education have varied widely. Since the
theory of open education is a fairly new phenomenon it will have
to be tested over a long period of time before a definition evolves
that is acceptable to the broader educational community. However,
Bussis and Chittenden (1970) sought to develop a schematic design
that could serve as an evaluation tool for describing classroom
environments. They viewed the open classroom as being both child
centered and teacher-centered. In order to characterize such a
classroom it was necessary to consider both the child's and the
teacher's contributions to decisions regarding learning. Thus, they
developed a two-dimensional design which portrays open education as
requiring high input from both teacher and child, and indicates
in a general sense where other kinds of classroom approaches would
be located. (See Figure 1)
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Figure 1
Double Classification Scheme Based on Extent to which (1) the
Individual Teacher and (2) the Individual Child is an Active
Contributor to Decisions Regarding the Content and Process
of Learning.
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Bussis, Anne M. and Chittenden. Analysis of an Approach to Open Education .
Princeton, N.J. : Educational Testing Service, August, 1970, p. 23.
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The teachers in the two left-hand quadrants are reported to
assume little responsibility for significant curricular and instructional
decisions. In the "programmed instruction" quadrant textbook
specifications and programmed materials determine the course of the
child’s educational activity. In the "laissez-faire" quadrant the
child presumably makes the decisions concerning his/her learning.
Teachers in both right-hand quadrants assume much greater
responsibility for decision-making. Teachers in the lower right-hand
quadrant are said to be active in organizing and examining curriculum,
determining student progress to decide on next steps, but base these
decisions on a rather limited range of information about students.
This information is generally preassessed by teachers as being
important and children are not given an opportunity to have input
into their own learning. Open education teachers, however, base
their decision-making on information they gain from the children's
own decisions and choices about learning. Decisions center around
what to do and how to do it, purposes of activities, meanings to
be derived for interaction with subject matter
,
and selection of
materials.
The Double Classification Scheme
,
such as this, attempts to
answer two sets of questions. The first set of questions deals with
the child as learner and tries to find out to what extent he /she
affects what happens to him/her. The second set of questions
relates to the teacher's contributions in influencing the nature and
direction of learning.
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Any new approach as it develops from community to community is
certain to have varying degrees of application; however, it is necessary
to recognize that there are certain basic beliefs upon which open
education is based. Classrooms that practice the open education
approach will have certain common characteristics. Spitsbergen and
Fry (1974) report that without an understanding of the philosophy,
the teacher cannot meet the need to adjust to the situation
accordingly
,
for they stress that new replication of techniques will
not be sufficient.
The notion of open education is predicated on several key
assumptions about the way children behave, develop, and learn. Barth
(1972) listed in his research a number of such assumptions gathered
through a review of available literature. Adapted from Barth the
list is as follows:
1. Children are innately curious.
2. Children will explore their environment provided it is
not threatening.
3. Children have the competence and the right to make
significant decisions concerning their own learning.
4. Children who learn something of importance to themselves
wish to share it with others.
5. Children develop intellectually at their own rate and in
their own style.
6. Intellectual growth and development best takes place in a
sequence of concrete experiences followed by (verbal)
interactions.
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7. Errors are an essential part of learning.
8. A child s learning is best assessed by close observations
over a long period of time. (p. 38)
Teachers must provide the opportunity for the characteristics
of the student's learning environment to develop to a point where they
reflect an awareness of and an adherence to those assumptions
recorded by Barth.
Stephens (1974) has identified what she considers to be the
characteristics of open classrooms. She records that every open
classroom will reflect in varying degrees:
1. A minimum of lessons for the whole class; most instruction
geared to small groups or individuals.
2. A variety of activities progressing simultaneously.
3. Flexible scheduling, so that children can engage in
different activities for varying periods of time.
4. An environment rich in materials, both commercial and
homemade.
5. Freedom for children to move about, converse, work together,
and seek help from one another.
6. Opportunities for children to make decisions about their
work and to develop responsibility for setting and meeting
their educational goals.
7. Lack of rigid, prescribed curriculum and provision for
children to investigate matters of concern to them
.
8. Some integration of the curriculum, eliminating isolated
teaching of each subject.
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9.
Emphasis on experimentation and involvement with materials.
10. Flexible learning groups formed around interests, as well
as academic needs, and organized by both pupils and
teachers.
11. An atmosphere of trust, acceptance of children, and respect
for their diversity.
12. Attention to individual intellectual, emotional, physical,
and social needs.
13. Creative activities valued as part of the curriculum.
14. A minimum of grading and marking.
15. Honest and open relationships between teacher and pupil
and between pupil and pupil; teacher avoidance of
exploiting authority, (p. 26)
Although the characteristics listed above are
,
seemingly
,
basic
requirements of open classrooms, teachers will implement these with
varying degrees of commitment; however, it will be necessary for all
"open education" teacher advocates to consider the implications of
these characteristics in light of their own teaching.
Research reported by Smith (1974) reveals that if children are
to develop their intellectual potential, the school must provide an
environment that is intellectually stimulating and in which achieve-
ment of an intellectual nature is respected and nurtured. Rogers
and Church (1975) add that the task of the teacher in an open class-
room is to set up opportunities for learning experiences, both in and
out of the classroom
,
where children can be watched to see what are
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the educational motivators to which they respond.
According to the open classroom studies of Golding and Poad
(1973) the classroom environment should allow a high degree of choice
not only of areas of study but also of methods of proceeding with
the inquiry and of presenting the findings. Another proponent of
choice in the classroom (Taylor, 1972), stresses that the open class-
room is
,
essentially
,
a form of organization in which the child
exercises a greater degree of choice about what he /she is going to
do and when he/she is going to do it, and the teacher integrates
his/her daily program so that learning and progress take place.
The preceding section of this chapter has attempted to answer
the question, "What is open education?" A number of operational
characteristics coming from the literature seem to best answer that
question. These characteristics are promoted by an educational
approach that provides:
1. A rich and stimulating environment where learning takes
place.
2. A place of trust and openness.
3. An opportunity for shared decision-making.
4. Provisioning for active learning
5. A place where individual needs are met.
6. An opportunity for acquisition of skills.
What is the role of the teacher in the open classroom? The
role of the teacher in open education has been discussed at length
by Anderson (1970), Bussis and Chittenden (1970), and Kohl (1969).
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Traub, Weiss, Fisher, and Musella (1972) after examining the
literature available, report that the open teacher often acts as a
resource person and a counselor. The teacher is characterized as
being concerned with diagnosing student problems and finding
practicable solutions that are accepted and acted on by the students
themselves. Another aspect of the teacher's role reported here is
teacher as classroom provisioner: assuming major responsibility for
placing suitable materials in the classroom and guiding student choice
of materials and activities.
Rogers and Church (1975) commenting on the role of the teacher
in an open classroom note that the teacher is less content-centered
and more person-centered. They see curriculum being generated out
of where the children are and what they bring to the specific learning
situation. No distinction is seen between affective and cognitive
development. The researchers do not find correct answers any more
important than good questions.
Eight themes around which the role of the teacher could be
conceptualized are presented by Thomas and Walberg (1971). The
themes are:
1. Instruction—it is to be highly individualized.
2. Provisioning—the providing of a wide range of materials
and equipment.
3. Diagnosis—the teacher continually watches each child
and makes plans accordingly.
4. Evaluation—the teacher gathers information about each
child’s growth and learning that will help him/her gain
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their goals.
5. Humanness—a respect and trust in the individual.
6. Seeking—the teacher's responsibility for personal growth.
7. Self-perception—the teacher views himself/herself and
must believe in what he /she is doing.
8. Assumptions—the beliefs held about children and the
process of learning. (Assumptions include a warm
accepting atmosphere, reasonable rules, a dependable
source of authority, and a faith in children's curiosity and
ability to explore on their own. (pp. 16-22)
Thomas and Walberg arrived at these eight themes by examining
the British and American literature on open education. They tried
to find ways in which the thinking and practices of open education
reflected and fit into the framework proposed in the Bussis and
Chittenden (1970) report. They were able to locate a large body of
literature which presented a great deal of specific information which
could be organized along the lines of the Bussis and Chittenden
dimensions (see Figure 1). After careful examination of the available
literature addressing these 10 dimensions, the structuring of their
own particular thematic ideology (eight themes) become more specific,
concrete, and explicit.*
If teachers adhere to the eight themes presented by Thomas
and Walberg, their actions would be consistent with the recommendations
^Subsequently Evans (1971) used this research to find
significant differences between open and traditional teachers based
on an instrument using these scales.
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growing out of the literature in the preceding section of this chapter
which indicate that students need a more humane environment and
voice in decisions that affect their own learning (Rathbone, 1971;
Stephens, 1974; Golding and Poad, 1973).
The implications of the role of teacher as described above have
prompted some researchers to conclude that the most critical factor in
an open education environment is how adults deal with the students
on a personal level (Spitsbergen and Fry, 1974). These writers go
on to make a personal statement on their overall perceptions of the
open education approach:
We believe that educaton is an active process which must
be experienced and lived, rather than passively endured.
Significant learning happens when the person interacts
. . . with other people and with events in the world around
him. . . . The key to learning is activity. . . action, giving,
sharing of information, and experiences. . . with a variety
of sources and resources, (p. x)
The role of the teacher has been stated in very glowing terms
by Charity James (1968). She gives that role a two-dimensional slant.
First is the pastoral role. The salient features of this role are the
creation of an environment based on sharing and mutual trust. The
teacher is viewed as the guardian of existing moral codes, loving is
a little more easier to do, and the fear of failure is relieved. The
environment strengthens the teacher's ability to act as a catalyst in
bringing into being situations in which perceptions can emerge,
hopefully through creativity. The teacher is expected to give
regular undivided attention to each individual student.
The second role is that of specialist. If teachers are truly
concerned with totally involving their students in subject matter, then
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it becomes the responsibility of these teachers to know as much as
they can about specific disciplines.
James (1968) gives a rather flowery description to the role of
the teacher when she states:
If students are engaged in. . . creative education
which is largely undertaken in small working parties
,
working with some autonomy, it is clear that the role
of the teacher changes from being that of an
instructor, giving a class lesson. He becomes rather
a facilitator, an impresario, and a consultant, (p. 44)
It seems apparent from the literature that the teacher is the
most important factor in the development of an open classroom. Most
researchers concur with the conclusion drawn by Spitsbergen and Fry
(1974) that the most critical factor in an open classroom environment
is how adults deal with the students on a personal level. It thus
becomes obvious that the key to successful open classrooms revolve
around quality teaching.
What are the goals of open education for students ? Twelve
goals which should be attained when open classrooms are fully
implemented have been formulated by Howes (1974). These goals
are:
1. Children who know themselves as persons with
limitations and strengths.
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2. Children who think independently, act responsibly, and
are self-propelled.
.3. Children who use time efficiently and effectively for their
own learning and living purposes.
4. Children who understand deeply democratic values and
beliefs and apply them in daily life.
5. Children who show a great concern for other children,
valuing the opinions of others in the solution of problems.
6. Children who like themselves and feel good about
themselves.
7. Children who use their environment and available resources
well.
8. Children who have healthy egos that are not dependent on
or slaves to either the inner or the external worlds.
9. Children who like school, want to go to school, and are
happy in school.
10. Children who make more and more learning decisions and
accept responsibility for them.
11. Children who have confidence in themselves and in their
ability to confront and solve problems.
12. Children who know how to learn, view learning as worth-
while, and think of learning as a lifelong process, (p. 12)
Open education teachers must be responsible. Rules need to
be established, the teacher must uphold them and see that each student
is able to move, explore, and choose freely. According to Bell (1974),
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reports of studies which have compared students in open education
classrooms with students in more traditional classrooms show that in
general academic achievement is about equal (Case, 1971; Godde,
1973; Greener, 1973; Rosner, 1973; Schemer, 1969; Williams, 1970).
Bell also reports that students in open classrooms are better able to
identify and solve problems, have more self-direction and self-
responsibility, have a more positive self-concept, and are better able
to use inquiry skills.
Supporting the statements made in the last few paragraphs
concerning achievement levels of open classroom students is a group
of studies reported in a recent book by Lynn S. Martin (1976). The
book abstracts and summarizes several hundred studies from numerous
educational interests. Among those interests are: (a) Children
directing their own learning (Reel, 1973); (b) Child-rearing
techniques (Lickona, 1971); (c) Homes where high achievement training
occurs (Anderson and Evans, 1973); (d) Improved student attitudes
toward school and school work (Mycock, 1967; Junell, 1971; Samuels,
1969); (e) Students’ attitudes toward teachers, school, and the
curriculum in open classrooms as opposed to traditional classrooms
(Shapiro, 1972; Tuckman, Cochran, and Travers, 1973; Weiss, 1972;
Wilson, 1972).
If children are to remain successful in open classrooms then
teachers must constantly be aware of the goals of open education for
learners: (a) shared decision-making; (b) skills acquisiton; and
(c) active learning. These goals can be accomplished if educators
provide rich and stimulating environments where children whether
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alone or in groups, find activities which interest and challenge their
natural curiosity and desire to learn.
What is the state of open education at the secondary school
level ?
Circumstances alter, and experience grows. The door
to change is never permanently shut. But there should
be no mad rush to go through it because someone has
said that the grass looks greener outside. To some
children, it may be extraordinarily indigestible. (Taylor,
1972, p. 110)
Most of the advocates of open education and the bulk of the literature
on the topic have referred to elementary school education. With the
possible exception of James (1973), Mason (1973), Borton (1970), and
Gross ( 1970) little has been written about an open approach at the
secondary level.
Traditional secondary schools have been organized around time
schedules of forty to fifty minutes per class; student loads of thirty
to forty students; and class periods of eight to nine classes per day.
The subjects are separated into their individual disciplines of English,
History, Geography, Social Studies, Art, Science, Mathematics,
Physical Education, Health, and other subjects taught by as many
different instructors.
The traditional elementary classroom, on the other hand, has
been managed by one teacher instructing in all the disciplines spread
over a seven-hour work day. The teacher has had, in most cases, a
great deal of input into the scheduling of subjects and maintains a
constant group of twenty-five to thirty students throughout the
entire school year. The organizational structure of the elementary
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school, at first glance, would seem to offer not only the best, but
the only arena in which the open approach could be implemented;
however, not only has the approach been implemented at the
secondary level but has reported as successful by researchers
(Johanson, 1972; Samuels, 1969; Schwartz, 1972).
Open education implemented at the secondary level would have
to allow, as Traub, et al.(1972) have stated, the student the
opportunity to explore his/her environment; to make decisions about
his/her own learning; to work at his/her own pace following his/her
own style; to learn from concrete experiences before making abstract
generalizations; to make errors, presumably without fear of censure,
and to be helped to learn from them. These options to students would
fit into the upper right-hand quadrant of the Bussis and Chittenden
( 1970) Double Classification Scheme
,
and would find much support in
the literature of open education advocates (Stephens, 1974; Barth,
1970; Smith, 1974, etc.).
Up to now
,
open education learning approaches in public
secondary schools have been offered only to a number of students.
As open education programs prove successful, these programs should
be expanded. The Reform of Secondary Education: A Report to the
Public and the Profession ( 1973), a report of the National Commission
On the Reform of Secondary Education notes that extension of successful
alternative approaches at the secondary level has been relatively
infrequent. The report states that a number of successful programs
are in danger of not surviving. One main reason offered by the
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Commission for the low survival of new approaches is that the
effectiveness of these approaches is being assessed by the criteria
for traditional school operation rather than by criteria that measure
the objectives of the approaches. It would seem to this author
that the negative results of such an evaluation would signal the end
of new approaches or at least cast an unwarranted stigma of failure
on what might otherwise be viable alternatives to teaching and
learning.
When initiated at the secondary level
,
open education invariably
requires the teachers to reassess their task. Charity James ( 1968)
sees that task as, " . . . not to induct young people into known
certainties but to invite them to collaborate with us into explorations
of the unknown. We are concerned together to create the future,
not merely to reproduce the past" (p. 142).
Teachers are charged to acknowledge the worth of the student
as a collaborator in his own learning. Mason (1973) expands the
rationale of this collaboration when he reminds us that, "If the young
are to become decision-making adults they need to be decision-making
youngsters sharing the definition of the problems to be resolved"
(p. 64). Other authors have supported the claim that collaboration
is an important ingredient of the open approach. Yeomans (1971) tells
us that today’s student is a more independent learner, who can follow
up clues and resources on his own, or work effectively with others.
The student is said to be accustomed to communicating in various
media, as well as words. He is portrayed as one who is as much at
home in a studio or shop as in a library or laboratory . This
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independence on the part of the student Yeomans attributes to the
collaboration between teacher and student that does not hold the
student to a predetermined syllabus within a subject, or a school wide
schedule within each day.
Yeomans (1971) describes the functioning of an open approach
secondary facility. He relates:
Teachers have their specialities, and they teach them,
but, the team has replaced the department, and integration
of subjects has taken the place of separate courses within
each field. Formal instruction is carried out in groups of
twenty to thirty students. Other students were working in
informal groups of their own choosing, and a few were
working alone.
. . . Some of the time is carefully planned
and supervised by teachers, while some of the time is left
to the interests of the students to be used as they see fit.
Each one is made to feel responsible for the use he makes
of it, and there are various devices for recording this
accountability. (p. 33)
The preceding paragraphs have attempted to look at the
operational differences of traditional classrooms at the elementary and
secondary levels. There was also reported some characteristics
of an open education approach operating at the secondary level. This
has been an effort to focus on an open teaching and learning approach
not an open plan building scheme. In order to add more clarity to
this last statement, the author relates these statements from Bunker
(1975). He states:
Frequently, people confuse "open education" with "open
space." The two are not synonymous. . . . The class-
room is more open than traditional when both teachers
and children decide on the goals and means for their
growth; these decisions occur in an open classroom
regardless of the size of the space available. Active
decision-makers, we would hope, will be making effective
use of whatever space they have in terms of their needs.
(p. 4)
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The literature provides examples of new building construction
utilizing the open plan structure; however, the question that is
foremost in this researcher's mind is whether these structures are in
fact open in their approach?
One study conducted by Brunetti (1971) and reported by Bell
( 1974) involves a survey of buildings constructed in 43 states from
1967-1969. The study found that approximately 52 per cent were of
the open design and about equally divided as to elementary, junior
high, and senior high school. The findings showed that most of the
secondary schools classified as open facilities were open in only part
of a building or in a department. Bell then visited sixteen secondary
schools in eight states from around the country. Ten schools were
senior high, four were junior high, one was junior- senior high, and
one was K-12. There was an attempt to gather data in areas
identified by the proponents of open education. These are the common
points the researcher found prevalent in many of the schools:
1. There was some kind of openness to the building. This
varied from one end of the classroom being open to a
space which typically would have had four to eight
classrooms being completely devoid of inner walls.
2. A library or media center which was very open to entry
and use.
3. More variety of courses being offered than had previously
been offered at these schools. Thus students have a
greater choice of courses to take.
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4. More team teaching.
5. Schedules that are more flexible.
6. Students have more choice in how to spend their un-
scheduled time. This varied from being able to go to
the student commons area to being free to leave the
campus.
7 . Provision in the building for a student commons area
or gathering place.
8. Students very favorable toward the changes.
9. Teachers are sharing more with other teachers and
utilizing the media center more.
10.
A problem had developed with considerably higher loss
and/or destruction of materials in the open media
center, (p. 335)
After his research Bell concluded that secondary school educators
in many parts of the United States are attempting to make their schools
more humane and more interesting places for students to learn.
However, as Bell points out, the impact seems to be mainly in facilities,
organization, and course offerings; very little has been changed in
other key concepts of open education such as:
1. Student’s contribution to the learning goals, activities,
environment
,
etc
.
2. Individualized instruction.
3. Active learning approaches.
Skill acquisition in affective areas.4.
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These very important characteristics derived from that early work by
Bussis and Chittenden (1970) are necessary components for an open
approach at any level, and were not found present in the so-called
open schools Bell observed.
Other research efforts have been made in an attempt to
determine how open education approaches have been implemented at
the secondary level. One such research study was conducted to
investigate the question of whether open-space high schools are more
open than other schools (Hoyle, 1973). The study tried to answer
these research questions: Is the learning climate more open in open-
space or traditional high schools? Is the problem-attack behavior of
principals more frequent in open space or traditional schools? Is the
learning climate related to the principals' problem-attack behavior?
The study was conducted in the spring of 1972 and used as a sample
population eight Ohio high schools—four traditional and four open-
space. The participants were eight high school principals and 309
teachers. The data gathering instruments were: The Learning Climate
Inventory (LCI) and The Problem-Attack Behavior Inventory (PABI).
The results of the study found the learning climate more "open"
in the open- space schools in the areas that concerned the teachers'
freedom to use varied teaching materials and resource persons; the
amount of shared decision-making, self evaluation, and overall job
satisfaction. On only one item of the twenty item LCI were the
traditional schools more open than the open-space schools. That
particular item dealt with the teachers' evaluation of the principal.
No differences in problem-attack behavior were found between principals
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in open space and traditional schools. There was a positive relation-
ship between the total learning climate and problem-attack behavior
scores.
The study indicates that the openness of the learning climate
is affected by the frequency with which the principal attacks problems
that involve students, teachers, and the broader community. A final
point revealed by the study is that interpersonal relationships have
an apparent effect on the preceptions of the school staff.
Numerous articles have been written that describe varying
aspects of open-space secondary schools. In one such article Cutler
( 1972) describes an open plan school in East Aurora, New York. She
comments that, "Most of the time it's older children who shape manners
and morals for younger ones. . . . But where school building design
is concerned, the trend reverses. Advanced ideas seem to get their
start in elementary school projects and work up." (p. 25).
Cutler informs us of the close working relationship that existed
between the school's architect and East Aurora's building committee.
A plan of construction was devised that allowed for plenty of room
,
and at the same time allowed for an overall sense of community. The
school was built on the so-called "house" approach. Houses are
semi-independent schools-within- schools. Students were assigned to
a house by alphabetical order and took most of their courses for four
years in their respective houses. The teachers were not prepared
initially to cope with their new environment, it took approximately
eighteen months for relative adjustment to occur. After that period
of time, teachers were experimenting with team teaching, modular
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scheduling, and teaching aids.
Open education does not always depend on a new facility or
even a total school-wide effort. In the fall of 1971 the Environmental
Studies Project (ESP) began operating in two high schools of Carteret
County, North Carolina (Spitsbergen and Fry, 1974). The ESP was
offered to junior and senior high school students with credit for
science, English, and social studies given on a pass-fail basis. The
ESP open classroom was basically a school within a school functioning
as it was in the regular high school setting.
Many misunderstandings with the "regular" school faculty as
to just what was going on in the ESP program were reported by the
researchers. The program was downgraded and considered irrelevant.
The staff of the ESP program consisted of a director who coordinated
the program in the two schools and who served as liaison to school
administrators and the community. Four or five teachers per school
joined the staff, a secretary for the director was hired, and a media-
graphics expert was assigned to the program. There were usually
70-90 students involved in both schools.
The primary goal of the project was concerned with the self-
development of the individual student. The ESP faculty wanted the
students to become: (1) more self-directed; (2) more aware of their
learning needs and how to fulfill them ; ( 3) more positive about self-
image; (4) more self-aware; (5) more knowledgeable about self- strengths
and weaknesses; and more able to self-evaluate . The students spent
half their time with the ESP staff and the other half in the traditional
classroom (Spitsbergen and Fry, 1974, pp . 2-3).
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The ESP staff felt they had accomplished their stated goals.
Although they did not provide data to substantiate their claims, they
did issue this statement:
The staff can see.
. . objectively and subjectively.
.
that the high school open classroom is striving to achieve
the goals of person-centered open education, and is doing
so to an extent unknown in most school situations. We
also believe that the goals are being achieved. We know
this by gut feeling”
. . . an aspect of teaching and learning
that cannot be ignored no matter how unscientific it mav
be. (p. 200)
The conclusions drawn by examining the preceding researchers
may not have any substance in scientific measurements but are not
unlike most being reported in current literature. Truesdell and
Newman (1975) writing about Comstock Northeast Middle School in
southwestern Michigan which opened in 1973 did not refrain from
subjectively analyzing the success of their school. They emphatically
state that ”... kids are happier and more enthusiastic about school,
and they are progressing rapidly" (p. 77).
This facility operates with teams of approximately three to four
teachers. These teams decided to approach their teaching in the more
traditional manner with a gradual opening of the curriculum. Furniture
was arranged in the classroom to provide barricades which established
well-defined territories. The teacher still saw their role as that of
information- giver . Reflecting on that part of the schools development
the writers reveal, "Clearly we had no program. It was a single matter
of surviving from day to noisy day. . . Behavior worsened and the
noise levels began to creep up” (p. 75).
A further revelation is worth noting here. The authors admit:
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Our procrastination had created the worst of all
possible worlds—complete disharmony between
teaching facilities and teaching approach, compoundedby a mist of tentativeness and false security. So,knowing we had run out of options, knowing* that
’
further delay would only add more muck to the mire
and knowing that it was the kids who were victimizedby our bungling, we moved to get ourselves back on
track." (p. 75)
The staff made a decision to reconstruct the physical setting.
Barriers were brought down, and areas were designed so that the
core of each would be visible from several points within the learning
center. There were still fears about what they would do if this didn't
work. An enormous amount of time and energy went into making
activity cards, job cards, and into developing record-keeping schemes.
Conferring with colleagues became quite necessary and textbooks
became less important. The fact that the staff became more successful
and confident is borne out in this statement by the writers.
The teacher who honestly believes that kids, for all
their obvious faults, are human beings who are
capable or who can become capable of responsible and
intelligent choice will probably succeed in the open
classroom, (p. 77)
Secondary schools with open curriculum and open learning spaces
are still rare enough to attract many educators to see how the "new"
education works. This researcher has investigated the research on
five such schools (Juanita High School, Seattle, Washington; Castle
Rock High School, Castle Rock, Washington; Parkway North School,
Creve Coeur, Missouri; Clear Creek High School, Idaho Springs,
Colorado; Wilde Lake High School, Columbia, Maryland), and was most
interested in the organizational strategies developed beforehand that
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hopefully would assure successful operation of the facilities. (Educational
Facilities Labs., Inc., New York, 1973)
After reviewing the data available on these schools this author
finds these to be the positive aspects of those strategies:
1. One principal hired six years before the planned opening
of the schools
2. Principals assisting in the planning and design of the
schools
3. The school resources available to the community after
school hours and on weekends
4. Money secured through Title III funds to train the teachers
over a three year period
5. Local colleges assuming the role of inservice provisioners
6. Principal leading the way and being the catalyst for
inservice programming
7. Principal having the chance to choose his entire instructional
staff
8. An orientation session provided students
9. Ongoing inservice seen as necessary
10.
Teachers and learning consistent with open education
philosophy.
Those factors which can be considered negative are:
1. Principal having no voice in the planning or design of
the facility
2. Barriers set up in the school to designate turf
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3. No particular inservice effort made prior to or during
the schools operation
4. Facility too small to house students when it opened
5. Poor utilization of space due to construction design.
From this section we can conclude that what little open education
exists at the secondary level followed open elementary schools by
several years. The rationale was that it is easier to change the
learning style of children who have not had eight or nine years of
experience in traditional settings. One study investigating the
openness of secondary facilities (Burnetti, 1971), showed that most
were open in only part of a building or in a department. This study
was supported by another conducted by Bell (1974) who pointed out
that the impact of openness was mainly in facilities, organization, and
course offering. He found little openness in the key concepts of
(a) students’ contribution to learning goals, activities, and environment,
(b) individualized instruction, (c) active learning approaches, and
(d) skill acquisition in the affective areas.
The final portion of this section investigated studies conducted,
and articles written to determine the degree of openness and the
success of openness at the secondary school level. Several schools
were analyzed in an attempt to determine the strengths and weaknesses
of the organizational strategies developed to assure successful operation
of these open facilities.
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What considerations need to be addressed to assure effective
inservice programming at the secondary school level ? How can designs
for inservice teacher education be developed to help teachers move
toward more effective approaches with students? Inservice education
of teachers requires careful planning and a great deal of action and
effort on the part of those who are responsible for the quality of
the educational program (Moffitt, 1963). Meade (1971) insists that
planning inservice education without performance criteria becomes an
exercise in futility. "... developing those criteria without a sense
of purpose and commitment is perhaps the highest folly" (p. 213). No
program of inservice education will be efficacious unless it is based
upon a realistic understanding of the many elements of the teaching
act as it affects learning. It seems therefore, that the organization's
leadership must determine the kinds of competencies they wish their
teachers to have, and then must permit the teachers to acquire these
competencies in whatever ways the teachers think best.
The foregoing statements relate what the ideal consideration
for inservice programming should be, however, a major source of
inservice directions come from "authority." This authority does not
always seek to assess the needs of the inservice target group, instead;
programs are developed amd teachers' attendance is mandated (Meade,
1971) . Should this rigid control by authorities affect the goals of
effective inservice teacher education? Harris, et al (1969), state
that,
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Whether change is coercive or whether it is done willingly
may greatly affect the genuine acceptance with which
people proceed to change, thereby affecting the quality
of the change outcome. Whether they have adequate
opportunities to develop the necessary knowledge skills,
or related attitudes and values to carry out the change*
will also affect the quality of the outcome, (p. 27)
It seems evident from the literature that skills acquisition,
active learning and shared decision-making would be the ideal
characteristics of inservice teacher education as well as for open
education. However, the literature also indicates that mandated
programs can be effective if they consider the skills and structure
programs that lead to the acquisition of these competencies. A major
purpose of inservice education is to increase the effectiveness of the
teacher in the classroom (Allen, 1971). The greater the teacher's
repertory, and the more he /she knows about the effect of each
teaching strategy on the expected performances of young people, the
more apt he /she is to select that strategy which is most effective
for a particular group or individual (Fischler, 1971).
Any organizational structure which emerges to meet an expanded
provision of inservice training must be capable of identifying and
meeting the needs of the educational institution, especially the teachers
within it. Therefore, Rubin (1971) suggests that inservice offer a
rich opportunity for teachers to acquire personal insights that lead
to new ways of behaving in the classroom. This suggestion by Rubin
is not unlike the comments of the noted English educator Lord James (1973)
who writes:
Not only does knowledge change, but techniques of
teaching change. The changes may involve whole questions
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of attitude—asBociated with team teaching, or open plan
schools. If the character of the society for which heprepares his pupils changes radically during his workingllfe
!
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clearly essential that the teacher shall haveperiodical refreshment, (p. 14 )
Commenting on the general educational needs of the teacher,
Roy A. Edelfelt (1974) says that general education that continues
throughout the career of the teacher has largely been ignored. He
feels that although programs of inservice education can and should
never be uniform, more collaboration is required to plan direction,
establish policy, promote programs and research, and evaluate stated
outcomes. Edelfelt writing in a co-authorship with Gordon Lawrence
( 1974) indicates that there has never been a broad scheme of in
service education with a clear concept of purpose, appropriate under-
girding of policy, legitimacy in commitment, or fixed responsibility for
attaining agreed upon goals. Both writers indicate that goals serve
to give direction to the long-range inservice efforts and to assist in
the selection of more specific objectives for planned activities.
According to Harris et al (1969), one of the reasons that inservice
programs frequently seem to have unclear objectives is that too little
attention is given to the definition of desired outcomes.
Earlier research indicated that any effective inservice education
programs should be concerned with finding new and better ways of
changing the behavior of school children and adding to the knowledge
or skill of the teacher (Moffitt, 1963). Bush (1971) admonishes that
educators should be precise in defining the teacher behavior for
which inservice educational programs are designed. Harris, et al
( 1969) concur and indicate that these teacher behaviors should be
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stated in performance terms. They stress that perhaps the most
important advantage to be gained from stating objectives in per-
formance terms is that when they are so stated the appropriate
activities for reaching the objectives are clarified. Allen (1971)
insists that a meaningful inservice program can only be achieved when
training is directed toward teacher performance goals, of immediate
relevance to the teacher's everyday professional experience.
The central goals of inservice training according to Jackson
(1971) should proceed from a growth perspective, ". . .to help the
teacher become progressively more sensitive to what is happening in
the classroom and to support the teacher's effort to improve on what
he is doing" (p . 28)
.
The literature clearly indicates that in order for inservice
programs to have optimum effectiveness they must be designed with
an understanding of the kinds of changes or outcomes and goals
that may be reasonably expected from the inservice effort. Considera-
tion must also be given to provisioning for growth and progressive
sensitivity of the teacher.
What leadership is needed for effective planning and implementa-
tion of inservice teacher programs ? Improvement and renewal activities
continue to be one of the major responsibilities of those charged with
leadership functions in education. Those educators writing in the
areas of inservice education and staff development point out the
importance of competent, dynamic leadership to the success of teacher
renewal programs (Harris, et al, 1969; Bishop, 1976; Rubin, 1971;
Adams, 1975).
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Other authorities suggest a more systematic approach based on
collaboration of personnel and resources which provide leadership
and assistance to teachers. They assert that the teacher, principal,
supervisor, superintendent, and community must all begin to regard
the arrangement of procedures for improvement of teaching and
learning as one of their primary obligations (C. James, 1968; Mason,
1972; Sarason, 1971; Rubin, 1971; L. James, 1973).
In recent years school principals have been charged with
increasing responsibilities for providing leadership in the improvement
of instruction in their buildings. However, as Harris et al (1969)
point out, ’’Leaders cannot be equally effective in all things, but
neither can they become accepted as instructional leaders if they
neglect other essential responsibilities” (p. 8).
This focus on the principal grows out of the rationale that any
kind of system change invariably puts the principal in the role of
implementing the change in his particular school (Mason, 1972).
Sarason states:
I have yet to see any proposal for system change that
did not assume the presence of a principal in a school.
I have yet to see in any of these proposals the slightest
recognition of the possibility that the principal, by
virtue of his role, preparation, and tradition, may not
be a good implementer of change, (p. 112)
In summary, these statements probably reflect only in part these
authors' considered estimate of the importance of collaboration between
staff and administrator for effective inservice education programs.
Despite these limitations, these authors clearly stress the importance
of the principal in any inservice design.
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What is the role of the particiDant in +v«o Ko •
— y«*mcip in the basic inservice design •>
we have been warned by Meade (1971) not to engage ourselves in in-
serviee programs that have been initiated without clear thought of
purpose. He reports:
®J?
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p°n us 1S heavy to provide meaningfulprogr ms that demonstrate in their content, in theirrgamzation and in their administration, an awareness
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the educational system we cannot move ahead
to lea?n. ^(p 224^
goa]--helpine the young
Certainly, inservice programs should be planned with the active
participation of those who are to be the benefactors. Rudd ( 1973)
hints that inservice or local curriculum development programs must
provide a setting within which teachers can become the willing agents
of their own continuing professional education.
Social scientists have repeatedly asserted that the success of
mservice programs largely depends upon the degree to which teachers
themselves identify their problems. The recognition of one's inability
or of the need for change in order to grow, dissatisfaction with one's
behavior in teaching, or a determined effort to improve the school or
the school system are more successful in motivating productive teacher
action than are orders to do or not to do.
Moffitt (1963) recommends this when he writes:
Only under those circumstances in which teachers find
their own problems and want to do something about them
can effective inservice education programs exist. The
faculty of an entire school system should actively
participate in revising the philosophy of the school and
the objectives of education, (p. 59)
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The teacher must participate in the governance of his/her own
professional growth (Tyler, 1971). Those who serve as facilitating
agents must themselves acquire the skills of collaborative interaction
which permit them to work effectively with teachers. Unfortunately,
unless teachers have been involved in thinking through what curriculum
or in service is needed and in helping to plan it, they are likely to
resist it or simply not to make the effort required to introduce or
implement the in service or curriculum objectives.
Essential to any inservice effort that sets about to provide
significant improvement in education is the fundamental premise that
the teacher should have a voice in determining his/her inservice
training program simply because the teacher may be the most reliable
judge of his/her own technical weakness. Edelfelt (1975) found few,
if any, inservice programs which adhere to the preceding statements.
Programs initiated by teacher organizations or teacher centers were
also non-existent.
Moffitt ( 1963) emphasizes that the morale of a group is increased
when (a) the individual is recognized for his/her contributions to the
group, (b) when he/she is given responsibility for the development of
better ways of enhancing the school program, and (c) when responsibility
is shared among several persons rather than lodged in a single person.
He goes on to list eleven reasons why faculty members should work as
a group for inservice growth. The reasons are:
1. They can more readily and more accurately identify or
limit a problem of common concern.
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2. They are more selective in establishing a method of
searching for answers.
3. They are able to analyze divergent points of view on any
problem
.
4. They can objectively evaluate ongoing programs.
5. They are able to analyze objectively the process of their
group growth.
6. They can alter or expand their program of investigation.
7. They can share information.
8. They develop group interest and understanding.
9. They locate personal problems thwarting progress.
10. They are able to arrive at conclusions that change behavior.
11. They can implement decisions as they are made, thereby
changing individual and group behavior, (p. 72)
Evaluation instruments, like all other segments of inservice
education involving teachers, must emerge from a cooperative effort.
According to Rubin (1971) the teacher must engage in repeated practice,
evaluate his/her progress in some systematic way and cumulatively
increase his/her skill.
Summarizing his findings Meade (1971) offers this statement,
"If diagnosis and remediation are placed solely in the hands of outside
experts, the teacher is deprived of the privilege of participating in
his own development" (p. 219).
The implications, derived from the above statements, are that
the participant must be actively involved in the basic design,
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implementation, and evaluation of the inservice program. Successful
programs exist where collaboration and cooperative efforts are in
evidence. In a recent book, Staff Development and Instructional
Improvement: Plans and Procedures
. Leslee Bishop (1976) leaves us
with this thought:
Most changes cannot be decreed; they must be
facilitated and processed in accordance with the
multiple and professional roles of all the participants.
Token involvement begets token commitment; token
commitment usually results in minimal response.
(p. 139)
What vehicle will help determine the effectiveness of the inservice
effort ? The key to a successful teacher inservice training program
according to Allen (1971), is a systematic and relevant set of
evaluation procedures. Careful examination of the research conducted
by Edelfelt and Lawrence (1974) reveals the low priority that schools
appear to give to research on inservice programs. Only a few schools
were reported to be conducting careful evaluations of their ongoing
programs.
Bishop (1976) remindes us that evaluation should contribute
to decision-making and in-process corrections to program improvement,
reporting, and feedback; to creativity and variety in the in service
efforts; and to improved staff renewal programs and related teacher-
learner gain (p. 145).
Some form of evaluation should begin as soon as a program has
been organized. This type of evaluation provides periodic assessments
made prior to the end of the program. It may include a review of
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procedures—their strengths and weaknesses. This type of evaluation
is termed "formative" and often indicates emerging needs of inservice
leaders and participants as they occur at various levels throughout the
inservice effort.
Another kind of evaluation occurs at the terminating point of
the program. It gives feedback and provides evidence of the overall
effect of the inservice design and of its implementation. This kind of
evaluation usually serves to determine future inservice direction.
The effect of evaluation on the quality of inservice teacher
education was seen as an important component in determining program
goal and direction. Fischler (1971) reminds us that:
In education we tend to make changes without building in
a research design that will enable us to determine the
effect of our change. We tend to believe that if we do
something, by definition it is a good thing. If we spend
millions of dollars to upgrade the profession, then we
should approach this process in a systematic way, gaining
information and assessing and reassessing our goals. Any
program aimed at changing teacher behavior, therefore,
must have built into it a clearly defined method of evaluating
the effect of the program, (p. 172)
The literature points out the neglected area of data-gathering
in the total scheme of inservice teacher education. Without empirical
data on which to base the effectiveness of inservice intervention,
programs can not in a valid sense claim success. Sarason makes this
clear when he writes:
The fact is that we simply do not have adequate
descriptive data on the ways in which change is
conceived, formulated, and executed within a school
system. Obviously, there are many different ways in
which it comes about, with differing degrees of success
and failure, but it has hardly been studied. We are
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therefore, in a position analogous to that of interpreting
the data from an experiment without any clear idea of the
procedures employed, (p. 20)
Some systematic design of data gathering must be a built in
component of any inservice program that is intent on being successful.
It will be of the utmost importance to gather data that reveals the
nature of the responses of the inservice participants.
From the above literature this writer presents four considerations
that must be addressed for effective inservice teacher education. These
considerations reflect the suggestions and conditions the authorities
in the field of inservice education and staff development have found
important to assuring effective inservice teacher education. The four
considerations proposed by the writer are:
-In order for inservice programs to have optimum effectiveness
they must be designed with an understanding of the kinds of
changes or outcomes and goals that may reasonably be expected
from the inservice effort.
-Administrative leadership is needed to assure effective planning
and implementation.
-The inservice participant must be actively involved in the
basic design of the inservice program, including implementation
and evaluation.
-Some evaluation design for gathering feedback must be built
into the inservice component.
These condiserations are consistent with the beliefs about open
education as presented earlier and act as the framework for the proposed
in service approach.
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Summary
This chapter began with a description of characteristics of open
education. Five major questions guided this review and provided the
theoretical framework around which the first section of this chapter
was developed. Those questions were: (1) What is open education?
(2) What is the role of the teacher in the open classroom? (3) What
are the goals of open education for students? (4) What is the state
of open education at the secondary school level? (5) What considera-
tions, as a result of the conclusions drawn from the literature, need
to be addressed to assure effective inservice programming at the
secondary school level?
The research indicated that open education offers a humane
approach to learning where teachers are seen as resources and
facilitators (Rathbone, 1971; Bunker, 1976; Stephens, 1974; Golding and
Poad, 1973; Traub, Weiss, Fisher, and Musella, 1971). The goals of
open education tend to allow the learner a wide variety of choice
about what his educational scheme will be. It was offered that as a
result of the shared-decision-making allowed students they will display
a more positive self-concept, self-responsibility, self-direction, and
effective problem-solving skills (Spitsbergen and Fry, 1974; Bell, 1974;
Howes, 1974; Barth, 1972).
Another section of this chapter investigated the state of open
education at the secondary school level. The impact of open education
on secondary education seems to be mainly in facilities,
organization,
and course offerings. Little has changed in other areas such
as
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individualized instruction, integration of content, vertical grouping,
creativity, or self-direction. However, on standardized tests open
classroom students scored as well as students from traditional schools;
gains were reported for open classroom students in the affective
areas of education as well (Bell, 1974; Martin, 1975; Brunetti, 1971;
Case, 1971; Godde, 1973; Greener, 1973; Rosner, 1973; Scheiner,
1969; Williams, 1970).
In the remainder of the chapter, four considerations for
effective inservice were proposed. Literature that supported the
considerations was reported. The discussion of each consideration
with its supporting literature becomes the basis for describing the
proposed approach to inservice teacher education. The questions
presented in Chapter I (p. 12) will be detailed in Chapter III.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
In this chapter the author will briefly recount the expressed
in service needs of the Shaw Junior High School administration and
staff as they prepared to move from a very old traditional style
building into their new open space facility. The case school will be
described and the plan for inservice assistance will be discussed.
There will be an explanation of how agencies and individuals
outside of the Washington, D.C. Public School system were contracted
to provide the inservice for Shaw. Some background on the agencies
and a brief introduction to those who delivered the inservice will
follow
.
The problems projected for this kind of intervention will be
outlined as seen by the inservice facilitators. Their plan for
resolving those problems will be presented.
This author will restate the questions posed in Chapter I.
The instrumentation used to collect data that address the questions
will be presented and graphically shown. A brief summary of the
Chapter will follow.
The Case School
Shaw Junior High School, a school in the central northwest
section of Washington, D.C. provided the staff for the
mservice
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training project. Shaw was an old structure built in 1903. The
building at the time of the inservice project housed approximately
eight hundred students and fifty-five professional and administrative
staff members. Shaw, located at the corners of Rhode Island Avenue
and Seventh Street Northwest, is in an area that is part of the Model
Cities division of the city. This area is now in transition because of
urban renewal projects and upgrading by private land speculators.
Part of the renewal planning was the construction of a new
junior high school for the area. Along with the new school came a
new school design. This design, the open space plan, was not new
in terms of school construction but its use at the secondary school
level was non-existent in the greater Washington, D.C. area. This
new secondary school design meant that new strategies for teaching
and learning had to be developed.
The administration and staff of Shaw recognized the need for
an intensive inservice program and therefore in the fall of 1972 wrote
a proposal which was later submitted to the Board of Education. The
major goal of the Shaw proposal (1973) was:
The design and operation of a school program which will
maximize learning by the students involved in order that
they may effectively pursue further endeavors towards
fulfilling responsible roles in our society, (p. 1)
The proposal outlined the problems and concerns as they directly
related to the lack of knowledge about open education and open space
designs on the part of the Shaw administration and staff. Those at
Shaw were hopeful that the School Board would arrange for extensive
inservice programs which would provide for their smooth transition
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into the new open space facility.
The central administration of the School Board approved Shaw’s
proposal and decided to contract out the task of the intensive inservice.
The Associates for Renewal in Education
The task of delivering the inservice was contracted out to the
Advisory and Learning Exchange (a teacher center which operates
within the Associates for Renewal in Education, Inc., a non-profit
organization in Washington, D.C.). This organization which began in
1971 had been involved in many teacher training projects in the Greater
Washington Metropolitan Area and throughout the Mid-Atlantic region.
The Advisory stated it could contribute advisory and planning
services to the District of Columbia school system because it was
partially funded by foundation grants to encourage educational develop-
ment of the citizens and teachers in the Washington, D.C. area. Since
the Advisory had already been working with some teachers at Shaw
and was providing its workshop services and resource center to those
who wished to use them, it was found that by extending and focusing
those Advisory resources on the total Shaw staff an effective inservice
program could be maintained.
The personnel of the Advisory studied the general objectives of
the Shaw proposal and combined them into a categorical set of objectives
based on personal, knowledge, and skill competencies. Each of the
competencies was categorized for the individual and for the group
.
The Advisory personnel decided that two intensive two-week
summer workshops would accommodate the needs of the Shaw staff. The
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administrators, teachers, and aides, were to be the target groups for
the two summer training programs. In their proposal, the Advisory
and Learning Exchange staff re-stated the specific long-range terminal
objectives for Shaw as was first developed and presented in the
original Shaw proposal ( 1973).
Those objectives were
:
Professional staff who will, in relationship to students:
1* constantly conscious of the necessity for fostering
positive self-image through individual and group praise whenever
appropriate and avoidance of negative reinforcement.
2. Be a booster and cooperator in activities that foster
school spirit and morale.
3. Be proficient in the application of various tutoring techniques.
Recognize the advantages of such activities to the tutor as well as the
tutee.
4. Be proficient in assisting students in setting appropriate
long and short term goals for themselves and support their pursuit of
these objectives.
5. Be efficient in the diagnosis of student strengths and
weakenesses and needs.
6. Recognize and respect each student for his unique
individuality
.
Professional staff who will, in relationship to community:
1. Implement the school's objectives and activities through
involvement of students, parents, and community groups.
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2. Encourage parent cooperation and participation.
3. Utilize community resources in the instructional process.
4. Use the community as a resource for career development
activity programs.
5. Encourage the students to view the community from an in-
formal point of view with awareness that attributes can be enhanced
and deterents reduced through school initiated volunteer projects.
The Advisory decided to bring in an outside consultant on open
education to head up its inservice program to Shaw. The development
of the curriculum and the design of the workshop sessions were under
the direction of Dr. R. Mason Bunker, Associate Professor of Education
from the University of Massachusetts /Amherst in association with Olive
Covington (Director of the Advisory and Learning Exchange) and Mary
Alexander (Director of the Advisory educational programs) . Working
very closely with the project from beginning to end were Andrea Irby
(Shaw Coordinator) and this writer (Assistant Coordinator and Data
Analyst)
.
The Inservice: Problems and Design to Resolve
The problems confronting the inservice facilitators were:
(a) making sure the inservice was relevant to the participants,
(b) building the workshop around strengths and concerns, (c) offering
the workshop at a time and cost that would be most convenient to the
participants and (d) trying to build success into the delivery scheme.
These problems were similar to those posed by Lawrence, 1974; Tyler,
1971; Darland, 1970; and Waynant, 1971 in Chapters I and II.
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A major problem faced by the inservice staff was how to plan
for the training, curriculum development, and diagnostic procedures
which had to be developed in order to implement and evaluate any
program that grew out of open space and open education as adapted
to the new physical plant of Shaw Junior High School. Another problem
was how to best utilize the limited amount of in service time allotted
by the contract to individualize and indeed attain the working objectives.
The inservice facilitators met for pre-session planning and
adopted a set of beliefs which would guide their planning. Those
beliefs were developed by the staff of the Integrated Day Program at
the University of Massachusetts /Amherst. Those beliefs are:
1. Participants are their own instruments for change.
2. Participants do not sabotage their own projects.
3. Participants should run on their own energy (motivation,
needs, drives) not on inservice leaders.
4. Participants learn to do what it is they do and not
something else.
5. Participants learn by doing.
6. Participants can be better helpers when they feel good
about themselves.
7. Learning is getting new information and interacting with it.
(Bunker, 1975)
In Chapter II this author stated four considerations that must
be made in order for inservice programs to have optimum effectiveness.
The workshop leaders planned to provide for each of those considera-
tions. Consideration one (inservice programs must be designed with an
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understanding of the kinds of changes or outcomes and goals that
may reasonably be expected from the in service effort) and considera-
tion three (inservice participants must be actively involved in the
basic design of the inservice program, including implementation and
evaluation) were addressed via the construction of the original Shaw
proposal and the pre-session planning.
. Consideration two (administra-
tive leadership is needed to assure effective planning and implementa-
tion) was addressed by the facilitators insistance that the administrative
personnel of Shaw be active participants in the inservice workshops.
How the workshop facilitators accommodated consideration four (some
evaluation design for gathering feedback must be built into the in-
service component) will be addressed in the "instrumentation" section
of this chapter.
In order to assure that the elements of the inservice implemen-
tation would be consistent with their stated beliefs, the inservice
facilitators developed a time-line which reflected those beliefs. That
time-line was
:
February, 1974: Pre- session planning—the inservice
facilitators re-established their beliefs
about inservice and also established
tentative in service goals.
April, 1974 Orientation Session—this session was held
at the Advisory and Learning Exchange.
The session was attended by the inservice
facilitators and the total Shaw staff. An
identification of those teachers and admini-
strators who would be participating in the
first summer's workshop was determined.
Also, that informal session was used to
establish the summer's goals and expectations.
Wine and cheese were served at this informal
gathering.
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May, 1974:
June 24 -
July 3, 1974:
October 20, 1974:
October 31, 1974:
November to
April 1974-1975:
March 24, 1975:
May, 1975:
Pre- session planning
—the in service
facilitators met to finalize the inservice
plans for the first summer’s workshop.
Workshop ”A” dealt with the objectives of
the Shaw proposal. The aim of the sessions
was to establish interdisciplinary staff teams
which would develop new means of inter-
acting within the Shaw school. The work-
shop was to deal specifically with:
(a) defuzzing goal statements
(b) exploring alternative approaches to the
use of time, space, and resources
(human and physical)
(c) developing strategies for moving towards
workshop goals
(d) developing strategies for building
curriculum for the Fall of 1974.
Fall conference—the Advisory staff met with
representatives from Shaw to set the agenda
for the October 31st follow-up session.
Follow-up session—this session was an
evaluation extension of the summer's work-
shop . Special emphasis was placed on
continued skill building, group process
skills development, and strategies for
curriculum building. This session allowed
for task groups that had been developed in
Workshop "A” to report their progress.
Also, each participant was to present
documentation on the fulfillment of contracts
negotiated with Dr. Bunker leading toward
University credit.
Follow-up workshops—these were scheduled
according to the expressed needs of the
Shaw staff.
Follow-up meeting—the staff of Shaw and
that of the Advisory met to plan for the
next intensive summer workshop—Workshop
"B".
Pre-session planning—during this session
the inservice facilitators finalized the
agenda for Workshop ”B”.
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June 23 - Workshop "B"—to address the goals
July 3, 1975: established at the follow-up meeting and
pre- session planning.
The questions outlined in the first chapter serve as the
framework around which this researcher will collect data. Those
questions are:
1. What is the proposed approach to in service teacher
education?
2. How is it applied at a secondary school level?
3. Is the approach practical and effective in the judgment of
the participants? (In other words, does the approach
provide the administration and staff with sound and
realistic knowledge of what the open space /open education
theory entails?)
4. Is the approach effective in accomplishing the workshop
objectives?
5. What are the implications of this approach to future in-
service training projects?
6. What effect did this approach to inservice have on teachers?
(a) Did the workshop provide activities for classrooms?
(b) Were these activities used by the teachers?
(c) Did teachers change their perceptions of their role?
(d) Did attitudes toward open education change?
(e) Was there an allowance for shared decision-making?
(f) Was there an opportunity for skills acquisition?
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This researcher used the following instruments to gather data
in order to respond to the above research questions; in some cases
these data were used in a formative sense and in others as summative.
Assumptions About Children's Learning
. This instrument was developed
by Barth (1972) and is valuable as an instrument used to get informa-
tion about the assumptions held by persons moving towards open
education.
Barth (1972) reminds us that educators are quick to adopt, and
assimilate new ideas and concepts into their cognitive and operational
framework. He points out that in doing this these educators often
distort the original concepts without recognizing their distortion or the
assumptions violated by the distortion.
Barth contends that vocabulary and rhetoric are easily changed;
however, basic beliefs and institutions often remain little affected. He
states, "Implementing foreign ideas and practices is a precarious
business. . . few have understanding of, let alone commitment to, the
philosophical, personal, and professional roots from which these
practices and phrases have sprung, and upon which they depend so
completely for their success" (p. 97).
Barth charges every educator who is planning to use an open
approach to consider the twenty-nine assumptions he's proposed and
to examine their reactions to them. He believes that these reactions
reveal salient attitudes about children, learning, and knowledge.
Barth reports that most open educators "strongly agree" with
his assumptions. He doesn't feel however, that the success of a wide-
spread movement towards open education in this country rests upon
agreement with any philosophical position. Barth leaves no doubt on
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where he stands on the open education issue when he states:
For some people, drawing attention to these assumptions
may terminate interest in open education. All to the good-
a well-organized consistent, teacher-directed classroom
’
probably has a far less harmful influence upon children than
a well mtentioned but sloppy, permissive, and chaotic attempt
at an open classroom in which teacher and child must live with
contradition and conflict. For other people, awareness ofthese assumptions may stimulate confidence and competence in
,
r
^
ttempts t0 chanSe what happens to children in school
(p. 99)
Who Decides Questionnaire
. This instrument first used by Wolfson and
Nash (1965) and adapted by Bunker (1974) asks 49 questions related
to who makes what decisions in the classroom. The offered responses
are (a) student, (b) class, (c) teacher, and (d) other.
According to Wolfson and Nash (1968) every day countless decisions
are being made in the minor but some have major significance. For the
most part these decisions are made by the teacher. Wolfson and Nash
ask us to think about how the children in these classrooms view the
decision-making processes as well as how teachers see them. Wolfson and
Nash content that how individuals see a situation influences how they
act.
Wolfson and Nash, based on their observations and teaching
experience in the public school, believe that children in many classrooms
have very little choice about the items listed in the questionnaire. They
feel this is contradictory to one of the major goals of education—the
development of independence.
Another point brought out by Wolfson and Nash was that in each
classroom the proportion of direct to indirect teacher influence varies
during the day. They remind us that the balance that one teacher
maintains differs from the balance maintained by others, and that the
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amount of controlling behavior has also been shown to differ among
teachers. They feel that the vital issue of the balance between control
and freedom has perplexed many teachers.
Wolfson and Nash (1965) ask those educators who use the "Who
Decides Questionnaire" to consider some important thoughts. They state:
Teachers who value democratic objectives, such as freedom
of choice, independent thinking, and individual responsibility,
will find many ways in their classrooms to involve children in
making choices, to explain the opportunities for decision-
making that are available, and to provide opportunities for
evaluating the decisions that are made.
We cannot predict the decisions that pupils will face. But
we can provide a classroom atmosphere that encourages pupil
participation, that values the individual, that leads toward
openness to experience, and that encourages responsible
decision-making, (p. 438).
Teachers Concerns Checklist
. This instrument was developed by Frances
F. Fuller and Gary D. Borich (1974) at the Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas, Austin. The
instrument lists 50 teacher concerns and allows the teacher to check the
magnitude of his/her concern for each item.
Originally, the checklist developed by Fuller and Borich was
intended to gather knowledge about teachers' concerns so that this
knowledge could be used by teacher education programs at the preservice
level. The concerns model predicted that concerns about teaching change
over time and mature with experience. The self- survival concerns were
hypothesized to be related to inexperience and pupil benefit concerns to
be related to experience in teaching. By identifying the concerns felt
by preservice and inservice teachers about their teaching, Borich and
Fuller hoped to give teacher educators access to knowledge in order to
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help them teach teachers what they felt teachers needed to know.
One obstacle to the development of the teacher concerns checklist
used by this researcher was the difficulty of the authors in devising
Items about self-concern, impact concerns, and pupil concern which
were of equal social desirability. A second problem was that when
concerns were suggested to teachers, they wanted to choose them all.
In addition the teachers did not choose from a suggested list the same
concerns they wrote down spontaneously.
Self-concern items on the checklist are about self- survival
, about
insufficient skills or information, about discipline problems, about being
evaluated, about being liked, and about presenting information
adequately.
Concerns about others have to do chiefly with recognizing the
needs of individual pupils and adapting self, teaching methods, and
procedures in an attempt to meet these needs.
Impact concerns taps concerns about elements in the teaching
situation that can interfere with or prevent effective teaching. Some of
these concerns are (1) the lack of instructional materials, (2) insufficient
clerical help for teachers, (3) lack of public support for schools, and
(4) the psychological climate of the school.
Borich and Fuller give us insight into what we can expect to glean
from the data provided by their instrument. They tell us:
It is our belief that differences in teaching are related to
the relationship between concerns for others and concerns
for self that co-exist in individual teachers. That is,
teachers for whom concern for self is as high or higher than
concern for others will focus less on individual pupils' needs
than would teachers for whom self-concerns are less pronounced.
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aU 8,1 > we find that teachers in all stages of trainingand teaching may well be the kinds of people whose basic
concerns in teaching is the welfare of individual pupils, (p. 13)
Summary of Evaluations
. This instrument was developed by Dr. R.
Mason Bunker specifically for the Shaw participants in Workshop B.
Dr. Bunker asked the participants to respond to a number of question-
naire items. Those items were:
1. My goals for this workshop were:
2. The workshop has helped me to:
3. I still need to work on:
4. The best thing about this workshop has been:
5. I think the staff:
6.
Some assumptions about Open Education:
a. Learning is an active process
b. Sharing decision-making increases student involvement
c. Teachers must be responsive to students' needs
d. Teachers need to be concerned with group processes
e. Success is built upon success; teachers should build
on strengths
f. Teachers need to help students build healthy self-
concepts.
When responding to item 6, participants were guided by two questions
which provided a framework for their responses. Those guide questions
were:
1. What evidence do you have that the workshop staff believe
this?
2. What can you take back to Shaw?
The questionnaire ended with questions related to the participants'
perceptions of the skill and competence of the workshop leader.
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Dr. Bunker collected this questionnaire on the last day of
Workshop B and presented his summary of evaluations to the Advisory
and Learning Exchange in late July, 1975.
informal Questionnaire
. This instrument developed specifically for
Shaw by the Advisory and Learning Exchange (1974) asked the
participants to respond to six questions. Those questions were:
1. What were your goals for these few days?
2. How has the workshop helped you meet these goals?
3. What evidence do you have of your growth during these
few days?
4. What evidence do you have of others' growth during these
few days?
5. What do you see as your "next steps" in preparation for
the fall?
6. How effective has the workshop staff been?
Video-Tape Recording
. This researcher video-taped eight hours of
the first summer's workshop. The tapes were part of the inservice
design and were used to document many of the inservice activities.
The eight one hour tapes were reviewed and then edited by this
researcher to finalize a one- hour product. It was intended to be used
as a sharing device with participants.
Interview
.
During the first summer's workshop this researcher inter-
viewed participants asking questions which related to their perceptions
of the intent of the workshop and how the workshop met their personal
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expectations. Those responses were audio-taped and edited. A
brief summary of those interviews appears in the Appendix.
The following figure shows how the six questions of the
study were addressed by this researcher using textual material and
specific and non-specific data-gethering instruments.
Summary. In this chapter the researcher identified the case school used
in this study. The inservice needs of this school were detailed along
with the individuals and agencies contracted to develop the inservice
intervention strategies.
The problems inherent in this type of in service effort were
outlined. The plan and time-line developed by the inservice
facilitators in conjunction with the Shaw administration and staff to
address those problems were presented.
The author restated the six questions posed in Chapter I and
identified those instruments which would be used to gather data that
are important to answering those questions.
The following chapter will describe the inservice approach
through the detailing of the case study.
Figure 2
Questions of the Study-
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Questions of the Study Source of the Data
1. What is the proposed
approach to in service
teacher training.
1. Review of literature in
Chapter II.
2. How is it applied at a
secondary school level?
1. Review of literature, Chapter II
2. Case Study, Chapter IV
3. Is the approach practical
and effective in the judgment
of the participants?
1. Informal questionnaires
2. Bunker’s study ( 1975)
3. "Fuller’s Teacher Concerns
Checklist.
4. Is the approach effective
in accomplishing the work-
shop objectives?
1. Informal questionnaires
2. Bunker's study (1975)
3. Assumption about Children's
Learning
5. What are the implications
of this approach to future
service training projects?
1. Recommendations and findings
in Chapter V of this study
6. What effect did this
approach to in service have
on teachers?
1. Who Decides Questions
2. Informal questionnaires
3. Bunker's study (1975)
4. Interviews
CHAPTER IV
CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
In this chapter the writer will focus on a case study of the
application of the inservice approach. The beliefs of the inservice
facilitators will be restated. The two-year inservice will be described
in detail and the pertinent data that resulted from that effort will be
presented and analyzed. A brief chapter summary will lead to the
author’s final statements and recommendations that follow in Chapter V.
As was stated in Chapter III, a major problem faced by the in-
service staff was how to plan for the training, curriculum development,
and diagnostic procedures which had to be developed in order to
implement and evaluate any program that grew out of open space and
open education as adapted to the new physical plant of Shaw Junior
High School. Another problem was how to best utilize the limited amount
of inservice time allotted by the contract to individuals and attain
the workshop objectives.
The inservice facilitators met for pre-session planning and
adopted a set of beliefs which would guide their planning. Those
beliefs were developed by the staff of the Integrated Day Program at
the University of Massachusetts /Amherst. Those beliefs were:
1. Participants are their own instruments for change.
2. Participants do not sabotage their own projects.
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3. Participants should run on their own energy (motivation,
needs, drives) not on inservice leaders.
4. Participants learn to do what it is they do and not some-
thing else.
5. Participants learn by doing.
6. Participants can be better helpers when they feel good
about themselves.
7. Learning is getting new information and interacting with
it. (Bunker, 1977, pp. 33-34)
In an attempt to establish an initial positive climate for the
inservice effort, orientation sessions were held prior to the major
inservice effort. The administration and staff of Shaw were invited
to attend a half-day "Getting to know you" orientation seminar at
the Advisory Center. Wine and Cheese were served those attending
the initial and subsequent seminars. Parking for those who "car-pooled"
was paid for by the Advisory.
The seminar was set up to inform the staff about the initiation
of inservice development plans for the new school and to design a way
in which selection of the participants could be made open to all the
staff on the basis of informed understanding of what the nature and
objectives of the summer training would be.
Those attending the orientation were told by Dr. Bunker and his
staff that the workshop sessions would emphasize high energy output,
creativity, and innovation. Discussions of open education and open
space designs followed. At the end of the initial session, teachers were
asked to commit themselves to attending the first summer's session.
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Twenty six teachers as well as the principal and one vice-principal
signed up for the first session.
A second half-day orientation seminar was held with those
participants who had volunteered. At this session the participants
agreed upon and established expectancies and goals for the two-week
summer program; thus, participants helped set goals and outcomes
for their workshop and administrative support was increased.
The inservice workshop as described at the orientation seminars
was specifically designed to help the teachers of Shaw prepare for
their movement into the new school plant. Participants were expected
to explore ways of developing the physical, temporal, and human
resources within a team and within their classrooms. The initial
workshop activities were to focus on defining and describing open
education, looking at learners in open classrooms and participating
in activities which demonstrated the underlying elements of open
education
.
Workshop A, Summer 1974
Schedule of Workshop Activities :
Monday, June 24: Defining the Open Classroom. What is it?
What isn't it? What does it look like? What are the goals?
How does it feel to participate in an "open" experience?
Workshop "A" began on Monday, June 24. The workshop
facilitators arrived early and began to set up for the day’s activities.
Coffee, tea, and donuts were to be made available, free of charge the
first day, to the participants. A large chart was placed on a table
near the door to serve as a "sign-in" sheet. Next to the sign-in sheet
was another sheet which detailed the day's project activities and topics.
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These were tentatively set at the pre-session planning of the workshop
facilitators.
When the participants arrived at the school at 9:00 a.m.,
the first thing they saw was the sign-in sheet and the instructions
for the day’s activities. The workshop leaders had brought
Polaroid Square-Shooter-two cameras and film. The participants were
instructed to pair off. Each member of the pair was to take a picture
of the other. After they had taken the pictures, they were to
get a 3” x 5” file card, pick up some refreshments and sit in a
quiet place to interview one another.
The pictures were posted on a bulletin board within the workshop
area. The information from the interviews was posted under the
appropriate picture. Information about the person's interests, hobbies,
other interesting aspects of the person's life along with his/her name
and subject taught served as the core of the necessary information.
One of the first day's objectives was to expose the participants
to an "open" experience. Dr. Bunker had placed in four separate
areas one card out of a set of Environment Study Activity Cards
(Elementary Science Study, Inc.). Dr. Bunker explained that this
activity was to allow the participants to be involved in active learning
and would be the first activity to develop group dynamics.
Dr. Bunker began a discussion on defining open education and
its goals. The Bussis/Chittenden ( 1970) model of open education was
used as the focal point of discussion. After discussing the model the
workshop was open to general questioning and discussion. Two of the
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participants asked questions about the relationship between what was
to be presented in the workshop and its relevancy to the new Shaw
facility. Several participants responded to the question.
Following the discussion on open education, there was a ten-
minute sharing and discussion of the "ES" cards. The participants
were asked to divide themselves into four groups centering around one
out of the four activity task cards. Those cards read (a) collect
materials to create art and create it, (b) collect materials from the
environment and create something commercial, (c) collect evidence of a
good change, bad change, and neither good nor bad change and tell
how you feel about it. The smaller groups were then allowed to prepare
for presentations to the larger group the following day.
The workshop leaders passed out bibliographies (see Appendix
A) to the participants and encouraged them to check out books from
the workshop library that was set up prior to their arrival. Many of
the books were listed on their bibliographies. If a book from the
library did not appear on the bibliography it was to be added.
Dr. Bunker and the Advisory leaders carefully outlined the
expectations for the participants. The participants were asked to bring
reactions to any of the day's activities to the next session. These
reactions could be written and/or oral. The participants were en-
couraged to bring in refreshments for the next session.
Tuesday, June 25: Planning in the Open Classroom
How to extend learning experiences.
What are some planning strategies that work?
How can we begin planning for now? for Fall?
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Tuesday's activities were to center around planning in the open
classroom. After the participants signed in and had refreshments, the
session began with the voicing of concerns about teaching in an open
space building. This was followed by a discussion on various books
which had been read overnight, borrowed from the workshop library.
Time was allotted for filling out the University of Massachusetts
registration sheets, then the larger group formed into the smaller
groups selected the previous day. Somehow a fifth group was formed
the previous day . This new group decided to create a new numeration
system as its presentation.
Each group was given ten minutes to explain its presentation
which this researcher video-taped. After the group presentations
the participants were asked to share their feelings about the activity.
A number of participants felt the activity served to break down the
tension usually associated with inservice workshops. One participant
reminded the group that at the secondary level each teacher was
subject-oriented and that perhaps the activity could not be used with
her students. Others disagreed and were able to see ways of adapting
the activity to their own classrooms.
In order to extend the environmental study activity and to
address the concerns arising from it, brainstorming was the next
strategy presented to the group . "Change" was used as the major
theme to be considered. Many terms related to change were called
out and written on the board. Flow-charting activities and courses for
changes were presented. The idea of change was approached from
various subject areas. The participants were asked to bring in a
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flow-chart the following day that covered a daily lesson or an entire
unit within their particular discipline. This activity was developed in
order to give the participants an opportunity to practice the skill of
brainstorming.
In their proposal there were three areas in which the Shaw
staff felt they needed inservice input. Those areas were: (a) time,
(b) space, and (c) resources (human and physical). After discussion
in these areas, the workshop participants were asked, through self-
selection, to enter into one of three groups which would address those
areas.
The first task of each group was to brainstorm all related ways
of solving their problem. They were encouraged to explore what
others were doing and find out what people had done in other cities
to solve the problems related to either time, space, or resources. The
staff planned to provide work-time each day during which teams would
work together during the next three days. On the fourth day they
would be expected to share their findings with the larger group.
Wednesday, June 26: Curriculum Building in the Open Classroom
Opening conventional curriculum materials
Using integrating themes
Skill inventories for diagnosis and assessment
Using planning matrices
Dr. Bunker and three members of the Advisory staff structured
this session's activities into four learning areas: (1) task analysis,
(2) skills inventory, (3) record-keeping and (4) problem task groups.
This working arrangement allowed the participants an opportunity to be
active learners in an open environment . The timing of the sessions were ar-
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ranged to simulate one way of working in an open classroom. The
participants were expected to go to each learning area on a forty-five
minute per session rotation arrangement.
In these learning areas the participants became active learners.
For example, they were shown current record-keeping systems used in
open education classrooms. They were taken through the step-by-
step process of doing a task analysis. They were shown a number of
skills inventories that was being used by teachers—and not only by
teachers in an open setting.
After these sessions the smaller groups came back to the larger
circle to express their responses to the day’s activities. The
participants were told to insert into their notebooks a list of the
skills and ideas shared over the course of the past few days. They
were then given the overnight assignment of reporting to the group
their reactions to the group sharing process at the end of the day.
Also, they were to tell any plans they might have been making as a
result of interacting with the new ideas and skills. Participants were
challenged by the facilitators to tell how the ideas and concepts
exposed thus far in the workshop made sense to them. How, for
example, could they use the Environmental Study Cards in their
particular classroom?
Time was again provided for participants to share their readings.
The last few minutes of the session were set aside for the three main
task groups to come together to discuss their concerns which evolved
from the more in-depth discussion of the tasks in which they had
become involved.
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At the close of the session the participants were reminded of
the next day's guest speaker, Mr. Robert H. Gillette (see Appendix
B ) . They were given hand-outs which explained who Gillette was
and how what he was to talk about would have a direct bearing on
them
.
Thursday, June 27: Provisioning in the Open Classroom
Record-keeping systems
Making use of space
Making use of resources
Making things for the classroom
This fourth session began with a discussion by the participants
of books read during the past few days. Theory was translated into
practical "howH:o" realism as it was to be applied at the new Shaw
school
.
In order to add another dimension to the activities, the workshop
leaders invited Mr. Robert H. Gillette, the holder of the Mary Gresham
Chair, New England Program in Teacher Education, Fairfield,
Connecticut to address the group. Gillette was asked to meet with the
group because the facilitators felt his background of having worked
with the same type of students that attend Shaw would give credibility
to many of the workshop concepts.
Gillette began his presentation by involving all present in a
name game. He asked each person to introduce himeself/her self and
prefix some action work to his/her first name, i.e., "Writing Jim,”
"Fussing Betty," etc.
His method of getting the participants to feel at ease prior
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to presenting his lecture had a significant impact on the participants.
Later, each participant voiced how this same "warm-up" could be used
in the classroom, especially in the beginning of the school day.
Gillette described his Operation Turn-On (OTO) program
initiated some five years previous to help troubled adolescents. The
program which was developed to provide an integrated learning
environment sought to accelerate student growth which included
groping, making mistakes, and learning from the experiences. An
effort was made to help young adults turn themselves on to the
excitement of living and continued learning. Gillette stressed that
the most important goal of OTO was to help students help themselves
prepare for the future shock that awaits them. Gillette went on
to state:
The key to future success in living is the possession
of a positive stance that allows for continued
educability. Even more than today, the future
citizen will need to continue to grow, to be able
to solve problems of the future and make decisions
with clarity, intelligence, and comparssion.
Teaching for educability means that we try to
help the student become an agent of his own growth.
We try to teach the skills and attitudes that ensure
the students' ability and desire to continue to
acquire knowledge and develop the self-reliance
needed to cope with life's confusion and frustration.
We try to nurture those skills of reasoning and
attitudes which make for mature , autonomous , and
humane individuals.
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Emphasizing the process of learning and maturingdoesn t mean that we sacrifice academic quality.The program is accountable for academic skill
development along with the human potential
development that is of such crucial importance
to the adolescent.
Gillette admonished the group that they shouldn’t duplicate
the OTO model in its entirety. A few of the participants voiced
their opinions that the OTO model could not possibly work with the
kinds of students attending Shaw. They wanted to know if Gillette
had tried the model with inner-city Black youth. Gillette acknowledged
that he had not but felt sure many of the OTO’s objectives could
be realized by the Shaw staff.
Other Shaw participants concluded that they had to face the
opening of the new Shaw with an open mind. They had a sense of
"we can do it” in their commentary. A copy of Gillette's lecture was
given each participant.
In attendance at this particular session was Mr. Gilbert Diggs,
the Regional Assistant Superintendent. He stated that in order to
preserve their sanity the participants must realize that any process
will meet with some frustration. Diggs emphasized that as educators
they had the responsibility to pursue realistic change.
Diggs was here as the official representative of the Superinten-
dent of Schools and of the Board of Education. He made it clear to
all present that this was an experiment in education at the secondary
level that had never been attempted by previous administrations. He
emphasized that the community would have a watchful eye on what
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actually would happen at the new Shaw.
Also in attendance at this session was Percy L. Ellis, Jr., the
Principal of Shaw. Mr. Ellis reacted to the lecture and talks by saying
he felt the key to Gillette’s success was Gillette himself. Ellis then
gave the strengths, as he saw it, of the Shaw faculty. He then talked
about the keys to a successful program and projects as they related
to the old and new Shaw.
Ellis' attendance and supportive commentary gave additional
boost and support to the participants who discussed the day's session
well past the scheduled closing time.
Friday, June 28: Managing the Open Classroom
Using what? So what? Now what?
Shared decision-making, group processes, contracts
Planning teams sharing
Next steps?
When the participants arrived on Friday the bulletin board topic
for the day was "Managing the Open Classroom." The sub-topics
included using (a) "What? So What? Now What?" (b) shared
decision making, (c) planning teams sharing and (d) next steps.
Dr. Bunker addressed the group and reiterated many of the
ideas shared by the previous day's speakers. He challenged the
participants to ask realistic questions as "What? So What? and Now
What?" (see Borton, 1970, p. 22) as they relate to their own teaching
situation. Discussion of those questions followed.
The workshop leaders held sessions on shared decision-making
in which the participants were given problems which necessitated a
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solution derived from concensus. Another session on group processes
involved stating a hypothetical situation in which the world was coming
to an end. Each participant was told that he would survive because he
had vision enough to create a bomb shelter. The shelter could also
accommodate seven other persons. The participants were give a list
of names (well over seven) and told to select his/her seven companions.
Descriptors followed each name (see Appendix D). The participants
were told that they had to reach a concensus on those who would
survive. Other participants became the activity observers. The third
session was on contracts. Participants were exposed to the different
kinds of contracts used in an open classroom. Discussions of these
activities followed in the large group
.
After these discussions the participants were asked to fill out
the questionnaire, "Who Decides?" (Wolfson and Nash, 1968).
Dr. Bunker contracted with each participant that they would
provide a plan (due the following September) on how they could more
involve students in the decision making process. A brainstorming
session took place and the participants voiced projected ways of doing
this. Group task reports followed on the agenda (see Appendix D).
Monday, July 1: Integrating the Open Classroom
Turn on Agents: Bookbinding, Batik, Tie Dye
Extensions into other subject areas
Learning centers
The workshop was now entering its second week. Monday's
agenda stressed integrating the open classroom. The participants
would be exposed to (a) turn-on agents (bookbinding, batik, tie-dye)
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(b) extensions into other subject areas, and (c) learning centers.
The session was constructed so that the three activities went
on simultaneously in an area similar to that of an open space environ-
ment. The larger group divided itself into three smaller groups and
went to one of the three activity areas.
At the area titled "turn-on agents," the participants engaged
in the tasks of developing skills in binding books. This skill, as well
as the other arts of batiking and tie-dyeing were taught by the art
consultant from the Advisory. Participants brought to the workshop
session pages to be included in their finished books. Tee-shirts were
tie-dyed and handkerchiefs batiked.
The session on extensions into other subject areas was very
informal. The participants had a "rap session" on the many ways a
subject could be extended in order to incorporate concepts and learning
from other content areas.
The session on "learning centers" provided the participants an
opportunity to work at some of the centers set up around the room by
the workshop leaders. The rationale behind learning centers and their
effectiveness in the open environment met with much discussion.
Participants were encouraged to create some learning centers for class
room usage.
At the end of the sessions, an exhibit of the artistic products
was placed around the workshop area. The participants were asked
to
think of ways to incorporate these activities into their
teaching/
learning situations. Many creative ideas were suggested
for each of
the separate disciplines.
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The three task groups met for the remainder of the session to
plan for reporting to the larger group.
Tuesday, July 2: Developing Curriculum for Shaw, September
Set up interdisciplinary teams to:
(a) plan a turn-on agent
(b) brainstorm projects, skills, goals, concepts, etc.
(c) flow-chart a schedule
(d) list re sources /materials needed
(e) inventory skills lists (diagnosis)
(f) plan for shared-decision making
Tuesday's session was given over to the Shaw staff so that they
might focus on developing curriculum for Shaw in September. Inter-
disciplinary teams were set up to (a) plan turn-on agents (b) brain-
storm projects, skills, goals, concepts, etc. (c) flow-chart a schedule,
(d) list resources /materials needed, (e) inventory skills lists (diagnosis)
(f) plan for shared decision making, (g) create learning centers,
activity packages, activity cards, (h) design record-keeping systems
for self, for kids (evaluations, and (i) decide next steps.
The three original task groups (time, space, resources) met
separately for an hour then came together for the final presentations.
Each group listed priorities for the fall which included, among other
things:
1. An open space pilot program—the intent being to divide
the old Shaw building into pods by grade level and use an
interdisciplinary approach to teaching. This plan was to
include all Shaw personnel. The 46 teachers were to be
divided into three groups. A session each semester was
to be tried using either the space in the gymnasium or as
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Mr. Ellis, the Principal, suggested, the cafeteria.
2. A modular scheduling plan— this was presented to the
Principal as an option to the traditional scheduling that
takes place in secondary schools.
3. A proposal for an open space teacher exchange—the
thought here was to give Shaw teachers an opportunity to
work in actual open space facilities. Since facilities did
not exist in Washington, it was felt that contact should be
made to the surrounding counties of Prince Georges or
Montgomery where some schools had partial openness at
the secondary level.
The Principal addressed the group and expressed his pleasure
with the group’s accomplishments during the workshop sessions. He
enthusiastically welcomed the group's plans for the pilot open space
plans and offered the cafeteria as an area for consideration. Ellis
did however, express his concern over the planned 36 exits in the new
building that would go unmanned during the school day. He charged
the participants to assist him in finding a solution to that potential
problem area.
Many positive comments were sounded during the course of the
sharing sessions. Participants stated that:
We covered more territory in this week than we have in the
past year. ... We really know each other better. . . .
Our bulletin boards communicate visually . . . Ideas can
develop into realities and these can cause change. ... In
open space we cannot feel that someone is encroaching upon
our private territory.
This was a very lively session with the participants feeling very
positive about their accomplishments over the last 7 days.
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Wednesday, July 3: Continuing Sharing, Evaluating, and Next Stepping
What have we done? Evaluating the workshop.
Where are we going? Sharing fall plans.
What will we need?
How can we help one another?
Now what? Contracting for the next meeting.
The last day s session centered on continued sharing, evaluating,
and next steps. The participants were asked to address themselves
to these questions (a) What have we done? (evaluating the workshop)
(b) Where are we going? (sharing fall plans), (c) What will we need?
(d) How can we help one another? (e) Now what? (contracting for
the next meeting)
.
This was the final session for Workshop "A". The participants
shared with the group their feelings about the value of the summer
experience. Each participant also shared plans for the fall.
In order to satisfy the requirements of the course and more
specifically the requirements of the University as they regard graduate
extension credit, an individual contract was submitted to Dr. Bunker
by each workshop participant. This contract was to be fulfilled by
the October follow-up session.
A luncheon provided the informal setting in which extended
sharing was conducted and good-byes were said. Most feedback from
the evaluation forms, which will be discussed later in this chapter,
indicated that this was a very successful workshop
.
In agreement with the contractor, the Advisory and Learning
Exchange agreed to provide follow-up activities for the Shaw staff
during the fall semester following the first summer's workshop.
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To fulfill that agreement the Advisory provided activities that
facilitated communication among the "summer group ," the total Shaw
staff, and the Advisory.
Follow-up activities included:
1. Committee Meetings—where participants set up procedures for
ordering materials, (by contract each summar participant
was given $50 to purchase supplies) made decisions about
follow-up activities at Shaw during the fall and planned for
the next summer's workshop.
2. Classroom Visits
—
where Advisory staff saw evidence of
plans made during the summer, and following through on
"contracts" confirmed in the fall.
3. Whole Group Meetings—where participants shared their
experiences and further identified needs.
4. Workshop
—
where participants were provided with specific
skills related to subject matter and process, and fulfilled
all requirements for credit from the University of
Massachusetts /Amherst
.
5 . Letters and/or Telephone Conversations—where individuals
received information and/or shared concerns.
Because of the high motivation of participants during the first
summer workshop, fall follow-up activities began almost immediately.
Four committees functioned constantly to ensure that
the mechanisms
devised during the summer to keep the mutual support
and enthusiasm
going among the staff remained in operation. They
were Time, Space,
Resources and Follow-up.
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Teachers were allotted $50 towards the purchase of materials.
This money was provided so that the participants could purchase some
of the material they had interacted with during the summer, or any
other materials that would facilitate their movement towards openness.
The Shaw teachers were reminded that this money could be used for
individual purchases or in cooperative purchases with two or more
persons. The latter was highly valued by the Advisory staff as it
contributed to one of the mutual goals of the summer workshop which
was to encourage sharing between and among teachers.
The early fall meetings were held at the Advisory and related
to planning for communications with the total faculty about the summer
.
The Shaw staff came to the Advisory as individuals or in small groups
to use the Advisory catalog file as they began to select materials to
be ordered for use in their classrooms. Criteria for selection of
materials had been established in the first summer workshop. All
materials ordered should relate to some activity which would engage
students to actively participate in their own learning.
Several interdisciplinary support groups were established during
the workshop which helped sustain sharing across subject matter
areas. This was seen as very important behavior in moving teachers
from traditional to more open ways of teaching. The Advisory
staff,
as outlined in the proposal, provided advisory services to
individual
teachers through numerous on-site visits at their request.
In September, the Communications Committee of Shaw
conducted
a faculty meeting and informed faculty members who
were not part of
the first summer's workshop of what went on during
the workshop and
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how these summer participants planned to function during the current
school year.
A one-day conference promised in the contract was held
October 31. Advisory staff met with task group representatives and
the follow-up committee of Shaw on October 20 to set the agenda for
the conference. Conference activities included:
-Viewing slides and the edited version of the video-tape
of the summer workshop
.
-Reports from the Space, Resources, Time, Field Visits,
and Materials Committees.
-Sharing of progress based on "contracts" negotiated by
participants.
-Taking new measures of where each person was based on
Barth's Assumptions and the Who Decides questionnaire.
-Reviewing what open use of space, time, and resources
demanded of them as teachers and administrators—how theory
affected practice.
-Exploring staff development needs and ways of finding time
to achieve these.
This session held on Halloween was festive with an array of
fall colors around the room and a table of refreshments prepared by
members of the Advisory staff. Those present expressed considerable
delight about the "Summer" group being together again.
Dr. Bunker shared that since they last met he had been talking
with many educators throughout the United States and Canada and was
beginning to realize just how far the Shaw staff had really come.
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Most participants were excited about sharing their experiences
over the past two months. One participant criticized the activity
period of the pilot program. This person indicated that many
activities were going on during the period involving many children and
she didn’t feel the period was functioning as it should.
Mr. Ellis, the Principal, explained that the period was to be
used, by those with a homeroom group, to counsel students.
Dr. Bunker reminded the group that the movement from a
traditional classroom to one that is open was not for everybody.
Another important part of the fall meeting was the ’’contract
reports.” These were the contracts the individual participants made
with Dr. Bunker as partial fulfillment of the course requirements.
One participant told how she attempted to involve her students
in planning a lesson. She explained to the students what should be
included in a good lesson. Class discussion followed ending in the
class asking her to just tell them what to do. The teacher indicated
to the conference participants that the children were just accustomed
to being talked to not with . Dr. Bunker suggested that the teacher
set up a decision-making situation where the students would have to
make a choice of doing one thing or another.
Another teacher told of his classes writing booklets. Some, he
reported, were 35 pages long. The purpose of the books was to
improve self-concept. The booklets contained a table of contents,
poems, pictures of Black history, autobiographies, and summaries.
Once a week the teacher and the students had a rap session. Those
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students taking typing and/or art incorporated that learning into their
booklet. This teacher also used the television situation comedy "Good
Times" as a teaching tool.
Two of the teachers had decided to team teach and were using
the techniques of brainstorming and flow-charting. Others who
decided to team offered their students "free choice" activities,
contracting, and committee work.
As this session was coming to a close, Dr. Bunker asked the
participants to place on a 5" x 8" card the things they had been doing
and the next steps they anticipated taking. The cards were to
specifically state what the participants had been doing in their class-
rooms, what they meant to do, and what was ahead of them. These
cards were to be given to a designated staff member by the 8th of
November and these were to be sent to Dr. Bunker.
Throughout the year the Shaw staff requested and received,
workshops, reading materials, and on-site support in the areas of:
-Test-taking, Record-keeping—this workshop was conducted
by Dr. Masha Rudman, Associate Professor of Education
from the Integrated Day Program at the University of
Massachusetts /Amherst
.
-Human Relations /Group Dynamics /Values Clarification /Social
Skills and Basic Skills—these were conducted by Dr. James
Comer of the Advisory Board of Directors and an Associate
Professor of Psychology, Yale University /New Haven.
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The Advisory staff conducted these workshops:
-Interdisciplinary Approach
-Learning Centers/TEacher-made Materials /Individualzed
Instruction
-Room Arrangement
The Advisory staff was extremely satisfied with the leadership
that developed from the committee structure and the follow-up sessions.
The principal encouraged and supported teachers in making many of the
decisions about how they would function in workshops and back at
school. Time, which is always a critical factor in working with an
inservice project, was manipulated successfully by this group.
School time, as well as after school time, was negotiated for large
and small group meetings as well as for workshops. The principal
on several occasions gave regular faculty meetings over to the
committee for follow-up sessions.
When the first summer's Follow-up Committee met to plan for
the next intensive summer workshop they felt satisfied about the
growth they could observe in themselves and others. This growth was
manifested in the planning skills they were exhibiting towards a new
group, and most importantly in their ability to face honestly where
they still needed to go.
Workshop B
,
Summer 1975
The Follow-up Committee met at Shaw on March 25 to set up
priorities of needs and made decisions about the substance of workshop
for the remainder of the school year, and the dates and times of such
workshops. The dates set for the second Summer Institute (Workshop
B) were June 23 through July 3, in the Brookland School. This site
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was chosen because it afforded the participants an opportunity to
work in an open space environment. This school was also one which
housed grades K-8. It was felt by the workshop leaders that some
light could be shed on the particular problems associated with junior
high students in an open setting. The administrators of the Brookland
School were to be available to serve as resources to the participants.
Other planning meetings were scheduled for April 30 to involve
those who were expected to implement the second summer's workshop.
They were the original planning team of Dr. Bunker, Andrea Irby
and this writer from the Advisory. A follow-up meeting was scheduled
for May which would allow the team of facilitators to finalize the
summer's inservice agenda.
The sessions for Workshop "B", the second summer’s workshop
were held at Brookland from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Participants
included twenty teachers, one principal, one assistant principal, and
two teacher's aides. Of the 24 participants, 11 were returning from
Session A of the workshop held the previous summer.
It was the intent of the consultant team in designing the
work-
shop to provide an environment in which participants could
engage in
team planning, be involved in decision-making, be active
learners, and
acquire specific skills with the emphasis on the assessment
and
development of individual rather than on the assessment
and develop-
ment of an over-all plan for the new Shaw
.
Schedule of Workshop Activities:
Monday, June 23
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Name tag
Picture taking /Interviews
Group introductions
Expectations
Task group
"Openness at Brookland’’ (host school)
Wrap-up
As with Workshop "A”, the previous year, it was hoped that
this format would allow the participants an opportunity to realize the
full impact of the open approach in an open setting.
The first day’s schedule was similar to that of the previous
summer. The bulletin board was at the front of the learning area,
and cameras, film and refreshments were ready. The agenda topics
were: (a) Name tags (picture taking /interviews (c) group intro-
ductions (d) expectations (e) task groups (f) openness at Brookland
(host school) (g) wrap up.
In order to develop an atmosphere of community, each participant
was asked to make a name tag, pair off, take photographs, and conduct
interviews. Each participant was introduced to the larger group through
information provided by the interview strategy. The workshop staff
then developed with the participants a number of expectations for the
workshop. Task groups were formed to assist in the general
maintainance of the workshop area and in materials and supplies
dispersal.
Shirley Hammond, the Principal of the host school, addressed
the participants on ’’Openness" as practiced at Brookland. This
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informative talk included the areas of scheduling, grouping (teachers
and students) record-keeping, evaluation, resources, and progress
reporting. Brookland is a K-8 facility and functions more on the order
of a secondary facility.
This first session was used to develop the format and direction
of the remainder of the workshop
.
Tuesday, June 24
Committee meetings and reports
’’Team planning"
Small group discussion
Wrap-up
Committee meetings and reports, team planning, small group
discussion, and the wrap-up highlighted Tuesday’s agenda.
Andrea Irby, of the Advisory staff, began this session with an
exercise which dealt with astrological signs. The objective of this
warm-up was to discover points of similarity among the group
participants and to establish group commonality, i.e., to focus upon the
ways they were alike as opposed to the ways they differed. This
activity was suggested as a strategy for getting students to work
together
.
Some general aspects of open education were discussed, such
as (a) teaming, team-building and team-teaching, and (b) structure
or model of teaching. This led the group into the next activity which
was a presentation by John Lopez a doctoral student from the Integrated
Day Program at the University of Massachusetts /Amherst, on Team
Planning."
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In the system described by Lopez, children were grouped
heterogeneously. Four general areas were proposed for consideration
when deciding on a team-approach to instruction. Those general areas
introduced by Lopez were:
1. Planning—Contents, objectives, process which included
skills students need to know.
2. Instruction—Concepts, themes, suggested procedures.
3. Management—Time, space, record-keeping, resources
4. Evaluation—Student /Teacher
In order to provide clarity for these topics and to maximize
participation by the Shaw teachers, Lopez divided the group into
smaller groups to discuss the adolescent characteristics for each of
the following four areas: (a) social, (b) intellectual, (c) psychological,
and (d) physical. The adolescent characteristics derived for each
area were:
1. Social
a. conforming
b. opinionated
c . critical
d
.
group oriented
e . competitive
f. vocal
2 . Intellectual
a. curiosity
b. critical thinkers
c. problem solvers
3 . P sychological
a. short attention span
b. need to develop self-esteem
c. resentment of authority
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4.
Physical
a. rapid sexual growth
b . active
c. awkwardness
Lopez brought the smaller groups back together to form
the large group. He stressed the importance of being familiar with
the characteristics of the adolescent. He indicated that not only a
knowledge of the adolescent but a plan for coping with this particular
age-group should be developed. He then presented a six-step approach
to problem solving. Those steps were:
1. Identify the problem or puzzling situation.
2. Exploration—Encourage the exploration of the problem
through guessing, hypothesizing, experimenting, etc.
3. Collect data
4. Reconsiderations based on the data
5. Collect more data if necessary
6. Test solution
This was the culminating activity for Tuesday’s session.
Wednesday, June 25
Announcements
Summer A Participants in Area 1
Summer B Participants in Area 2
Shaw Survey
Curriculum planning groups
Task group meetings
Wednesday's session was the first in which the group was
divided into those participants who were attending their second
summer
session, and new participants. The agenda called for
announcements,
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separate group meetings (old participants /new participants), Shaw
survey, curriculum planning groups, and task group meetings.
After general announcements were made, the larger group was
divided into two groups, those who had attended Workshop "A" and
those who were participating for the first time. The purpose of this
division was to address the concerns peculiar to each group. Dr.
Bunker met with the participants attending for the first time. He
developed a plan that would duplicate last summer's agenda in terms
of introducing vocabulary (open education), and the theoretical back-
ground of open education. The returning participants met with the
two other workshop leaders. This latter group developed individual
designs of workshop goals and objectives. This was done in order to
facilitate the particular needs of the returning participants based on
their experiences over the past year.
The larger group reassembled and were given the Shaw Survey
to respond to and discuss. This survey asked specific questions
about their views and concerns on open space classroom.
Several points of view were presented regarding the value of
the survey. However, a number of key statements were issued and
questions posed as a result of interacting with this survey. Those
statements and questions were:
1. High interest material will result in more attentiveness
on the part of the student.
2. Students are made more comfortable when they have a
choice in selecting what they learn.
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3. Students learn better when they are permitted to apply
what they already know.
4. Test scores are a major concern regarding the effective-
ness of the open classroom
.
5. How does one get students to respond to content materials
and to absorb the kinds of learning necessary for
effective survival?
6. Each person gets out of an experience according to his/her
own perspective of gain and also according to how he /she
sees life and views situations in terms of his/her own
exposures.
7. How a teacher relates to students depends on his/her values
and priorities and is acceptable as long as the goal is to
get children to learn.
These seven statements reflected the views of most of the
participants as to the value of the ’’Shaw Survey” and its implications
for movement into the new facility.
Following the discussion of the Shaw Survey, the participants
were asked to self-select into smaller groups. The aim was to allow
the working groups time to prepare real curriculum materials for the
fall. The participants divided themselves according to existing friend-
ships and common interests. Eventually four groups were formed.
A summary of each group’s objectives are as follows:
A. Group I— ’’Informal Assessment Strategies Group”
Objective—To determine strengths and needs of students.
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B. Group II— "Moving On Up"
Objective—To explore the chosen theme in each individual's
subject area while simultaneously interlocking
the various subject areas.
C. Group III—"Various Roads to Rome"
Objective—To create learning situations and activities
that will be conducive to students self-
knowledge, self-esteem and to present several
teacher-chosen learning packets that will
provide options for students.
D. Group IV—"Summer School"
Objective—To develop activities that will stimulate a desire
for students to attend school with regularity
during the summer session.
Thursday, June 26
Friday, June 27
Announcements
Mini- sessions:
Learning centers
Using media
Student contracts
Skill inventories
Shared decision-making
Getting to the content areas from a
turn-on activity
Curriculum planning groups
Full sessions took place on Thursday and Friday of the first
week. After the morning announcements the participants were given
the choice of these mini- sessions: (a) learning centers, (b) using
media, (c) student contracts, (d) skill inventories, (e) shared decision
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making, (f) getting to the content areas from a turn-on activity. The
day closed with the participants working in their curriculum planning
groups.
These two workshop sessions provided the participants with
an opportunity to develop and/or refine skills in a number of areas.
The mini-sessions were selected from the needs assessment board set
up at the first session. The participants had been asked to place on
a 3" x 5" card some hands-on activities they wanted presented during
the course of the workshop . Another board was used as a Resource
Board on which participants were asked to list known resources at
Shaw, both human and physical.
Each participant chose an activity in which to involve himself/
herself. It was at this point in the workshop that the instructional
staff had its best opportunity to model effective open education practice.
Opportunities were given to the participants for shared decision-making,
active learning, and skills acquisition. Movement was free and easy
throughout both sessions.
Monday, June 30
Announcement s
"Scheduling in open space"
"Modular scheduling"
Mini- sessions:
Learning centers
Using media
Curriculum planning groups
Monday's agenda was very tightly scheduled. Announcements,
scheduling in open space, modular scheduling, mini-sessions and
curriculum planning groups highlighted this session.
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The warm-up activity, initiated this session by one of the
participants, had the other participants divide into small groups by
place of birth. The groups were then asked to list values according
to priorities in a classroom environment. A concensus vote was
necessary on all group decisions. The aim of this activity was to get
the participants verbalizing the hierarchy of their own values in
relationship to their colleagues and to place in perspective how those
values had implications to what happens in the classroom.
The value of this experience was evidenced when the smaller
groups rejoined to form the large and presented the following points:
1. Although many in the smaller group agreed with the overall
concepts presented as being important in the classroom,
several disagreed about the method used for arriving at
a concensus.
2. The instruction given to the smaller groups by the leader
of the activity allowed for creativity on the part of the
group members.
3. It developed a broader area of learning because members
of the groups were able to see that many times the limits
we experience are self-imposed.
4. When groups are allowed to expand upon the rules on
their own, others may feel that the conditions under which
they worked were unfair.
In order to satisfy another of the workshop objectives, that of
exposing the participants to persons practicing the open concept
of
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their level, the workshop leaders invited the host principal to address
the group. Mrs. Shirley Hammond, principal of Brookland School, and
Mrs. Edith Smith, Brookland' s assistant principal, discussed "scheduling
in the open classroom" and "modular scheduling."
Mrs. Hammond distributed literature that described the scheduling
practiced at Brookland and that developed a rationale for student
grouping. She shared with the participants the many resources that
were available to the school. The participants were busy taking notes
and suggesting ways of modifying some aspects of the Brookland
program to meet the needs of the new Shaw.
The presentation by Mrs. Smith, which was supposed to be on
modular scheduling, instead turned out to be a slide presentation
highlighting the various programs in existence at Brookland. She
hinted at times, about modular scheduling, but never gave the
participants an in-depth discussion of modular scheduling or its
implications to open space /open education.
The larger group later formed into three smaller groups and
involved themselves in many of the activities introduced in the
Thursday and Friday workshops. Later everyone met in their own
respective curriculum planning groups to further define goals and
objectives.
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Tuesday, July 1
Announcements
Curriculum planning groups
Mini- sessions:
Learning centers
Questioning skills
Planning meeting, whole group
Tuesday’s session focused on these topics: (a) curriculum
planning (groups), (b) mini-sessions (learning centers and questioning
skills)
,
and (c) planning meetings and whole-group discussions.
The participants assembled themselves into their curriculum
teams to further develop their ideas regarding the establishment of
strategies to be used in the fall to facilitate student learning.
Dr. Bunker encouraged the group to think about the kinds of
questions they asked during the ’’question-asking” session. He asked
each participant to write six questions that they might ask students
to respond to after completing a unit. Bunker then asked the members
of the group to read some of their questions and tell the other members
what the question expected the learner to do. From that beginning the
group developed a list of thinking skills prompted by member questions.
This question-asking session encouraged the group to think about the
kinds of questions being asked of children. Questions were found that
asked children to compare, contrast, and discriminate. It was the
group's conclusion that when children are asked to create, all of the
above skills and more are put into play
.
The larger group reassembled for the wrap-up session at which
time they decided to have a variety of refreshments for the last day’s
session. Each participant indicated what he or she would bring and in
what quantity.
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Wednesday, July 2
Announcement
Developing group process skills
Curriculum planning groups
Wednesday's session was turned over for the most part, to the
participants. The limited agenda included (a) developing group
process skills, and meeting in curriculum planning groups.
The first part of this session was used to develop group aware-
ness. The participants were introduced, by the writer, to the theory
behind Transactional Analysis, and were involved in a number of
T.A. experiences. This activity led into another which allowed for
the application of the T.A. theory. The activity called "strength-
training" was used as a vehicle for getting the participants to behave
in very positive and humanistic ways with one another. The activities
appealed on a very emotional level to the participants.
The group moved into the curriculum teams and made final
preparations for the next day's presentations.
Thursday, July 3
Announcements
Reports from curriculum planning groups
Luncheon
Thursday, the final day of the workshop, marked the end of
Workshop "B". The curriculum planning group reported their plans
to the larger group and gave copies of those plans to each participant
( see Appendix E ) .
The workshop leader addressed the participants and expressed
their pleasure at having been involved with the Shaw staff in their
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inservice project. A luncheon followed, and the participants, as
well as the workshop leaders
,
looked positively towards the transition
from old Shaw to new.
Pre-determined follow-up sessions were not scheduled after the
second summer workshop because the conditions of the inservice
contract had been fulfilled. It was also expected that the new Shaw
facility would open the following January. The administration and
staff of Shaw were encouraged to take advantage of the many offerings
regularly scheduled at the Advisory during the upcoming year.
Summary
In reviewing the inservice approach used for the Shaw Junior
High School of Washington , D.C. , the special note should be made of
specific strategies used to promote workshop success. Those strategies
as indicated by Dr. Bunker, Andrea Irby and this writer, were:
1. Room arrangement—The workshop area was set up to model
a functioning open class. Learning centers were placed
throughout the area; usage was made of a wide variety of
audio-visuals ; participants' work decorated the room;
space was set aside for both individual and group work,
free movement within the open environment was encouraged
by the workshop leaders; materials were available to the
participants for creative expression (construction paper,
glue, magic markers, crayons, U-film, cassette tapes,
cameras, thermal masters, ditto paper, etc.).
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2. Opening and ending workshop sessions—Each day as the
participants arrived at the workshop location they would
sign in on a chart placed at the entrance. Refreshments
were always available, usually in the form of coffee and/or
tea and donuts. After each participant had been refreshed
one of the workshop leaders or one of the participants
would involve the total group in what was called a '’warm-
up” activity. Interesting commentary always followed the
warm-up activity and set the tone for the day's other
activities.
At the close of each session, the participants were
brought back together in a large group to share reflections
on the day's activities. Agenda items for the next day
would be discussed and overnight and long-term assignments
would be reviewed. The workshop leaders would meet after
the participants left and organize the necessary plans and
materials for the next session. They would critique that
day's session in terms of their own performance.
This methodology always allowed closure for each day's
session.
3. Committees—-The workshop leaders promoted the establish-
ment of working committees. These committees were
responsible for setting up the refreshments in the morning,
setting up and maintaining the bulletin boards, conducting
some of the warm-up activities, maintaining the
checking
in and out of materials from the workshop library,
monitoring
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the appearance of the learning environment, completing
curriculum tasks, and developing curriculum plans.
These committees were vital in the smooth operation of
the workshops. The committees also served as models to be
tried in the participants' teaching /learning environment.
Staff gave particular attention to the considerations for effective
inservice proposed in Chapter II
,
as they planned and implemented the
two summer workshops. Consideration 1: "In order for inservice
programs to have optimum effectiveness they must be designed with an
understanding of the kinds of changes or outcomes and goals that may
reasonably be expected from the inservice efforts," was met through
the original proposal conceived by the Shaw staff, refined by the
Advisory staff, and made functional by the workshop staff.
Consideration 2: "Administrative leadership is needed to assure
effective planning and implementation," was attended to in a number of
ways:
1. Both the administration and staff of Shaw recognized the
need for an intensive inservice program and therefore wrote
a proposal.
2. The central administration of the School Board approved
and financed Shaw's proposal.
3. The principal of Shaw was an active participant in both
Summer workshops. His attendance and supportive
commentary gave additional boost and support to the
participants.
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4. In attendance at one of the sessions and giving support
and encouragement to the participants was the Regional
Assistant Superintendent for the Shaw area.
5. The vice-principal of Shaw was also an active participant.
Consideration 3: "The inservice participant must be actively
involved in the basic design of the inservice program, including
implementation" was addressed in these ways:
1. The participants designed the inservice program through
the formulation of the original proposal.
2. Participants provided input into the final inservice design
through their participation in the pre- session planning
meetings.
3. Interdisciplinary teams were established which dealt
specifically with
a. Defuzzing goal statements
b. Exploring alternative approaches to the use of time,
space, and resources (human and physical)
c. Developing strategies for moving towards workshop goals
d. Developing strategies for building curriculum
e. Keeping a "log" which recorded and evaluated each
day's activities.
Analysis of the Data
Thus the original Shaw proposal and the subsequent advisory
proposal dealt specifically with the salient points of consideration one.
The pre-session planning Workshops "A" and "B", and the follow-up
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sessions directly focused on the concepts proposed by considerations
two and three. The remaining sections of this chapter will detail the
plans built into the inservice design to specifically address considera-
tion four. "Some evaluative design for gathering feedback must be
built into the inservice component."
Formative Evaluation
In an effort to provide formative data the workshop staff as
they planned and implemented Workshop A, a number of approaches
were taken during the first few days.
Fuller's Teacher Concerns
One such instrument used to sample participant perceptions of
what was of major concern to them was the "Teacher Concerns Check-
list." This instrument developed by Fuller and Borich (1974) lists
fifty teacher concerns, concerns which deal with self, others, and
impact. The checklist allows the individual to check the magnitude
of his/her concern for each item. The levels of concern are "not
concerned," "a little concerned," "moderately concerned," "very
concerned," and "totally preoccupied.
Raw data from this instrument were collected during the second
day of Workshop "A" and were tabulated into the frequency of re-
sponses for each item on the checklist. The frequencies of response
were converted into percentages. The tables used to reflect the data
(Tables 1-3) focus on the three categories of concern addressed by the
checklist. Twenty-one of the participants responded to the checklist.
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Table 1 reflects the respondents’ concern about those items
pertaining to self. It appears from the data that all of the 21 respond-
ents were ’’moderately" to "very concerned" about item one on the
checklist. The item reflects a concern about teaching content. A
closer look at the data reveals that the item receiving the second
highest percentage (80%) of responses, item forty-eight, not only
focused on content but upon improving one's proficiency in that content.
Teachers seemed the least concerned about insufficient time to
think (item 17). Most indivated that in terms of self this was the
least of their concerns.
Although teachers were not "totally preoccupied" with any item
on the checklist and did not seem too concerned about whether or not
the students really liked them (item 2) , they were much more concerned
about being accepted and respected by other professionals (item 41)
.
Almost all (N=18) of the respondents expressed a concern over
being able to maintain an appropriate level of classroom control (item
11). Although five of the respondents indicated no concern what-
soever about receiving a favorable evaluation of their teaching (item
19) eighteen reveal a good deal of concern about feeling adequate as
a teacher (item 38) . All but four of the respondents have a concern
over the lack of opportunities that present themselves for professional
growth (item 21) .
Overall the wide distribution of frequencies suggest that the
respondents allow themselves varying degrees of concern about the
checklist items related to self.
Table 2 outlines the respondents' degree of concern about
others. Respondents were the most concerned about the learning
problems of students (item 20). However, they were less
concerned
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about the slow progress of certain students (item 43). The data
reflect a great deal of concern on the part of the respondents for
others.
Ten of the seventeen items on this checklist received one
hundred percent of the responses in the degree of "moderately
concerned" or "very concerned." Although the data do not indicate
any preoccupation with concern for others, the data do suggest that
the respondents invest a good deal of concern about others, especially
students' feelings (item 3), student motivation and need (items 7, 16,
26, & 46), student health and nutrition (item 31), and student
intellectual and emotional growth (item 39)
.
Sixteen were very
concerned that they would be able to recognize the social as well as
the emotional needs of their students (item 49) . All but one expressed
a moderate to very concerned position on those issues that relate to
insuring that students have a firm grasp of the fundamentals (item 23)
and that they be able to apply those fundamental skills effectively
(item 28). Helping students to value learning (item 45), and being
fair and impartial (item 18) each received fourteen responses that
indicated a very high level of concern by those responding to the
checklist
.
The data reveal that almost all of the responses were either
"moderately concerned" or "very concerned" in this section of the
checklist that reflect concern for others.
The data in Table 3 reflect the respondents' concern about
those issues which impact upon education. It is interesting to note
that one hundred percent of the respondents were either "moderately"
TABLE
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or "very concerned" about the nature and quality of instructional
materials (item 5) .
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Three of the twenty-one respondents did not have concern
about ineffective faculty meetings (item 27) ; although eight were "very
concerned." The remaining ten were evenly divided between "a little
concerned" and "moderately concerned."
Other than the one mentioned item on instructional materials,
only one item mustered the overwhelming concern of the respondents. . .
"lack of public support for schools" (item 36) . Nineteen of the
twenty-one respondents expressed more than "a little concern" for
this issue.
In the area of teacher salaries (item 47), the respondents were
almost divided evenly in their degree of concern. Eleven indicated
"moderately" to "very concerned" while ten had "no concern" or only
"a little concern" about this particular item.
A total compilation of the responses on this table indicates that
the respondents were only slightly more than sixty percent "moderately"
to "very concerned" about those issues, as presented by Fuller and
Borich, that impact upon teaching and learning.
Another instrument administered to determine the approach to be
used when setting workshop goals was the Assumption About Children ^
Learning (Table 4) developed by Roland S. Barth (1972). This
instrument used to get information about the assumptions held
by
persons moving toward open education is a nominal-scale
questionnaire.
It consists of twenty-nine items dealing with assumptions
about
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children’s learning (questions one through twenty-four) and assump-
tions about knowledge (questions twenty-five through twenty-nine).
Below each assumption, five choices are given and each respondent
checked his/her level of response. The levels of response are
’’strongly agree,” "agree,” "no strong feeling,” "disagree,” and
"strongly disagree."
The number of participants responding to this questionnaire
was twenty-four. Raw data for this instrument were collected on the
third day of Workshop "A". Data are presented in frequency tables.
The frequency of responses is converted to percentages for each item.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 reflect the marked assumptions held by the twenty-
four persons who responded to the questionnaire.
Table 4 reflects three of the four categories that are listed
under "Assumptions About Children's Learning." The initial section
of the questionnaire asked participants to indicate their level of
response to assumptions about "motivation." Slightly more than
eighty-three percent (N=20) of the respondents agreed with the first
assumption that children are innately curious and will explore their
environment without adult intervention. Respondents were seventy-
nine percent ( 19) in agreement with the second assumption that
exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating.
Under the section entitled "conditions for learning" it is
interesting to note that for assumptions three and five, both
dealing
with the exploratory behavior of children, approximately
eighty-seven
percent (22) of the participants agreed,percent (21) and ninety-one
TABLE
4
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respectively, with the assumptions. There was, however, one
participant in the group of respondents who did not agree that the
child will display natural exploratory behavior if not threatened
(assumption three) and there were two who disagreed with assumption
five that active exploration in a rich environment will facilitate
children's learning. Assumption four which underscores the importance
of confidence in self as it directly relates to one's capacity for
learning was held in agreement by all but two of the respondents.
None of the respondents indicated any disagreement with this particular
assumption. Assumption six addressed a concept that generates
considerable discussion and debate whenever it is introduced into
educational agenda topics, play and its importance to learning in the
early learner. The participants were somewhat divided in their
responses as a little more than twenty-nine percent (7) strongly
agree with the assumption and slightly more than forty-five percent
(11) agreed with its basic principle. Three indicated no strong
feelings one way or the other, whereas two disagreed with the concept.
Assumptions seven, eight, and nine allowed the respondents to reflect
on the importance of learner decision-making in the educational
teaching /learning environment. Even though these questions had the
common denominator of decision-making, participant responses to
the
three assumptions varied. Assumption seven which held that
chldren have both the competence and the right to make significant
decisions concerning their own learning had six (25%) respondents
who
disagreed with its basic premise, and although fifteen (62.5%)
- 130
respondents agreed, three (12.5%) indicated no strong feelings
whatsoever about the assumption. On the other hand, assumption
eight stressed the fact that children will be likely to learn if they
are given considerable choice in the selection of materials and choice
in the questions they wish to pursue with respect to those materials.
Here we find that twenty-two of the twenty-four respondents agreed
with this assumption, none disagreed, and only two indicated no
strong feelings. One respondent disagreed that given the opportunity,
children will choose to engage in activities which will be of high
interest to them (assumption nine). Twenty respondents did agree
with this assumption and only three indicated no strong feelings.
Assumption ten which is the last under the section "conditions for
learning" also had but one dissenter. Four (16.7%) respondents
indicated no strong feelings as to whether or not learning is taking
place when a child is fully involved in and having fun with an
activity. Nineteen (79.1%) respondents were supportive of this
assumption with eleven indicating strong agreement and eight agreement.
Under section "C" (social learning), assumptions which deal with
sharing and collaborative efforts on the part of learners, the
respondents averaged an agreement rate of slightly more than eighty-
seven percent (21) with the held assumptions while there was only
one respondent who disagreed with either of the assumptions and only
five individuals indicated no strong feelings as regards to the two
held assumptions.
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Reflected in Table 5 are twelve assumptions under the general
category of "intellectual development" (Section "D"). Levels of
responses to these assumptions ranged from a little more than
fifty-eight percent (14) for assumption thirteen (concept formation
proceeds very slowly) to slightly more than eighty-seven percent (21)
for assumptions fourteen (children learn and develop intellectually
not only at their own rate but in their own style) and nineteen
(errors are necessarily a part of the learning process; they are to
be expected and even desired, for they contain information essential
for further learning). Twenty-five percent (6) disagreed with
assumption thirteen and a little more than twenty percent (5) disagreed
with assumption twenty-two (learning is best assessed intuitively
,
by direct observation) . It seems from the data that the great
majority of responses (77.2%) were in support of the proposed
assumptions as against those responses that reflected disagreement
(8.5%) and/or no strong feeling (14.3%). However, the percentage
of agreement under this section is somewhat lower than the percentage
of agreement (83.3%) that was reflected in sections "A", "B", and
"C" of Table 4.
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The second part of the "Assumptions" questionnaire (see Table
6) asked the participants to respond to those assumptions proposed
about knowledge. There were only five assumptions presented in this
section. It is, however, in this section that the data reflect the
most controversial assumptions held by the participants. Assumption
twenty-eight, which states that little or no knowledge exists which it
is essential for everyone to acquire, was held in agreement by slightly
more than thirty-three percent (8) of the respondents. Additionally,
a little more than twenty percent (5) indicated no strong feelings as
did the same percentage who indicated disagreement with the
assumption. Twenty-five percent (6) strongly disagreed. It seems
therefore, that less than half the respondents (11) felt that some
knowledge does exist that is essential for every individual to acquire.
Conversely, twenty-two of the respondents agreed with
assumption twenty-six which held that knowledge is a function of one's
personal integration of experience and therefore does not fall into
neatly separate categories or disciplines. Not one respondent
indicated any disagreement with this concept.
The responses recorded in this section reflect the lowest
combined total percentage of agreement (75.8%) for all sections of
the held assumptions presented in the tables. It does reflect the
highest percentage of strong disagreement (1.1%) and also shows
the
second highest percentage of disagreement (7%) of the three
tables.
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The six questions which guided this study were addressed in
a number of ways. The questions were:
1. What is the proposed approach to inservice teacher
education?
2. How is it applied at a secondary school level?
3. What are the implications of this approach to future
inservice projects?
The first of these three questions was a focus in Chapter II
,
Review of the Literature, of this dissertation. That section also
began to answer question two which was more thoroughly addressed
by the ’’case study’’ presented in this chapter. Question three will
be dealt with in Chapter V of this dissertation. Other questions
were:
4. Is the approach practical and effective in the judgment
of the participants?
5. Is the approach effective in accomlishing the workshop
objectives?
6. What effect did this approach to inservice have on teachers?
Summative Evaluation
Informal Questionnaire
Another instrument used to gather data about how participants
perceived the effectiveness of the inservice intervention, in terms
of
goal accomplishment and impact upon teachers, was an
informal
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questionnaire which asked six open-ended questions. Those questions
were:
1. What were your goals for these few days?
2. How has the workshop helped you meet those goals?
3. What evidence do you have of your growth during
these few days?
4. What evidence do you have of others' growth during
these few days?
5. What do you see as your "next steps" in preparation
for Fan?
6. How effective has the workshop staff been?
Nineteen participants responded to this questionnaire. Raw
data from this instrument were collected on the final day of Workshop
"A". Data are presented in frequency tables.
Table 7 reflects the ten general responses to the question
What were your goals for these few days? There were eleven
responses (item 1) which indicated a need on the part of the participants
to acquire a knowledge base about open space and open education.
Other items (2, 3, 6, 8, 10) indicated a concern about how open
education and open space would be addressed by the staff of Shaw.
Learning new ways of working with colleagues (item 4) and investigating
resources and agencies which might aid the educational program
(item
137
TABLE 7
WHAT WERE YOUR GOALS FOR THESE FEW DAYS?
"My Goals for this Workshop were to. . .
Number Responses Frequency
1. Learn more about open space and open
education. 11
2. Develop positive, optimistic, and receptive
attitudes for the conversion to open space. 4
3. Develop and gain skills necessary for
motivating students toward self-direction. 2
4. Learn more ways of working closely with
other members of the faculty. 3
5. Plan for the Fall. 2
6. Get some idea of how open space /education
might work at Shaw Junior High.
7. Investigate resources and agencies in the
Washington, D.C. area which might be of aid
to the educational program at Shaw.
8. Find a systematic way of implementing some
of my ideas.
9. Learn about the Advisory and Learning
Exchange as a resource.
10. Understand how a "shops" core curriculum
could be fitted into an open space program.
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7) were concerns expressed by some participants (3 for each concern).
One participant wanted to learn more about the Advisory and Learning
Exchange as a resource (item 9) , while two participants had expected
to address needs for the Fall (item 5).
These goals are reflections of those outlined in the Shaw
proposal and formulated by the workshop facilitators in conjunction
with the participants in the pre-session planning.
Table 8 addresses the question of How has the workshop helped
you meet these goals? Three participants felt that the workshop
created a better avenue of communications among the Shaw faculty
(item 8). Items 4 and 5 also touched upon the theme of faculty
cohesiveness. Many participants (8) felt the workshop brought them
a better understanding of the concepts of open space /open education
(item 1). Other responses (3) centered around integrating work in
the classroom (item 3), the acquisition of materials, resources and
suggetions (items 2, 7, 9, 10), and helping one participant to become
more aware of student needs (item 6) .
As a result of the pre-session planning, - where participants
were given an opportunity to have input into the structure of
the
workshop, all of the goals listed on the previous table (Table 7)
were realized in the perceptions of those participants
responding to
the questionnaire.
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TABLE 8
HOW HAS THE WORKSHOP HELPED YOU MEET THESE GOALS?
"The Workshop Has. . ."
Number Responses Frequency
1. Brought about a clear understanding
of what open space /open education is. 8
2. Offered many suggestions, resources, and
materials that I can use. 4
3. Given me a better understanding of how
to share and integrate work in a class-
room setting 3
4. Helped me understand how to work with
people whom I did not think possible
before. 1
5. Helped me to better appreciate some of the
problems other teachers have and has made
me more willing to integrate my time and
efforts with those of others. 1
6. Helped me become more aware of student’s
needs and desires as well as ways of
fulfilling them in an open educational
environment
.
1
7. Helped me to learn how to ’’brainstorm,"
make "flow-charts," and become conversant
with new terminology. 1
8. Through group interaction created a better
avenue of communication among the
faculty
.
3
9. Helped me through hand-outs, readings,
and concrete ideas offered by the workshop
director
.
2
10. Helped me by hearing first-hand experiences
of people who have engaged in the open
concept
.
1
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What evidences do you have of your growth during these few
days ? This question was addressed by the responses in Table 9. A
number of responses (8) indicated that participants felt they were
beginning to become more open in their approach to teaching and
learning (items 1, 2). One respondent indicated more optimism
about self (item 3) , four felt more joy (item 11) after the workshop
sessions. Two responses indicated evidence of growth based on
personal opinion (items 5, 8). Feeling more knowledgeable about open
education (item 12) and the opportunity to apply skills acquired during
the workshop (item 9), were two interesting comments. Working with
a team and communicating ideas were indicated by six respondents
(items 4, 6, 7).
In Table 10 are recorded the responses to the question, What
evidence do you have of others* growth during these few days? The
most frequently offered response (7) was the knowledge gained
through "sharing" during the sharing sessions (item 4). Better
communications received five responses (item 3). Cooperation, concern
for others, understanding and trust (items 1, 2, 5, 6, 8) reflected
the evidence of growth by others within the workshop. One individual
felt evidence was shown by the resourcefulness of the total group
(item 7)
.
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TABLE 9
WHAT EVIDENCES DO YOU HAVE OF YOUR GROWTH DURING
THESE FEW DAYS?
”My Growth Is Evidenced by the Fact That.
.
Number Responses Frequency
1. I am more open to change, my thinking has
become more open. 7
2. I am more open to giving students more
experiences in making decisions concerning
themselves and their environment
.
1
3. I feel optimistic and determined to overcome
any and all obstacles. 1
4. I am better able to communicate with others. 2
5. My teaching ability has improved. 1
6. I now have the ability to accept and utilize
the ideas of others. 2
7. I have committed myself to work as a member
of a team and to develop interdisciplinary
units. 2
8. Personal opinion. 1
9. I have put some of the skills and ideas into
practice at Sunday school and the kids were
excited. 1
10. I am more excited about implementing ideas
next year. 4
11. I smile more and seem to enjoy being with
others. 3
12. I feel more knowledgeable about open
edueation / space
.
1
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TABLE 10
WHAT EVIDENCE DO YOU HAVE OF OTHERS' GROWTH DURING THESE
FEW DAYS?
"Others’ Growth Was Evidenced By.
. .
”
Number Responses Frequency
1. A definite trend away from individual-
oriented towards group
-oriented. 3
2. The expressions of concern for each
others' welfare and commitment to plan
and work together. 4
3. Better communications. 5
4. The knowledge gained through sharing
during the sharing sessions. 7
5. The show of understanding. 1
6. Cooperation and participation. 3
7. Group resourcefulness. 1
8. More extensive display of personalities
and a willingness to attempt new methods. 3
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Responses to the question, What do you see as your next
steps in preparation for the Fall? were tabulated and presented in
Table 11. Several respondents (8) indicated the application of
knowledge and skills gained during the workshop (item 2) as the
present concern for the Fall. Five participants wanted to start right
away to organize their classrooms (item 6). Planning for future
sessions (item 9) was the concern of two participants. Two others
wanted to share what they had learned during the sessions (item 3)
.
Planning individual and group strategies (item 1) also received two
responses. Other responses reflective of individual concerns were
securing a variety of materials (item 4) , keeping the spirit and
determination developed by the staff during the summer alive (item
5), contracting with the workshop director (item 7), and making sure
plans for the Fall have a chance of being implemented (item 8) .
The last question, How effective has the workshop staff been?
received the responses reflected in Table 12. The most frequent
response to this question (7) was that the staff was very effective
and supportive (item 2). Helpful, very helpful, and extremely
helpful (items 1, 3, 6, 7) were other positive responses to this
question. Two respondents related inspirational as the key
ingredient (item 8) to the effectiveness of the workshop leaders.
Excellent (item 10), responsive (item 11), and a good model (item
5) were other attributes attributed to the staff. One respondent
felt the staff was instrumental in developing many intangible things
(item 4). Another respondent awarded the staff an A (item 9)
for
their effort.
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TABLE 11
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS YOUR NEXT STEPS IN PREPARATION FOR FALL?
"My Next Steps Are To. .
Number Responses Frequency
1. Plan individual and group strategies 2
2. Put into action the many useful things I
have experienced during the workshop that
help me attain educational goals. 8
3. Share with others what I have learned. 2
4. Secure a variety of materials to make for
individual differences. 1
5. Keep up our spirit and determination. 1
6. Begin now to organize for my classroom. 5
7. Make a tentative plan for my "contract"
with the workshop director. 1
8. Gather representatives of various groups
together to make sure plans for the fall are
implemented. 1
9. Plan for future sessions. 2
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TABLE 12
HOW EFFECTIVE HAS THE WORKSHOP STAFF BEEN?
"The Workshop Staff Has Been.
. .
”
Number Responses Frequency
1 . Very helpful 3
2. Very effective and supportive too. 7
3. Wonderful, understanding, helpful,
and very, very resourceful. 3
4. Instrumental in developing so many
intangible things— spirit, enthusiasm, etc. 1
5. A good "model." 1
6. Actively involved, helpful, informative
and humane. 3
7. Extremely helpful.
. . I have been "turned-
on." 1
8. Inspirational 2
9. A~ 1
10. Excellent 2
11. Responsive. 1
Bunker' s Study
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The findings by this researcher, as to the effectiveness of
the staff in conducting a workshop for the staff of Shaw Junior High
School, using the open-ended questionnaire were supported in a report
by Bunker (1975) which also summarized evaluations submitted by the
participants involved in Workshop "B".
Bunker recorded the responses to the open-ended questions, "I
think the staff . in a frequency table (see Table 5 of Appendix
F)
. .
The most frequently mentioned responses as reported by Bunker
were ones which dealt with the staff's ability to successfully model
open behavior (item 14), their knowledge (items 1, 12), and their
flexibility and efficiency in meeting needs (items 2, 11). Bunker goes
on to report that the responses he recorded were indeed a reflection
of the strong, positive feeling participants shared about the staff.
Bunker also collected and summarized data from an instrument
(Some Assumptions About Open Education) designed to identify
participant perceptions of evidence that staff held particular
assumptions
about open education (see Tables 6 through 11, Appendix ).
The
data from Bunker's "Summary of Evaluations" (1975)
indicate that the
participants felt the workshop leaders.
1. Provided flexible groupings
2. Opportunities for movement through activities
3. Encouraged active learning
4. Acted as facilitators .
5. Used a variety of materials and techniques
6*. Provided for shared decision-making
7 Acted as resources
8* Provided opportunities for leadership developmen
9*. Assisted the staff in determining its own
needs
and strengths
10. Built success into the workshop
plans
Developed a sense of belonging
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Who Decides Questionnaire
Another instrument used to gather data on the participants
and their degree of openness was the "Who Decides Questionnaire"
developed by Wolfson and Nash (1968) and subsequently adapted by
Cussen (174) and Bunker (1975). The form used here was the
Bunker adaptation.
Forty-nine questions were asked relative to who makes what
decisions in the classroom. The offered responses were: (a) student,
(b) class, (c) teacher, (d) other. The data from this instrument
were collected on the day before the last session of Workshop "A".
Tables 13 and 14 reflect the frequency of response to each of the
"Who Decides Questions." The respondents were asked to mark their
response in relationship to who would be making decisions in their
classroom beginning in the Fall.
Items from the questionnaire fell basically into two categories,
those decisions that are instructional in emphasis, and those that tend
to be more non-instructional. This writer has separated the
questionnaire so that the Tables (13 and 14) reflect the two outlined
categories of questions. Most of the twenty-eight respondents marked
responses in more than one eolumn for each separate item; therefore,
the great majority of the items (N=23) will reflect more responses
than the total number of respondents.
Table 13 presents those responses to questions about
instructional decisions. A glance at the frequency of responses
indicates that there is no one instance in the classroom when the
teacher or the student would be making a total instructional decision.
However, responses to item twenty-five clearly indicate that the
respondents were not willing, at that particular point in time, to
relinquish the decision-making role of the teacher in regards to
determining the time for specific activities.
Respondents appear to be willing to allow students a greater
voice in making decisions about eight of the items (9, 27, 28, 32, 33,
34, 43, 48). Those items range from decision about how far or how
many pages to read in a book (item 9) to when a student may create
(item 27) . Students were given the nod on decisions about what
books to read (item 28) and what kind of products could be made
(item 32)
.
TABLE 13
WHO DECIDES QUESTIONNAIRE
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Instructional Decision
3enerally in your classroom, Who Will Decide: Student Class Teacher Other
1. How much work to do in class every day? 11 4 23 0
4. Where your class will go for a trip? 4 12 16 2
9. How far or how many pages to read in
your books? 15 2 15 0
14. How well you are doing in your work? 12 4 25 0
15. When you can write? 12 1 20 0
21. What pages or activities to do every day? 6 1 25 0
25. When it's time to do a specific activity? 2 2 24 0
27. When you can create? 17 2 11 0
28. What books to read? 21 2 14 0
32. What kind of products you can make? 19 4 14 2
33. When you can go to an activity center,
interest center, display? 13 1 17 1
34. What you can write about? 15 4 17 0
40. What you will do in subject area each day? 7 1 24 1
43. When your work is finished? 14 4 15 1
47. How many students can work at an activity
center (area) at a time? 6 4 22 0
48. When you've done enough subject area of
the day? 15 1 19 1
49. The plans or work for the class each day? 5 7 24 0
Total responses = 583 33.3% 10% 55.7% 1%
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One interesting trend pointed out by the data is how, although
the respondents were willing to share, to a great extent, decisions
about when a student could go to an activity center, interest center,
or display (item 33) they were less willing to share the decision-
making about how many students could go to those areas (item 47)
.
Another look at the data clearly indicates that there were
four other items (21, 40, 47, 49) which reflected a certain reluctance
on the part of the respondents to extend to their students and/or the
class, a greater degree of decision-making. The items primarily
concern themselves with what pages or activities are to be done (item
21), what is to be done in specific subject areas (item 40), the daily
class plans (item 49) and how many students could participant in an
activity or at a learning center (item 47) .
Decisions seemingly will be made by either the teacher, the
student, or a combination of both. The class, as this writer interprets
from the data, will have its greatest input when the time comes to
decide when to go on a field trip (item 4)
.
Table 14 presents those responses to the non-instructional
questions on the ’’Who Decides Questionnaire.” Item eighteen (when
you can listen to music) is the first that reflects a total exclusion of
the student from any singular role in decision-making. This item
received twenty- seven responses, twenty-five of which was marked
’’teacher.” The ’’class” and ’’other” each received one response.
Two other items (16, 46) reflected almost identical responses.
Item sixteen, which deals with when to use the equipment in the
class-
TABLE 14
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WHO DECIDES QUESTIONNAIRE
Non-Instructional Decision
Generally in your classroom. Who Will Decide: Student Class Teacher Other
2. When you can tell something to the whole class? 9 2 25 0
3. What things will be on the boards, tables,
displays, centers? 11 11 22 0
5. Who can help you with your work? 12 1 19 3
6. What kinds of things students can bring
to school? 15 2 15 4
7. If you can work at the blackboard? 6 1 24 0
8. What areas of the room you can go to? 12 4 17 0
10. When you can talk or whisper to a friend
in your room? 14 1 13 0
11. What to keep in your desk (drawer, locker)? 14 1 13 0
12. When "break-time" is over? 19 0 7 1
13. When it's time to straighten up (clean-up)
the room? 6 8 21 1
16. When you can use the equipment in your room
(tape recorder, film strip viewer, record
player)
?
0 X St s
17. If you can work in another classroom or part
of the school? 4 0 24 4
18. When you can listen to music? 0 1 25 1
19. How the room is to be arranged? (Are students
involved in rearranging?) 9 10 13 1
20. Who erases the blackboards in your room? 20 2 12 0
22. If your work is to be hung up or displayed
for others to see? 7 7 20 0
23. What to do when you come into the room? 9 2 22 1
24. What things should be in your room? 6 8 21 2
26. When you can sharpen your pencil? 20 1 5 0
29. Where supplies are kept in your room? 4 2 25 0
30. What you can take home from the class? 6 0 25 0
31. What kind of materials you can use? 8 2 23
0
35. When you can talk with the teacher? 16 0 12
1
36. When you can make things? 15 3 18
0
37. What desk or seat you can sit in? 19 1
11 0
38. When you can enter the classroom? 5 1
16 12
39. If you can eat in your room? 4
0 24 5
41. When you can go to the toilet? 11 1
19 2
42. Whose job is it to water the plants? 17
6 8 0
44. The rules in your class? 5
9 16 3
45. When you can get a drink? 9
0 19 2
46. When you can go outside? 2
0 24 5
53
Total Responses Table 14: 1,039
353
29.3%
5$
8.5%
D9o
57.1% 5.1%
Total Responses Tables 13, 14: 1,622
498
30.7%
145
8.9%
918
56.6%
61
3.8%
TEACHER
CONCERNS
CHECKLIST
(SELF)
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room (tape recorder, film-strip projector, etc.), received twenty-
eight responses; "students” received one response, "other" received
one, and the "teacher" received twenty- six responses. When will
the class go outside (item 46)? Responses indicated the teacher
would make that decision (N=24) . The student’s responses (N=2)
seemingly indicate that they will not be able to have much input in
this area.
"Others" seem to have their greatest impact when questions
arise about when students should enter the classroom (item 38) . The
"student" has the greatest say on matters that determine who will
water plants (item 42), who will erase chalkboards (item 20), when to
sharpen pencils (item 26) , and what items shall be kept in the desk
(item 11). The "class," as the data indicate, should decide how the
room is to be arranged (item 19) and what things will be on the
boards, tables, displays, and centers (item 3).
When making decisions about what things to bring to school
(item 6), when to talk or whisper to a friend (item 10), when to talk
to the teacher (item 35), or when to make things (item 36) shared
decision-making between the individual student and the teacher
seems
to be the policy that will be followed.
Four items directly relate to who decides where learning
will
take place within the classroom. Item seven (who can work
at the
chalkboard) is a question which will generally be decided
by the
teacher with very little student input. What areas
of the room
students to go (item 8) will be decided jointly
between teacher and
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student. In order to work in another area of the room or school
(item 17) students will have to get the permission of the teacher in
practically all instances. Students will in the majority of cases be
able to decide what desk they want to sit at within the classroom.
Those questions that concern themselves with time, ’’break-time
(item 12), "clean-up” (item 13), "toilet-break" (item 41), and "time
to get a drink" (item 45) are decided, for the most part, by the
teacher. Teachers were alsoreported to be the ones to make decision
concerning the displaying of the work of students (item 22)
,
materials
to be available in classrooms (item 24), the use of those materials
(item 31)
,
supplies that will be kept in the classrooms (item 29) , and
what things the students will be allowed to take home (item 30).
The data indicate that rules established for the classrooms
will be determined by the teachers, students, and at times by the
classes (item 44) . Sharing information with the classes (item 2) , and
knowing what to do upon entering the classrooms (item 23) will be
questions decided by the teachers as will the question related to
whether or not food can be consumed in the classrooms (item 39)
.
The data reveal that teachers as well as students could decide on who
will be able to assist with assigned work (item 5).
Interviews
Another method used by this researcher to acquire data was the
audio-taped interview. Participants were randomly selected (N=7) and
asked specific questions related to their perceptions on the effective-
ness of the workshop (Workshop "A") and its impact upon them during
the two-week sessions (see Appendix G) . The respondents
met with
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this writer and were asked to share their feelings and/or apprehensions
as they moved towards occupation of the new Shaw open-space
facility
.
Data from the interviews indicate that the respondents felt the
workshop was of tremendous value to them. One respondent remarked:
I feel also, to a large extent, that the basic usefulness
of the workshop has been to show us as a group how many
divergent paths are open to me regardless of how
innovative one may be, how creative his thinking, you do
reach a plateau and to that level I do think we need the
stimulation of seeing and hearing other things and other
people. I have constantly taken course after course, but
I do think I have run into more new things here than any
other workshop-type course I have taken.
Another responded that,
When I signed up for the workshop it was supposed to be
one in open space education and about the open school.
During the week or two weeks we've been here, I was
quite impressed with several of the ideas as a means for
working in open space.
Other favorable comments were, ". . . a lot of things are new
ideas that I've picked up since I’ve been in the workshop," and "As
far as I'm concerned, the workshop has served its purpose."
One respondent, however, felt she had not gotten from the
workshop answers to her question, "What's that something that you
can use in the schools with walls that you can't use in schools
without walls?" When asked by this writer how this question could
best be answered, the respondent indicated she wanted follow-up
sessions at Shaw that specifically addressed her concern.
Three of the seven respondents indicated their enthusiasm
for
applying, in the Fall, some of those skills acquired during
the summer
Similarly, four individuals stressed the need for a duplication of
the type of inservice intervention for the remainder of the Shaw
faculty
.
Participants responding through the interview indicated a
number of things that made them apprehensive about their move to
the new Shaw. The recorded apprehensions were:
1. Concern for discipline in the open environment.
2. Holding on the traditional ways of operating
3. Unforeseen stumbling blocks
4. The lack of knowledge reflected by colleagues not
taking part in the workshops
5. Actual movement into the open setting
6. Noise
7. Scheduling
a. time segments (periods)
b. student ability grouping
8. Pupil /teacher ratio (class size)
Summary
In this chapter the writer identified the case school for the
application of the inservice approach. _ A detailed description of the
approach was outlined in the beginning of the Chapter and data
collected during the inservice intervention were presented in the
remainder of the Chapter.
The inservice intervention was conducted over a two-year
The administration and staff of Shaw Junior High School wroteperiod.
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a proposal which detailed their specific inservice needs as they began
to plan for movement into a new open space facility. The Advisory
and Learning Exchange, a teacher center in Washington, D.C., was
contracted to provide the extensive inservice. The Advisory sub-
contracted the job to Dr. R. Mason Bunker of the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst. Advisory personnel, including this writer,
assisted in the inservice delivery.
Data were collected which offered insight into the participants
perceptions of the effectiveness of the approach. The data indicate
that the participants viewed the workshop leaders as effective in their
modeling of "open" behavior and exemplary in the reflection of their
articulated beliefs. Participants did outline, via the taped interview,
a number of issues which made them somewhat apprehensive as they
began to move into their new open space facility . Among those
concerns were (1) discipline, (2) noise, (3) the open setting itself,
(4) class size, (5) scheduling, and (6) other colleagues not taking
part in the inservice. It also appears, from the data, that students
will be able to share, in part, some of the decision-making that will
ccour in the classroom. Respondents to the ’’Who Decides Questionnaire’’
reveal that students and/or the class will share in approximately
forty percent of the classroom decision.
In the chapter that follows, this researcher, as the
data allow,
will analyze the data, draw some tentative conclusions and
make
recommendations for further study, thus focusing on the
final question:
"What are the implications of this approach to future
inservice training
projects?
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
This study was undertaken to describe an approach to inservice
teacher education and its application at the secondary school level.
Shaw Junior High School, located in the central northwest section of
Washington, D. C., was used as the case school in this study.
Five major questions were posed by this writer prior to a
review of the relevant literature. Those questions were:
1. What is open education?
2. What is the role of the teacher in the open classroom?
3. What are the goals of open education for students?
4. What is the state of open education at the secondary
school level?
5. What considerations, as a result of the conclusions
drawn from the literature, need to be addressed to
assure effective inservice programming at the secondary
school level?
Six questions guided this study. Five of the questions
were addressed in the previous four chapters. In this
chapter the
writer will analyze and interpret the data from Chapter
IV which
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provides some real answers to these questions:
1. Is the approach practical and effective in the
judgment of the participants?
2. Is the approach effective in accomplishing the
workshop objectives?
3. What effect did this approach to inservice have
on teachers?
The writer will also attempt to respond to the question which
asks: "What are the implications of this approach to future inservice
projects?"
In order to determine the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, data were collected during the two-year inservice project.
The data have been presented in Chapter IV . A thorough analysis
of that data will occur in this chapter along with implications for
Shaw and recommendations for future study.
Analysis of the Data
Is the approach practical and effective in the judgment of the participants?
The first analysis of data must attend to the inservice approach
design itself. In order to examine the effectiveness of the
workshop
design, we refer back to the conclusions reached from an analysis
of
the literature (Chapter I, p. 9).
Two questions are interesting. (1) What did the staff
do to
deal with each conclusion? and (2) What do the data
collected from
participants indicate about the effectiveness of the
inservice approach?
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The staff addressed the conclusions in the following ways:
1.
Inservice education too often takes place on the teachers
own time and frequently at their own expense (Lawrence,
1974).
A review of the information on the case study as presented in
Chapter III and detailed in Chapter IV reveals that the inservice
programs were held during the summer months. There was no cost
to the participants for the inservice. Each participant was given a
stipend with which to purchase instructional materials.
2. Teachers have found programs threatening, confusing
or irrelevant. Teachers feel their techniques have been
wrong and that their skills are inadequate (Tyler, 1971).
The principal and staff of Shaw decided that they needed
inservice training in the area of open space /open education. Their
proposal outlined the objectives of the inservice based upon what they
felt were areas of deficiency. Their participation throughout, in the
planning sessions, provided a vehicle for continued goal- setting and
inservice direction.
3. Traditional inservice programs often have been ineffective
in spite of substantial investments of time , funds , and
consultant services (Darland, 1970).
Researcher bias tends to indicate that the inservice program
for Shaw was effective and that time, funds, and consultant services
were maximized by the stated design of the project. However, this
conclusion will be addressed more in detail when we examine the
relevant data supplied by the participants.
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4. Relevant and effective inservice programs must be built
around teacher strengths and concerns.
The workshop staff and the personnel of the Advisory studied
the general objectives of the Shaw proposal and combined them into a
categorical set of objectives based on personal, knowledge, and skill
competencies. Each of the competencies was categorized for the
individual and for the group
.
The inservice facilitators met for presession planning and
adopted a set of beliefs which guided their planning. The planning
included incorporating into the inservice design activities that would
allow the workshop facilitators opportunities to model open education
techniques.
The workshop leaders also structured the participants into
curriculum teams. This approach allowed each participant an opportunity
for active learning, shared decision-making, and skills acquisition.
Participants were encouraged to provide input into the planning of
each day's session.
What do the data collected from participants indicate about the
effectiveness of the inservice approach?
When asked to give evidences of growth during the inservice,
eight of nineteen respondents indicated that they were
beginning to
become more open in their approach to teaching and learning.
Six
indicated the enjoyment of working with a team and communicating
ideas. Two others stated feeling more knowledgeable
about open
education and being able to apply new skills as their
evidence of
growth. Ail these statements are consistent with
Rubin's (1971)
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position on inservice. He suggests that inservice offer a rich
opportunity for teachers to acquire personal insight that lead to new
ways of behaving in the classroom.
The data further indicate that the participants were supportive
of the role active exploration in a rich learning environment played in
facilitating the students' learning. Of the twenty-four participants
responding to this concept, twenty-two agreed that this is a
consideration which must be addressed by the open teacher. The way
children learn, develop, and behave, was addressed by Barth (1972)
who reported in his research a number of assumptions about children's
learning. The partial list of these assumptions is presented in Chapter
II, Review of the Literature, and the complete list was presented in
Chapter IV (Tables 4, 5, & 6) of this dissertation. Looking at a list
adapted from Barth, it seems evident that his findings support the
expressed feelings of the participants. The list is as follows:
1. Children are innately curious.
2. Children will explore their environment provided it
is not threatening.
3. Children have the competence and the right to make
significant decisions concerning their own learning.
4. Children who learn something of importance to themselves
wish to share it with others.
5. Children develop intellectually at their own rate and
in their own style.
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6. Intellectual growth and development best takes place
in a sequence of concrete experiences followed by
(verbal) obstructions.
7. Errors are an essential part of learning.
8. A child's learning is best assessed by close observations
over a long period of time. (p. 38)
Eighty-three percent of those participants who responded to all of the
items on the list agreed with Barth; thus apparently they were in the
main as would the effective open teachers Barth observed.
One participant responding, during the interview, to the
question on the usefulness of the workshop stated:
I feel, to a large extent, that the basic usefulness of
the workshop has been to show us as a group how many
divergent paths are open to one, regardless of how
innovative one may be, or how creative his thinking.
You do reach a plateau, and to that level, I do think we
need the stimulation of seeing and hearing other things
and other people. I have constantly taken course after
course, but I do think I have run into more new things
here than any other workshop-type course I have taken
... I have confidence in this group to feel that what-
ever they might do we would profit from. (p. 5)
The Shaw staff members participating in this study were all
actively involved in the writing of the Shaw proposal. As such, this
writer directs attention to the objectives given first priority in the
Shaw proposal under the heading Human Relations (Appendix H)
.
In view of the fact that those responsible for the proposal were also
participants in this study, special note should be taken of the data
reported by Bunker (1975) in Table 4 of his summary. The data
reveal that twelve of the sixteen participants responding to
the
instrument indicated that having the opportunity to work m
groups
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was the best thing about the inservice workshop. Other data from
other tables indicate that group interaction and opportunities provided
for sharing and communicating ranked high on the participants minds
as positive aspects of the workshops.
The attempt on the part of the inservice facilitators to establish
a theoretical and philosophical framework for the participants was well
documented by Bunker (1975) and is in compliance with the beliefs of
Spitsbergen and Fry ( 1974) . They remind us that teachers cannot
meet the need to make adjustments without the proper exposure and
understanding of the intended philosophy. Data presented by Bunker
reveal that those participants (Workshop "B") who responded to the
questionnaire item, "I think the staff. . . " felt the staff's ability to
successfully "model" open behaviors, their knowledge of the theory
and philosophy of open education, and their flexibility and efficiency
in meeting individual and group needs all added to the success of
the inservice project.
Is the approach effective in accomplishing the workshop objectives?
The fact that the participants were involved to such a degree
as reported in the "case" allows this writer to conclude that
Darland's
(1970) concern about traditional inservice programs has
been
addressed. Darland believes that these traditional programs
have been
ineffective because even though supported by substantial
investments
of time, money, and consultants, the content of them
has been pre-
scribed by high-level administrators. He also states
that programs
should be based on teacher need.
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The data indicate that the participants felt their goals and
objectives for the workshops had been accomplished. One participant
in the first summer's workshop when asked, "What are your goals for
these few days?" responded by saying, "I want to find a systematic
way of implementing some of my ideas."
A further examination of the data reveal that participants
responses to the question, "What were your goals for these few days?"
(Table 7) , were satisfied almost item for item by the offered responses
in Table 8 ("How has the workshop helped you meet these goals?").
Commentary drawn from Bunker's (1975) summary give added
support to this writers' contention that in the opinion of the participants,
the approach effectively accomplished the goals and objectives of the
workshop. That commentary was:
A comparison of responses between Tables 1 and 2 indicate
that all articulated goals of participants were met. This
evidence leads us to value the early workshop experience
which provided opportunity for needs assessment, individual
and group goal-setting, shared decision-making for planning,
workshop activities, and the use of time, space, and
resources, (p. 6)
What effect did this approach to inservice have on teachers?
Did it provide activities for the classroom?
Date from Bunker's summary (1975, Table 6B) reveal a number
of workshop activities and strategies that participants felt they could
take back to Shaw. Among some of them were (a) daily "warm-ups",
(b) variations in the use of materials, (c) provisioning for
more
direct experiences for students, and (d) allowances for
students to be
involved in decision-making. Other responses to this
question can be
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found in Table 8B. Participants indicated that they were interested
in better assessing the needs of their students. They felt this could
be accomplished by using surveys or informal observations.
Other data given by the author of this study as reflected in
Table 8 seem to indicate that participants felt they were now able to
go back to their classrooms and apply methods and concepts derived
from the workshop. Some of those participant responses were the
workshop has (1) "Offered many suggestions, resources, and materials
that I can use," (2) "Given me a better understanding of how to share
and integrate work in a classroom setting," and (3) "Helped me become
more aware of student's needs and desires as well as ways of fulfilling
them in an open educational environment."
Were these activities used by the teachers?
Information supplied by the "case" in Chapter IV highlighting
the Fall follow-up session to Workshop A, and the procedures stated
for setting up the "pilot" summer school project for Workshop B
indicate that participants did in fact take some of the activities
and strategies back to Shaw and attempted to implement them.
One participant involved her students in planning a lesson.
Another teacher, in an attempt to improve student self-concept,
had his students write booklets containing poems, pictures of
Black
history, autobiographies, and summaries. Two of the teachers
decided
to team teach and used the techniques of brainstorming
and flow
charting. The data are supportive of the efforts made by
the workshop
leaders to address the four conclusions stated earlier.
Contracts agreed
to by the participants and Dr. Bunker, also included this practical
application as part of the requirements for course credit.
Did teachers change their perceptions of their roles?
There are substantial data to support this writer's view that the
participants viewed their role as one going through change. State-
ments provided by the participants and collected by informal
questionnaires used by this writer and Bunker (1975) reflect that
state and/or degree of change. Participants commenting on their
change stated:
1. "I am more open to change; my thinking has become
more open."
2. "I shall change my method of grouping."
3. "I will use group dynamics with children."
4. "I will use other teachers' strengths and offer myself
to them."
5. "I have committed myself to work as a member of a team
and to develop interdisciplinary units.
These comments reflect some of the many roles (internalizer
,
diagnostician, facilitator, human resource, and accommodator) that the
participants felt they were moving towards.
Again, the roles that, according to the participants, they are
moving towards are not unlike those proposed by Charity James (1968).
She saw the teacher serving in a two-dimensional role. One being
pastoral and the other specialist.
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James (1968) in describing the role of the teacher states:
If students are engaged in . . . creative education which
is largely undertaken in small working parties, working
with some autonomy, it is clear that the role of the teacher
changes from being that of an instructor, giving a class
lesson. He becomes rather a facilitator, an impressario,
and a consultant, (p. 44)
The statements drawn from the interview seem to indicate
that the participants were becoming less concerned about themselves
and more concerned about working with others, namely students and
colleagues. Rogers and Church (1975) advocated "open" teachers
being more person-centered rather than content- centered.
The data from Tables 1, 2 and 3 (Chapter IV) indicate that
when it comes to concerns about "self," fourteen of the twenty-one
participants who responded to the checklist are most concerned about
selecting and teaching content well. However, seventeen of those same
respondents, when responding to items about concern for others,
indicated diagnosing students' learning problems as their major concern.
This is consistent with what was outlined by Traub, Weiss, Fischer,
and Mu sella (1972) who attempted to describe the "open" teacher.
They indicated that the teacher in the open classroom should be one
concerned with diagnosing student problems and finding practical
solutions that are accepted and acted on by the students themselves.
The data from the "Teacher Concerns Checklist" reveal that
the participants were most concerned about students and
the quality
of the materials used to educate those students. Of all
the responses
offered on the checklist reflecting concern for self,
only fifty-six
percent were of a "moderate" to "very concerned"
nature. Of the
responses given dealing with issues that impact on
learning, approximately
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sixty-one percent produced degrees of concern ranging from moderately
concerned to very concerned. However, of all the responses given
related to concern for others practically ninety-six percent were from
"moderately" to "very concerned." Apparently these teachers are
feeling that their focus should be on students and their working
relationship with colleagues.
Overall the data suggest that the participants were moderately
to very concerned with approximately seventy percent of all the items
on the checklist. This indicates that there were certain issues, such
as whether students like their teachers, insufficient time to think, or
boredom with routine that barely stirred the concern level of the
respondents. Surprisingly, of the twenty-one individuals who responded
to the checklist item related to over-crowded classrooms, eleven
responded by checking "little" or "no concern." Only two respondents
stated they were very concerned about this situation.
The conclusions drawn by this writer from the data reflecting
participants' perceptions of their role are interesting. A review
of
the "problem statement" presented in the proposal developed
by the
Shaw administration and staff (see Appendix H) reveals this
statement:
Teachers often see themselves as specialists in 9th
grade
English or 7th grade mathematics instead of teachers or
the
whole junior high school student population. It is therefore
particularly important that an attitude of "our in
terms o
total school responsibility rather than "my
students b
developed among all students, school personnel,
and
community participants, (p. 2)
If, as this writer contends, participants
perceived themselves
as being concerned about students, colleagues,
and interdisciplinary
units, then the problem offered in the Shaw
proposal was fully
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addressed through the in service project.
Did attitudes toward open education change?
The data from Chapter IV 9Table 8) indicate that the workshop
brought about a clearer understanding of what open space /open
education is. While being interviewed by this writer, one participant
stated, ’’During the week or two weeks we’ve been here, I was quite
impressed with several of the ideas as a means for working in open
space.” Another replied, ”1 already knew a lot about open space
that we covered, about the parts in designing learning stations, but
a lot of things are new ideas that I’ve picked up since I’ve been in
this workshop.” One teacher stated, ’’The workshop helped me become
more aware of student's needs and desires as well as ways of
fulfilling them in an open educational environment.” Finally, one
participant indicated that, "The workshop helped me by hearing first-
hand experiences of people who have engaged in the open concept.
Data presented by Bunker's (1975) summary (Table 1) reveal
that a number (N=7) of the sixteen respondents to his informal
questionnaire indicated gaining a better perspective on open education
as their goal for the workshop. Further data (Table 2) indicate
that
seven respondents felt that they had either achieved their goals
or
had developed a workable philosophy of open education.
Was there an allowance for shared decision-making?
Conclusions drawn by this research after thoroughly analyzing
the data reflect upon the advice offered by Bush (1971).
He indicated
that the teacher should determine inservice
needs as well as the kinds
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of help needed to resolve their concerns. The information provided
through the detailing of the "case study" clearly reflects the degree
of involvement the Shaw participants had determining their own
inservice goals and objectives. This in service intervention was a
direct end-result of the expressed concerns of the administration
and staff of Shaw.
One participant, while being interviewed by this writer, was
asked what was the purpose of the workshop. The response given was,
"So far as we knew, it was merely a matter of our initiating some
type of preparation to teach in an open space school. I have been one
person who has really advocated this at the faculty meetings. . . and
as such, I registered for the course merely because I had said that we
needed training and I felt that I should take the training."
Another participant remarked, "The atmosphere of the workshop
was relaxed and therefore we could react and think more readily.
Still another said, "Instead of just saying this is thus and so, they
helped you discover for yourself."
Data summarized by Bunker (1975, Table 14) reveal that
participants felt they had an oppotunity to make choices and decisions.
Participants also indicated that they would take back to Shaw and
utilize the process of shared decision-making in their classrooms.
This recognition of the importance of provisioning for
decision-
making is not unlike the position taken by Stephens (1974)
who offered
fifteen characteristics which she indicated reflected
the open class-
room. One of those fifteen characteristics was one
which stressed
provisioning for opportunities for decision-making
on the part of the
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child for goal-setting and development of responsibility. Traub et al.,
1972; Taylor, 1972; Rathbone, 1971; and Golding and Poad, 1973, all
support the concept which indicates that students need more voice
in decisions that affect their own learning. These options for
decision-making will fit into the upper right hand quadrant of the
Bussis and Chittenden (1970) Double Classification Scheme .
In order to gain insight into the way participants expected to
provide opportunities for students to be involved in decision-making,
they were asked to respond to the "Who Decides Questionnaire" (see
Tables 13 & 14) . Participants were given the questionnaire on the day
before to mark their response to the forty-nine items in relationship
to who would be making decision in their classrooms beginning in
the Fall.
The data reveal that teachers would continue to make those
instructional decisions which regulated the time-sequencing of activities,
the detailing of what pages or activities to do every day , what is to
be done in the subjects, and how many students at one time can work
at activities or learning areas.
Students, on the other hand, will apparently be able to make
shared-decisions or at least have great input into decisions which
relate to what books to- read, how many pages, what will be the
products of the classes, and when to engage in activity or interest
centers
.
In the non-instructional areas it appears that
teachers will
decide if students can use the chalkboards, when
break-time is over,
when music in the classrooms is appropriate, when
instructional aids
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and equipment will be used, where supplies will be kept, which
materials can be taken home or hung up for display, and if work in
another part of the room or school is permissable. Although this
list seems broad, students will have much input into those issues
such as when they can talk to friends, when they can sharpen
pencils, who will erase the clakboards, or whose job it is to water
the plants.
These selected items are not registered as "tongue-in-cheek"
statements, however, it is interesting to note that although most
students will not be able to decide when they can use the chalkboards,
a large number will be able to decide when to erase those boards.
Overall the data from both tables (13 & 14) reveal that teachers
projected they would be making approximately fifty-six percent of the
decisions to be made in the classrooms. Students will be providing
input on close to thirty-one percent of the decisions to be made in
the classroom. Decisions by total classes will happen approximately
nine percent of the time with the remaining four percent of the
decisions being made outside the parameters of the classrooms.
Although the data indicate that students will be providing classroom
input, this area of shared decision-making could stand further
review
by the participants.
Was there opportunity for skills acquisition?
The data clearly indicate that all participants believed
they had
acquired proficiency in a number of skill categories. Among
those
acquired skills which consistently appear in the data
are:
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1. Ability to share and integrate work in a classroom setting.
2. Ability to better communicate with colleagues.
3. Ability to acquire resources and materials for use in
the classroom.
4. Ability to articulate the goals and objectives of open
education
.
5. Ability to provision for shared decision-making.
6. Ability to effectively apply group process techniques.
7. Ability to work as a member of an interdisciplinary unit.
A closer examination of these acquired skill competencies, as
expressed by the participants, show a high correlation to those reported
objectives for the workshop participants outlined in the Shaw proposal
(see Appendix H) and listed as the first primary objective of the
in service training program.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The findings from the data indicate that the participants had
a sense of accomplishment at the end of the two-year inservice inter-
vention project. The inservice facilitators were viewed as competent,
receptive, and exemplary in the expousing the ideas and concepts
of open space /open education. The six questions which guided this
study were addressed as were the goals and objectives outlined in the
proposals of Shaw Junior High School and the Advisory and Learning
Exchange.
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The final conclusions to be drawn from this study are:
1. The approach to inservice education was an effective
alternative at the secondary school level as viewed by these
participants.
2. The approach was viewed by participants as one with much
practical and realistic value to participants.
3. Workshop objectives can be realized by utilizing an approach
which provides the participants with opportunities for shared decision-
making, active learning, and skills acquisition.
4. The belief statements, which were developed by the staff
of the Integrated Day Program at the University of Massachusetts/
Amherst and adopted by the inservice facilitators, effectively guided
the planning of the inservice project in the eyes of the participants.
What are the implications of this approach to
future inservice projects?
Implications for Shaw
On the basis of the findings and conclusions drawn from this
study, the writer submits these as implications for Shaw:
1. More inservice sessions should be designed around
concerns
identified by the total staff and uncovered during interviews.
2. The staff should continue moving toward more openness.
3. The staff should continue with plans to implement
an inter-
disciplinary approach to teaching and learning.
4. More opportunities should be given to
students for shared
decision-making
.
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5. The staff should continue to develop strategies that
facilitate team-building.
6. The staff should continue to assess program strengths
and weaknesses.
7. The staff should continue to take advantage of the
supportive services and agencies within the community.
Suggestions for Further Study
There is little empirical data available in the area of open
space /open education inservice training for secondary school personnel.
This study has been an attempt to document such an effort.
There is a need for descriptions of what happens in inservice
training programs and the information that formative evaluation does
provide. The researcher realizes that by design this study had certain
limitations relative to the findings. Among them were:
1. No control group
2. No pre-test-posttest design
3. No systematic comparisons of groups "A" and "B"
4. No instrumentation supported by tests of reliability
and/or validity
5. Researcher /leader bias
However, this study does provide an experiential
base and
now we are more able to focus on more
controlled research studies.
Further studies will have to be made and more
literature will have to
be reviewed to complete the picture of the
impact this approach had
on inservice training at the secondary
level.
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The success of this approach, in the view of the participants,
as indicated by the analysis of the data, suggests that those charged
with the responsibility for inservice delivery at the secondary school
level should:
1. Examine current inservice programming at the secondary
school level
2. Acquaint themselves with the approach to inservice as
presented in this study
3. Solicit the input of teachers at the secondary school level
when developing inservice designs and/or strategies.
Since the participatory group used for this study was small,
few generalizations can be drawn for the whole of secondary education.
However, the study does suggest a number of hypotheses that may be
tested; among them:
1. In light of the "back to basics" movement in many parts
of
the country, what are the implications for the continued
implementation
of this inservice approach?
2. What are the practical effects of this approach
being
applied to inservice personnel at the pre-secondary
level?
3. What are the effects of this inservice approach
when applied
to all personnel working at various levels of
the teacher /learner setting
(open traditional)?
4. What effect would this approach have on
the students in
the classroom?
5. What are the effects of this approach
when applied through
a longitudinal study?
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This writer takes encouragement from those in education who
support the role that open education plays in promoting teacher /learner
success. This dissertation ends with a quote taken from Open Education- -
For Me? by Pflum , Hanks, and Waterman (1974). These writers state:
We know most teachers care about children , but for one
reason or another they've been teaching content, not
children. Some have known the system was wrong, but now
teachers everywhere are beginning to realize that the
students in their classrooms are human beings, and
deserve to be treated as such. Our pleas is to humanize
education. . . by opening up your minds and your hearts,
you can open up education, care for and meet the needs
of individual children, and still teach the children.
(pp. 9, 10)
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provide activities which will lead teachers to find ways of developing
skills for creative teaching. Among the areas explored are
planning the working/1 earning experiences, questioning, and evaluating.
This is a cleverly written book which invites participation.
Elkind, l). Children and Adolescents . New York: Oxford University
1’ress, 1974. Llkind lends interpretive comment to the work of
Jean Piaget including implications for education. The book contains
descriptions of the stages of cognitive development, egocentrism in
adolescents, and cognitive structure and experience in adolescents.
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Engle, S.H. and Longstreet., W.S. A Design for Social Education in the
Open Curriculum
. Harper 6 Row: New York, 1972. The aim of this book
is to provide elementary and secondary teachers with strategies for
developing interdisciplinary curriculum based on the social studies.
)i describes decision making processes, steps in curriculum development,
process-action strategies, scope and sequence patterns, and provides
examples of evaluation-diagnostic techniques. The authors have included
examples throughout this useful hook.
Fabun, Don. The Children of Change
,
1969; On Motivation
,
1968; Comnun i cation,
1969; You and Creat ivity, 1968; and Three Roads to Awareness" Bcvrrly
Hills, California: Glencoe Press. These exciting books are stimuli
for integrating/ themes, projects, writing, and discussion; they deal
with the real world of youngsters and are "right on".
Fantini, Morin and Coraid Weinstein. Making Urban Schools Work . New York:
llarcourt, Brace and World, 1968. This book provides a humanistic
approach to working with youngsters in urban schools.
Fealherstone, Joseph. Schools Where Children Learn. New York: Avon Book:.,
1971. An excellent report on the crises in American education and the
open education approach to those crises;1- this hook presents descriptions
of very successful movements of'teachers toward openness.
Fclker, D.K. Building Positive Self Concepts . Burgess Publishing Co.,
Minneapolis: 1974 (paper: $2.95). Feiker's book is a useful collection of
the research on building healthy self concepts in learners. It includes
extremely useful strategies for helping learners develop positive self
concepts and self discipline. There is a chapter focusing specifically on
self concept development in adolescence.
Fox, U.; I.uszki, M.; and Schmuek, R. Dia gnosing Classropm Learning Environment s.
Chicago: SRA, 1966. This hook contains examples of processes for
gathering data on the state of affairs in the classroom. It is parti-
cularly useful for suggesting strategies to change the classroom learning
environment.
CambrMl, L.B. and Wilson, R.M. Focusing on the Strengths of Children .
Fearon Publishers; Belmont, California, 1973 (paperback; $2.28). If
you share a belief that a focus on learners strengths is a healthy approach
to encouraging learning, this book will do at least two things for you:
(1) reinforce that belief, and (2) suggest some strategies for managing
the approach. This is a readable and useful teacher aid.
Gorman, A. II. Teachers and Learners: The Interactive Process of Education .
Allyn and Bacon: Boston, 1974. This very usefuf book examines the
interaction process in schools. It provides a largo number of exercises
for use with teachers and learners from K through high school. The
authors have included instruments for gathering information about groups
as well as reaction and evaluation instruments. Ibis is a very good
resource for looking at group dynamics in our classrooms.
Ilar.sctt, J.D. 6 Wcisbc.rg, Q. Open Education Alternatives Within Our Tradition .
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972. This book
documents an approach to open education followed by teachers in an urban
center - New York City. It provides excellent examples of the day-by-day
classroom situations teachers encountered and the strategies they
T91
dc-sigmd to help children succeed. The book is particulaily usefulfor providing specific examples of things to do as a way ofbeginning to "open up".
Ilcrdon, James. TlyL Way_jt Spozed To Pc. New York: Bantam Hooks, 1968. Oneteachers record oi a year in a metropolitan ghetto junior high school.
Howes, V. Informal Teachi ng in the Open Classroom
. MacMillan Co.; New York
1'JV'l (paper). lliis book has lots of suggestions for moving classroom'-
toward openness. Here are ideas for observing, record keeping, unitringplanning, and evaluating.
James, Chanty. Yopng Li ves at Stake: A Keappraisal of Secondary Schools.
London: Collins, 1968. James presents a proposal for an open"
education curriculum for secondary schools.
Kaplan, S.N., Kaplan, J.B., Madsen, S.K. and Taylor, U.K. Change for
Goodyear Pacific Palisades, California, 19731 These
teachers have compiled an extremely large collection of ideas and
activities for individualizing instruction. There is a particularly
useful section of ideas for developing and using learning centers
in the classroom. There are good examples of record keeping and
evaluating. It's the kind of handbook that provides hundreds of "how-
to-do-it" ideas with sketches.
Leacock, E.B. Teaching and Learning in Cit y Schools. This is a comprehensive
yet detailed description of classrooms in urban centers.
Levy, Allen. Our Man-Made Environment; Gl-.li: Group for environmental education,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 1970. This is an exciting introduction to the
study of our environment: its effect on us and our effect on it.
Lorton.M.B. Workjobs
. Addison-Wesley, Philippines: 3972. This book
focuses on activity centered learning by providing ideas for work jobs -
or activity cards and for creating learning centers. Though directed at
teachers of younger learners, our secondary teachers are finding exciting
ways to adapt the materials to needs of older learners.
Lyon, 11. C., Jr. Learning to Feel - Feeling to Learn. Charles F.. Merrill:
Columbus, Ohio: 1971. This book is chock full of ideas and strategies
for bringing feel ing into the classroom from kindergarten through graduate
school. Useful? Extremely so. Many of the authors and contributors
to this book arc colleagues at the School of Education.
Moffett, James. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum K-13 . Houghton,
Mifflin; Boston, 1968. This_ is a comprehensive and extremely useful
English program focused on the learners themselves. It includes specific-
plans and strategies.
Nyquist, E.B. and Hawes, G.P.. Open Education, A Sourcebook for Parents
and Teachers , bantam Books, New York, 1972. This paperback is an
especially useful collection of articles related to how children
learn, the roles of teachers and .children in open classrooms,
descriptions of classrooms, research in open classrooms, ways of
opening up classrooms, and the underlying assumptions and rationale
of open education. There is an extremely usable annotated bibliography
and source listing.
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Saxc
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f
rd
- Opening.
t
he Schools
, Berkeley, California: McCutchan
Iublislnn.fi Company, 1972. Saxc defines a concept of alternatives
to traditional classroom teaching. This book is especially useful
as a source of descriptions of alternate school programs which exist
within the public school framework.
"° achcr 5
1
Resource Units Purnell Educational, 850 Seventh
Avenue New York, NY., 10019. Science 5-13 is designed to help teachershelp children ages five to thirteen years old learn about science..." a
child centered program... inquiry approach"... matches the mental develop-
ment of the child with the behavioral objective..." Among the units
available arc "Science From Toys", "Minibeasts", "Working with Wood”
"Holes, Gaps and Cavities," ’IChanges".
. .etc.
Sclunuck and Schmuck. Group Processes in the Classroom
. Iowa: Km. C. Brown
Company Publishers, 1971. Useful strategies for developing group
process skills with children are provided.
Thoinpsoi
,
Janies J. Beyond Words
. New York: Citation Press, 1973. This
book deals with nonverbal communication in the classroom and is
particularly useful in pointing out the elements of nonverbal
communication. The book provides a survey of the current knowledge
available and suggestions of useful strategies for teachers. The book
deals with use of space, coior, faces, body posture, gestures, touching,
and time.
\
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lofflc Alvin. iHUnng for Tomorrow
. Vintage: New York, 1974 ($2.91,)
.
Till-, is a compilation of readings related to the role of the future ineducation. Among the contents are examples of secondary school
curriculumfocusing on the future, a chapter on the black child's imagof the future, and readings on values and approaches to value clarificationAuthors emphaslr-c moral as well as cognitive and affective education.To. tier has provided syllabi from various schools along with human
"contacts" at those schools.
i
Interaction Associates, Inc., 149 9th Street, San Francisco,a i.tornia, 94103, Second Edition: This book introduces the Tools for Chanceapproach to process learning and problem-solving. Directed mainly
at teachers, iti lays the foundation for using process awareness in the
“
classroom to enhance both teaching and learning. Offered in the book arcdefinitions of key words and concepts, along with suggested ways in
which people can improve their ability to learn and solve problems, as
well as increase their understanding and use of change.
Trump, J.L. and Baynham, D. Guide to Better Schools
. Chicagor Rand McNally,
\
,
1 '
V
ook was authorized by the National Association of Secondary’School Principals' Commission on the Experimental Study of the Utiliza-
tion of the Staff in the Secondary School. It proposes guides to better
schools; it offers descriptions of various school projects around the
country.
Trump, J.b. and Miller, D.F. Secondary School Curriculum Improvement
.
AlJyn f, Bacon: Boston, 1973. Though this is a "conventional" curriculum
textbook for teachers, it is useful because it provides a survey of
alternative curriculum approaches and descriptions. Among the other
useful areas explored are assumptions about education, issues and approaches
in various subject areas, humanistic curriculum approaches, evaluation
strategies, and procedures for change. t
t
Wankclman, W.F., Wigg, P. and Wigg, M. Arts and Crafts for Elementary and
Junior High School Teachers
. Wm. C. Brown; Dubuque, Iowa: 1968 (paper,
¥6.50). Just what it says... a handbook crammed full of ideas for arts
and crafts projects. Useful!
Whitehead, Alfred North. The Aims of Education and Other Essays
,
New York:
Macmillan, 1929. These prophetic essays set forth many principles which
underlie the open education way of thinking about learning.
Wigginton, Eliot (ed.) The Foxfire Book . New York: Anchor Books, 1972.
Foxfire is the product of a group of ninth and tenth grade high school
students at Rabun Gap - Nacoochee School in rural Georgia. The project
happened as a result of a teacher's interest to provide an integrating
theme which would enable learners to learn and use communication skills
and to develop a healthy sense of self esteem.
V
)
*3 Jl wits «*. hot (lay Ill'll everyone in
the "c»>ii|i was exhausted. They had
hiked and hiked nearly 50 miles
through lit. - foothills of the Derlishires
in western Comieetieul Now, as they
appioacheil the last lap of the journey,
the buys and their teacher saw a steep elilT of a hill
ahead. J:\vryonc looked up to survey the new effort
required of them.
Suddenly. .Toe let out a monstrous f/oii n and roundly
cursed ilia hill, his tired legs, his teacher, and the
"'hole trip, lie announced that he couldn't 'go any
farther- that, in fact, he was going to die right there.
The hue', teacher Mig.gextcil that he die on the side
of the mad "out ol courtesy to the Depat t merit of
l’ublii. Winks." Joe responded by threatening to throw
his hike into a nearby stream. The pinup ignored this
threat and pressed wearily on, leavin'; him behind.
Thi; story has a happy ending, Hobart Gillette, the
hiking-biking. lenelier, reports. "As 1 struggled up the
hill,” Mr. Gillette recalls, "I thought about my student
and friend who had given up. My heart pounded, not
only fi out the exertion of the climb but also from
the l i d, I'd taken in pushing on without him.
'’Then, about ball an hour later, ) heard a shrill
whistle— llu- kind that only a leon-ape hoy can muster.
I turned to see Joe. pushing, up the hill and slowly
gamin;-. On us." The conversation, J’ob Gillette re-
Iilvmk.:!:., went like this.
“Il.cy! Wail up!” Joe panted, his face all smiles,
“What happened?” the teacher asked. "I thought
you died hack there Did a truck pit k you up?” Joe's
response, Mr. Gillette insists, will always remain clear
in his mind.
”) lis.k.-tl tip lh. it bill," the boy said, "and T saw a
big v.t epin.; nil'mv live about a quarter of the way
up. I told my -.ell I’d go that far and then decide il 1
could go on. When 1 mode il It) the tree, 1 saw a big
1 ?.
red barn further up anti decided to
make il that far. Well, now I'm almost
to the top!”
• Joe paused and thou added. ."You
know, when you look at a long ldl! or
something like that you want to give
up. Dot if you break- il up into small goals, you can
make it!”
Mr. Gillette comments: ”1 doubt that any experience
within the walls of the traditional classroom could
have led Joe to this new perception of himself and of
reality. Only the. real world of real experience car.
teach such important lessons about growing up." Ho
adds, "And just think— it was through a school ex-
perience that Joe was able to encounter himself.”
A school experience? Yes, the bicycle trip thrcr.gh
the Herlishiies is tine of many outdoor experiences
Dob Gillette has initialed over the past four years. An
English teacher at the Andrew Wards- High School in
Fairfield, Connecticut, )tnb Gillette calls his program
Operation Turn On. Warmth and genuine concern for
the growth and welfare of his students comes through
when he recounts the genesis of this program.
Four years ago, Gillette was asked to work with
a group of eleventh grade boys who were turned off
on school. They lacked self-esteem and were fre-
qiiently in trouble; some were about ready to drop
out. Given freedom to experiment. Hie teacher de-
cided lo do just that. He began by asking himself
some important questions—and answering thc-.n.
How do kids learn best? Obviously, they learn lic-sf
when (hey arc- involved in reality.
llow can a teacher help kids grow up? lie can help
by giving, them responsibility and the chance to make
mistakes.
What do kids like lo do? They like to engage in
physical activity and to test their capabilities.
When Gillette asked these eleventh graders what
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they would //.'.c. lo do, they indicated that Ibey would
"like lo i'.cl out of hero"—the "here" being school. U
was then llial ho divided to go ’’tripping’’ with his
class, llitek linn style—-to undertake a series of ad-
ventures which would combine the curriculum with
challenging real life experiences.
After haviir,; all the bays lake a physical exam, his
fust move was to set up a fitness program lo gel the
group iu shape for Hie liips "out there.* Amoitl'. Olhci
tl.i e s, lie had the buys utn around the track field
caeli day -in lull sight or the oilier students at work
in their clusMoonis. This sttenuous workout developed
a feelitu; of group identity, attracted eonsiderahle
attention, and began the process of building up the
l-.o\s' self-esteem as well as their physical fitness. In
addition, a basis was laid for the feeling of camarade-
rie tlu,| developed on Hie hiking and biking trips
which followed.
!ii preparing for the trips. Hie buys began to take
piide in their studies as they researched various as-
pects of diet to help them plan loud for an expedition
or looked up historical, literary, and geological infor-
mation allot 1 1 the area they planned to visit. ‘Tutting
it all together this way gave them a good idea of the
interrelatedness of knowledge," Hob Gillette says.
In lime, members of this class became vitlual
cclebtilies at school, and when they returned from
their expedition, they began lo produce in all their
l l , S v..;V ]’oU'uti;\l dropouts did not drop out; truancy
all tun disappeared. Obviously, the students saw
them-
selves—uul the world -in a new light.
Hot) Gillette and his OTO program attracted a good
deal of attention in l-airlield. Today, however,
tie is
known inlet nationally. I.etlets from teachers.
* stu-
dents. and administrators have poured into Hie
Gil-
lette home front all over the win Id.
l ast May. Hob received a SUW.IUW grant from Hie
New r.iigl.ind Program of Teacher Education
(NEl’Tii), centered in Durham, New Hampshire. He
will receive an additional $200,000 over the next two
years if Opcwtlion Turn On retains support. The
money is practically a tui sit iitgx-nllachcd g. ant. Gillette
is finite free to use the* funds as he sees,lit to imple-
ment a variety of educational programs Cor students,
although ho works closely and effectively with Lewis
Knight, the NUI’TE project officer. He cites NEI*TR
as an agency with courage and a Hair lor futuristic
thinking, in education. (There are two stipulations—
that the program funds not be used to buy major
physical equipment for the sclioo! and that his salary
be SI.000 more than that of his superintendent!)
The idea of the grant was Hie brainchild of Dwight
Allen, dean of the University of Massachusetts School
of Education ami a member of the N fiPTE board, who
proposed it by saying: "Let’s see it this experiment
captures Hie imagination." (Capluies the imagination?
"You can blow your mind just thinking about it!" one .
of Gillette’s students commented. And a stunned ad-
ministrator remarked, "One hundred thousand dollars
—lo a icudicr?")
Robert Gillette believes the award lias reinforced
the importance of the classroom teacher. "The teacher .
is the most important member of Hie learning situ-
alion—nex't lo the student,” he nolcs. If the Icachet
is so close to tlw learning happening, it scents only
reasonable that he should assume. a decision-making
role, in the expenditure of monies which arc^ trans-
lated into programs and experiences for kids.
In his original proposal to N Ii.PT I: of what he would
do if he had the money and freedom lo teacli as lie
wished. Gillette asked two questions: How can we de- __
velop an educational program which shakes the stu-
dent loose from his "zombie" state and which sensi-
tizes him lo himself and the society around him? flow
can we integrate a program of studies
so that the
student can experience himself and Hie group
in real
ways, thereby encountering the real work.,
winch is
December 1971!
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i i:*,tt','!i ’ll'iti! •<!) . . .
ir* firs Hi
V.,,. *.j,'y support 111!' propl.uu veil.
;ill\ .m.iI I •v Ilf ii nlli-ii.lnii * at (fill
p.o cut m.viin;'.. uliiih ini' usually
In i.-l.i./*, .ils.nl upturning 1 1 i| i*i in uis
uismiiIiS ahml past acliviti's.
P.iivnls, in lm*l i a iv lln* outspoken
m,|.,«*i !.*. s i.! the piuginm. f' 1 '* they
x v pm hive ii'Millx in loi mx ill llu-lr
ill.Mull's ; II.win;: SCUSC lif lospiillsl
l.ililv ami now iiilorosl ill learning ami
vollilll*. goals Ini' lliomiolvos.
Ono paronl. a nvitlior, iiunlo a stale-
n>, -ill will' ll iIi.omi'I soom p.iv lic-iiliii ly
mu prising. llt-wvvtT, Id lliis family,
iho change in llioil* buy was uinmcn-
loiis "Mv sun smilos iiuw!" the
mullu happily explained. "Me never
vised to smile, lull now lie linos,"
In his tall, voi ill parents ouoli year.
1J. ill always Mivi-sos ills* puinl that ll'»*
students 'limit cam their own way.
||o is sure lli.il pari of Ills- experience
i.l ii. ir.oin/ up is i" sol goals ami llien
work tin their attainment.
"liiii moans llial Hit- program is
soli siipp'o lin;-.. The kills earn inunoo
Hi i'ii.oi’ mi.-a ul His- ousts of ..mi ail
ventures. Oar washes, ruul i-.- sales,
i al. in;* I-a res. ami w.isb.in.t windows- •
wo (In anythin:' to raise money." Ciil-
l;:Ue rop-i'is. "i'.iionls tin mil have In
sp -ml money b-r our 010 aelivili.'s.
The kin ileal lessor, tor pa re ill a In
accept i-- llial slml. nl:. aio allnwoil In
make mistakes. The only lime I he
lea -hot i bps in;. i the pietmo is in lbe
event llial jiliy--ie.il harm nr impeml
jug Imani i.il ili aslor -uv Inn-seen
*\Ve've cone liuni'ry li-.vnu-*- the slu
items iliiluT pt.iu corrci llv." lint' says
wilh a smile. "Ilul ui.tioilv ran lie hi-
inreit kierause lit ail weensinn.ii empty
slniiiii.il I tiiulinnally si i i-v. llial I lie
IV..I i f !h. U'..e!n-r ir in dint i In-
leather is nnl ueeile.l amoioie. The
sail"’ lliillj: "lies for the pan-ill Il's a
difficult eiiueepi lor |«uen|s n. uinl.-r-
nlaiitl -llie fail that they gain, la-ling
full.ll.neiil hv pmpiunimiiig I la in
selves riphi out of tlie piiliue."
What alioiit the fnl lire? 1 irsl, lire
0*1*0 pr> .grain will expand -now llial
luiuls are available for new esperi
ernes. Gillette .xliessrs, hii-.vevei. llial
the earn youi ovvii way philosophy will
be retained wilh rep.ml in simlenl ex-
peiv-i's ami llial alinost any ulher hip.li
sehoi.il could afford lo sel up a similar
pm/ran . henuisc ihc cosli* have been
so low l Inn; lar.
Next sununer Gillette. hopes lo lake
0 j: itKip of students tin an exploi'aliiiii
01 1.011" Island Sound Plans eall lot
the Muilcnls III travel in Iroals they
will refurbish llleniseUi-s. A ivei'e-
aliun.il ami ethiealiunal summer pio-
pram for simien is who live in the
inner oily (-1 neighboring Ih idgepw l
has proven must sueees-'-lul. Already
Gillette is expanding his involvement
in a fonumiiiily organi/ation ropi'c-
seal in;', low ini nr. it', mainly Spanish-
speakin;! sliitlenls in ctioperalitiii with
llie Reeival ion Department of Ihiilgo-
pml.
All told, 25 Ciillelle-spoiisoivd proj-
ects are now under way. including;
• Coiniiitudealiiiii skill grogi amt
tor leai lu-is, pale0In, nod slmli-iiis
» Whole pei win I'llei iiveuess lulu*®"
lop piu'a.oill. lor 111** football team
• A malive niir.ii prnpr.im lti.il
will ihiiw loucllii-i sliitlenls fit.in the
Iwo lilpli stIihiIs in hail field and pla. e
Ihein in a compii'-in/. einlioiitiw-nt
with prolessional cunipnxerk
• A program 4si.il will atiap. OTs* .
prineiples lo tie study of German
• A netV imiuicipal (luwmmcnl in-
ternsliip prop.ram lor high selnn.1 slu-
dents in liolli Pnlifiild and 111: .1 1>- jsorl
• Slimmer leuininp experiences fur
sliidenls who will then assist lent hem
ami lead younger sltillcnU in naluie
M tidies
• lliliupnal program in Sp.iuir.li for
jvrnilicsl use.
Kenue'.li Pelersen, the headmaster
at Andrew W.n'Uc High School. and
Vimvni Stnjut. the assistant head-
master. Hie enthusiast ir aim. it the prn
to am. (Until melt wore Hub Gil’elie's
loarliers dm in" his own lii/li school
days in T ail held.) They have confi-
de,ire in their si all* and want their
lea.'liei's lo be fulfilled in ll-.eir teach-
in" duties. An atmosphere of experi-
mentation with a rationale or purpose
is evident ill this ?,<KXt-pupil school.
Mr. Gillelie says it's pre.il to wink
with leaeliers who are excited about
the prant and its implications lor their
own leaching over llie next three
years. Ideas for programming stream
forth constantly from fcllutv staff
meinlicis. As Hob notes, "Our high
st l-.iio! will never he the same." O
“TL:/'.c:*!!i!v*i I" WHAT I V/A'ci
II "1 leauivtl mi tmich fruin living. a
teachei I never roali/eil that leathers
leant 1
1
'mu their sliidenls."
"(sow llial I know wjiat il's like lo
hi- a ii-avlier, I doubt it I'll vvn make
lioiihle for another one again."
lliese arc typical student cuiniurnls
alter a day spetd "ii llie othei si'h ol
llie desk, an espei i.-nee made possible
l,y a hii lt school education dun so
llial blends practical pivpinro>.si,iiia!
i xperienees ami education theory. This
iiiii--s.*in-.*s|.-i
,
tinc-hah eretlil eleelite
lot- seniors in.t is-sU'tl in a careei* in
fihicatiu.. is the (iiit'-.rowlli iff an in
tensive I e.iuie Teachers ol A.inerir;
pro.'i.im at Cl.n kslown Senim llit-.i
Si'liot.l in New (‘its. New* York.
| Him lea. Ill I can liml out what
n-acliin,' i - all alioiit belore deeiilin;'.
on an edii.'.ilitin mainr in oollopo The
I .> i * * i s i , i all-.-d ITmil.uiieiilals
. .1 I'dn. . 1 1 r >a, in. hides lesson plan. line,
lb eipluie, ill • liis'.oiy iff edneatimi,
T TO DO"
autliuvisual media, and school law.
Students read a wide variety of books
and education publications and make
their own Icnehinp aids, such as Itan
net hoards ami transparencies. They
also experiment wilh etiiiipiitunl'sueh
as the videotape recorder.
*'
The class has bad a variety of pnesl
speakers, im-lutliii" Hit- sii|.et inlcml-enl
nl sehoals, board of edueation mem
hers, spe-erti therapists, adnimislia
tins, ckissiooiii leaeliers,.. fclndcnt
I.Mfliers, and Ic.iehers from inslilu-
lions lor exceptional children, h.xpeits
ill spefiali/etl areas are repulai* con-
sultaiils fur tin- class.
t he entire school .list riel is involved
in (lie pracli.al tiaiiiiup aspeit ol the
course in which the Inline tenclu-i
s
pariii ipan- in lii-hl wink lor the whole
S.tu ml vear. Ihnin* shaty and limeh
periods, llu-v act as leather assistants
in die elementary s.lumls.
In addition, each Mnileni has a to
ti|Vi*alin!*, teacher ami a class and may
teach as” many ax 10 hours a week.
Three times a year the future teach-
‘ ers also leach lor a whole day at an
elementary or junior high school They
make their lesson plans with the help
of the cooperating teacher and pre-
pare all their own leaching materials.
After each teaching day. they receive
formal observation reports, which are
then used as learning devices in Fun-
damental:. of Kilticaliun.
One student summed up lus feelinj-.s
aluiul the class, with these words:
“This course really taught me what
it’s all about Ihruugh experience. I
I,,und out that leaching isn't as easy
as ii seems.. It require* much lone,
effort, and p.itiiSijre. Rut now 1 know
that teaching is what I want lo do."
—Sytlt-I Winer, icitclwr ol ITimb.-im-ii-
lalx a/ / '.illWill lull mill I TA uitvtstr,
Cltii /..'linen Sailin' llirl' School. Aen*
City, New York.
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WlI.M IS I I MICA I ION? Wh'iv
dors i* take pbcr’* \\'lx:ii Inppeiis? How
can one I* il t itti education »> in pioivss?
Win* applies il. and In v.|im,1? And most of
nil. v. l.y? .
To son;;. i«o! only :*.e live answers ii adi-
lv app.aivn!. In,t the questions border <»n
I lie nK.md Mosl Aiik! ivaiv. with hij'.li
iclMHil ikplmeas are "ciliionu J ' have
spent \<min dninp. ,t. and can prove it
I low? Wj;.!, ;r pSiTuc of paper. a diploma
which itV.i'.kK that ih. !\:iiit Im met dl
ol il e iv*|!'ii*;,ucms of idee.iiioi, .v stipu-
lated by the m Uo and sitemly labbed >y
li.-i people thiou; h il. *ir continued i.uppoit
and p.uiur, ..ti; n.
Itm ilv." diploma i-i merely a symbol, a
ticket pun *!: it afiiM a lon£ in!.* ov»*t a pie*
d» ifir.iiin;? io.iim Much like a train nip.
iduairm 1. live |v.:v»«»c from point A to
I'o'ol It. in which 'lie student bawls over
lb* s niv.* an I in the same cats .mil.
still fmth»r. cwiMim?* much the s.:nu*
(i'.'imsji . !».«\ ivmly every othci Ameiican
in ’••i. toiy
To il’ • | n n'.s ana! to thv.e v ho me cm -
icn:ly ,»•* t: -r ;n)m ; ni:.u*tii'!i ham
mp,. eitwi .i:»oi. ». i!..* Intulinp down toclul-
do p ol t!;. I nov.Ieihv ami v.i dom of ;u:cs
pa>! The locus o’ education is a l.npe
buildmy. a school. with a number m ne
or h Ss ii!i ,\.il classrooms when* t »>o el,11
<!re„. c.ili' »
I
pupils, amt .(heir desks fan*
fnvaid to a sin.;!.* poison called a n\u l;.*i .
I 'th:cation uv'jn as ihc teacher recycles
ilr.* bten and f,p.nus (which the Uachei ,c-
cciveil »:» nn'i ii the amc fashion ycaiM'act-
in) to the pupils* who dutifully »« t..m them
in souk. I.i' hion.
‘I In* ih "uv to wla.'h one i** Ih u*l»> ( du-
elled arid the cnteM.r loi roccivmy. ollni.il
nvopnilioii ol st, i ii iiie esialMislied i*’. the
teadts ol a IcM. \o the cMcnl lint a mu-
dent c .in spill cm onto p.ipu u*.o>! ol whit
the liiteh i lus said, lie “t'duc.iteif* and
o.*.e step iu.iiiI to a iliploilsi.
Tint ii th p.to.'ess. par.* :m-l MU.ple
‘I lie pv. pi »•.;*, ill. the why «*l‘ cd
ucalioit •. even implei v.ii.l • i«»M as pno*.
AltluRip.il s» mites may spell our io.»soik
vii ! ,!».* jvip. Illation and p».»u\ hon ol
tl state, i •h** Mii»n i*. p.n i.d!\ nv.nded
as hein;: I-* :i** Ivllvonent «-l :h ihilil.
with moi« sjniili*. poals Ivin. 1, lire know-
l.sl,r ol -iv, l.i .n M,l»|ecl ali as
While i-.o . *r . l*|i*s t « |o ll,.*p* « *i d pur
I
»o i
,
line . Mime who di-ayu.* -.uiu tl*
?'\
l
iSirj'aUghtS:
1
—Flobarl H. Gillclle, a toachtir, i;, the recipient ol it
$300,000 cjrant dcsinneci to di&covor now and brosrl>-i wayr.
of educating cliiidrcn.
?.—A combination o( in-clasr. academic research one! out-
of-class bicycling and camping experience is Glllcit ,'c. for-
mal.
3— Settings such as a six-day winter survival trip pod an
exploration of Long Island Sound often form GilL-.t'c’s
&9B8S«?«!_
!‘.tui!e,e.r. uhoiili'n't hevo in cut cl.iuf. to <jel v/hoto tin action to.
GOVnnNMI£NT r.Kf.CUTlVF
I'Mwrs. in ) .nt who tvliwvc lli.il
ll»
' 1
*’
.»• '1 dm m • ••lat.iiy »•••.«!'. ctuu
ii'lcih'i. ih iilii
•••lie rod « I •
.'I'.M.tii* .ii I nun il: **u»y
it:»\ ul. t! i!i •.•iuiii.it inn ot l.nnwlrdp.c
f. |I Irt 41 C‘»l rn*t»*r, nut ill • Nil m . Jli. i
WT ft %l lilt lyh i iili « * uiihiiu* i« • i’ivmi vu
ImIi \..i |*. ‘ I n.o have been Mi.
-pvilly
inlet: led. Stv ' m- view >cIimi*I a. mmiv
thin/ ill v ‘ i f.e it • ilii. ;t chore. r.iiU'i
limn M«nwili : :i;». lit v V.« t" in do. enjoy «!• •-
ini'. and iili | • »f *• tinm in icim. ol dill
iKij;»iM;ii«n and p.ir.* mal y.rovvjh
“h’s tli.
I*. "{i.'e. ti‘ . I it we're teat nine.
Ilv; v.c'iv Kmi.tii;;. just the way we tin
ll i t.’.' i'.l the i !.n We" »v r.ivcn ivspoosi
ftHfiy Iu'A'.iiiK nil,, i people. We c.m’l just
thuik nl »Mi'»el'.v*N. wv luvc l»i think of
cwiyhndy tv.c in the el iss NVc leant as a
[',1 oup |« live ;i . i I’.iuiip anil we I* ara a Ini
nl‘ ihtn; s from .*.11 om dilicicn: exp.-tien
ces. l:\vrvbody eels such a poo-.l lee I in;;
lio.n accompli ; somethin". topcdiei
ami learnir.;* s* :u *.l »i isl» i1i.it it's |»isi Iikv
ev
..
feb« i*.ly is *^‘i»» , Si*.iny./‘
"I ail *:• no' a iV.ltlioiis C|wolc, nor was il '
iniba'.cd by com It is a public school mu
deni sp. 'hitip . !»o.ii Iut class in front of
hr p vt v Such a r iUint.'ni doe*. n»»l bear
even t! • liplue iea snMar.ec u* kvhup.s
evoked i». most Anv/iit .ir.s by thei: ev-
pn.uie lo S. a ill Stm'ieN. bn^li'.h nr l»in
I i*'.\ Ami ycl it involves all dues*.
I Ik 1 i l. ns in i| , i*,\tioii is the embodiment
of l If: belt*:!-* nl t.ne of ll.osc people who is
t
1
*'. itchanted V- it* i i lie pteNoit educational
pro.vs but '.|i!l v' iilmji lo woik witlitn ilie
establish :< l eiliuMiiotial system lo help
char.p.c il
Hi*l-ert II (ill! ’lie was bom in bail livid,
C’ona
.
'S ye.i; s a *o lie was educated in
ilv l aiilieil elo.i* system. where lie ic
reived All Mate athletic honors ami limn
vent or lo Wesb’yan Univeixity Ibr his
d A. ami M A. I . lie is untried. la t her of
iheve cl nit Iren anil .« hitih school I nyltsh
unchvr l.uk vt I aitltelil. lie :s short,
wcais plasN-.s, m *l is r.ener.iHy imasMiminiv
H obeu (iilletie lias all ihe makini's of a
m»M i!um.eie*l. home lown boy nr.ule
j»ood v.!m has relumed in settle down, be*
come a fe. •;h*:t aiv! pass thuntrh Me umio*
I seed, iiuobli'u* i e .*: : i« f ineHeslne. Hob
(•ill*, tic lui\ come h »f.ie. /t.o sellled down
an. I itnc\ te.ieh. Inti lie in far bom nnno
buil, il.’ti utels not iuslleuiv • lull > » i ! I tin
«»1 lotsiv. lie i also a u*.ivh/r
On April IV. I'i 72. the N.w I'nji.nul
l
l
i.<.;i liin in le.flvi l ducation (Nl I’ll ).
l\ biam h n! ihe New* I nj’.latjd ft* ;:iniial
Oiaiunt’.- ii in. * n la’ii: i!ed ilN sOafi'li lot “the
ii\ '.-.’.'( lea. lime, le oisiees petM'ii" in New
I ,;'!.m.i 1 bv iv.ao'tii -. "hit will itlliiialcly
a, no.*m io v 'i si ».«» '.) lo'ivol'eil II (nJlel*
lr Nl l' !b iii.ide lis pui} *wc‘ veiy clear
’
"provide ‘ I <'>.• »: > (.nnviilly lot three
yens) lo th I. i Ivi who. in cooperation
w it !i dr’ i linin':’. i.y and llse sell* 'i*l s\ si* in.
p.ndru’*. a | !au iln' lnin)!s lU* rislk’sl
available |. nm.ii’ u .o'nce< aiul exj't’ikii
u > to ‘.tud nf. in a hi 1 . 1 .1 st’liool jell in}'.
"
I h ulliiiMia 1*011 i, U. thlfviVilt from
lint whi./h. Im*. yin I ’ I uluealor* *.?i. « im^
Ivp.l t bill llw I* .|I
I IUpiiM*. |!»’ iilld* rty
ill;'. | »1 ill* • i »plt> nl lit. piopi.mi, |s |(t i |,-,
i nvei a new i<ud hi i.iuK dM ( s.imc umil.
Ilf sinieiif I'nsisj of education, its
' V '' •• 1 '
’
. j IC' : %!
‘Mdilifiid, for.allied and hipl.ly
ft* 'I pi... ... . . v 1iik.li today |XIS» ftit
ediie.iiiiio
..re to face a s.icr* ilnllui'y.
I It. challi nA. "vijs Nl,:!' 1 1 (s (o do
Ci'vs i Ik iw te.ivlu’rs can be freed uf iradi*
li««n.»l pi.uiiees that may lu\e become
ine.utiiti’less. and how bameis nsii.l.i lv
bellei’ able lo use 1 1 h: whole environns'nl
•util comiiumily for learning”
Coniplolcly Wow
f 'ihelle Ims .lone j*i *i that lie. lus two
if-sil.tiilv I'airici.i (. Ini a ltd Osu Its I Ins*
sc), and i-1 lurhois ;;i Ar.diew Wardc I If.h
School, are all part of tit./ bait If Id nc!h»oI
sy.Nh'M» I he students, life all uf ilieii con-
tcnipoi.u ics will, in >imc of |*>7 I. ieeci\e
a diplomi. wliieli. aside from die mdi
vidiiiil’s ti.iii V, will not t* :.l an;- di-feivntly
from all the < liters. Hu* th.ise 31 stuvbnl*-
will have expesieneul an eduv imnd r.i*>-
cess lint, while bc.u'e^ no i\see. bl.tnce to
the on* ««hieh iheir elav.males eea/oiiutei
id. v ill have I'.iven ihem much umiv linn
the peiiet.d both « ! laur !*.•• !«*c vdiich ll*- v.
;•> h::. It self ml piaduates. shaiv in eommon,
A list ol lb; class's avle. ities iMnouj'h to
f ive an obser.vi ;• s'.nvitiei ;• app:v*:iatioi,
ill t 1 1 os i> far from (lie oulinaiy school *.
|
• ri<.v.
. A loiir day b.icr •p.tel.ifi.* trip in
Ochiher. a week lone, sutvival ami cross
cmmiiy >kiinj« trip in I ebraaiy. amt «»
Spiin:. bicycle e.seuif.ii*!i lo (.’ape c od arc
juM the hepinniniv
Ite’mj* so.unus'ial ami visible, they of
course also serve as a local point for crit-
ics. T lie i lilies however, i.irely look he-
you.' v l»:;t is inuifdiately nppaiCUI. bach
aelivily is only a small sep.iivnt of a nr.iCli
larp.»'i proecss Inienso, m deplh ptannin}*.
leseaieli. discussion and t'eeivon rnakinp,
on th./ pan ol iln; students precedes each
cu'iu "I lie e.N.tminaiion i»f the reouomie.
political eeoh yisal. Iii tmical and literaiy
avjiecl.s of a pailieul.il topic ham a sub
stanlial academic found ihon lor the out-
door experiences.
l
:
o! example, preparation for t'uc Winu r
U ip includes i iy* •*.'ou ,i pliysica! I raining, es-
lensive researeli into how a livinj* ihine sin
vises in t'.*- Winter (a look at ihc plant ami
annual kitijuloms). the political p:x*ees% of
yu nip de* i*ion inal.inp for aspec ts fioin
diei lo I. •j'.islies. an intensive .Colleyi” level
eiv.ir.se m i he clement', of cainpinj: and sur-
vival and a bm.ul examination •*! It**\v nun>
relates to Winter in terms •*! liieratnie,
pvyeholoS’.y, political and economic deu b
opnivnl, Coe'.nioual opjioilunilies and !iis
h nival tiemls.
I im in" 'h; expedilion not only will the
on sin* examination of ihe W inlet ceoloyy
lake place, but tin; expvri nee of leaininp.
die need for seilaiii ‘kills, s* ll'-ieli.iuce and
yioiip eoopvialioi) will also occur in pro
hably |U* uuwl efTs\ H e 1 1 **f p,. lt >
'
all mif.-rj ivi :;, um:leih/*il M. 'l .-f N
,
IlMl*.
Upon ilk’ii iciurn. i'k- wit* t«i%t
.i ie
’
entry e-M.Mt Mexamin*.’ ikn j
•ilisi’iv. tioux after inikiiiy. the se ih.H horn
a M.lali.ll il •« lllllwili S»iili'.Mi.lll. I
. ..lj
tiporti idonj* with ptciuii.d and v. ih.d cx
sav* nr. llr.' li.p v. ill al>«i *,»• pf.SMlril
I Ik’ll tls* whok* |l|tCt'*V Icplt’i ilm’A
Wui tlul ft only an cvem wl.iclc will., ul
a vialiK* philtvaipliy nf cnti. alioii » *pp*iri-
"'l- »t. Would proli.ibly jdM lv a 1*4 of fun
Ihiwovi. (idiotic ( lark. Ilu^.*y .mil all
Ilsur MUih'iiix are l*i\eni tvkeve.x in a
phil* 'sophy if which lltvsC \.ni*4i» .'wlivil ..
are simply l!w.* logical eutnilikitioii
'lli.it philoaiphy in ilv Hr.sv..'" ionics
li":»s fiillclte p.msl la his «r.in* poHv»a|
I low can we dexeh'p aa eduv ilioa.il pro-
tint* W’h.ivia ||ic student e..;i !»„• sltikcii
ItHwc Irmn ho zombie state and veiiMli/etl
lo himself ami i ' lb.* society moul d him.'
I I ni can v ii in: raft a pn hum of
s*» ill *1 lire Mudcnl cm cxp.neuce tarnv/lf
end a p.miip in teal way»nml i*.;.*i4intcr tlw*
n .1 world that is largely vi.wed by him ax
existing ti’ilsiJc the coniines cf four
walls of our traditional c!:tf>riv;n? How
can we Iwlp out students pain £ ic 1 scnxc
<‘l eoiifid nee. and a" mature a*.*» ,”..-nee of
lh 'm •elves"' I low van we provide il!*.* \ ; hi-
de by wliieh d»e student can fall ill muiic of
iIk- ncixft of adoleseeniN-
-ilie need to
*
'tt'-v and succeed, ilv.* nvci! u* create and
vli hv.ltnm. tallk'i' th.in only ad
.pt amt
Ci ni|*:ii aiv. at.d du’ uceil i.» j.o •jU^snr.ij?
I low can we help l he student see lit: in(w*r-
lelaleditess of subjivt mailers .v:d relation-
ships dm exist in real living? ’
Such .t pIiiUiMipiw lets tin a* n i;or He*
m*. ni>: couceuiration on lire pr*v* ss of rj-
Uwation rathei than the pro-lit* t. experien-
tial education, and a concern for a ‘aricly
of lifestyles.
Ilv conccntiatinp, on tltc pmeos of ed-
ucation railter llun tlx* product. Gilletlc
and company still mnintain *li-: ultinuie
coal of bcuef it inp, the ch.ikl ind dueard d.c
limiicd. often forpoucn imia which co •
stilutes die educational product nsividen-
ted by cutrcul classroom lcettius and lest
mater ul I hey also disc trd lik stilled r*nd
mesmeri/hiji pn'eesx cluiacteri/ed by tl>*
ftv.elter staikhii;; and talkiiu’. with lire pup
ift siuiai*. aiul transcrihin;].
*’lty 1993.” says Gillette. **n lot of
chtny.c, last eh inre. will liave occurred,
t heieforc. any product tbit we teach will
probably not even be in c.xbtoreo m if il i.x
will already be jMitially ret tiled My mu-
dentv. who will be in ilvir late .h)*s oy
llien. will luxe no need for such produclS-
"ri.ey ptobalily. for example, will have
elLinped tlxrir job:, luiybc tiutes al-
ready. not just in terms of g>»ii*j; froiti one
!«'* ati« in to atniihei or fnnti one position in
;• company to ttnodvr. but total job
tliaitp.cx to completely ddilrent fields.
"Now, if they a re goinp, to mu vise ax hu-
man beings and not go crazy, th- y are j;o-
I ni’dUfAUY H)/d 25
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APPENDIX C
Bomb Shelter Activity
Simulation Activity #1
Problem: The world has just suffered a very catastrophic event;
a nuclear war has just about wiped out all of the human
race. You had enough foresight to build a defense shelter.
In addition to you, there are twenty persons who have
survived the dreadful event. However, your shelter will
only accommodate seven persons in addition to you. You
must now select those seven persons from the survivors
listed below:
1. White male, 28 yrs old, 3rd year medical student, homosexual
2. White male, 58 yrs. old, "jack-of-all- trades"
,
deaf mute
3. White male, 65 yrs. old, priest
4. Black female, 26 yrs. old, prostitute
5. White female, 32 yrs. old, six months pregnant
6. Black male, 8 yrs. old, son of number 4
7. White female, 1 yr. old, mothers' where abouts unknown
8. Black male, 19 yrs. old, pimp, suspected heroin dealer
9. Black male, 25 yrs. old, militant author
10. White female, 10 yrs. old, retarded, daughter of number 5
11. White male, 30 yrs. old, Vietnam veteran, double amputee
12. White female, 16 yrs. old, high school drop-out
13. White female, 44 yrs. old, schoolteacher
14. White male, 49 yrs. old, bus driver
15. Black male, 26 yrs. old, ambulance medic
16. Oriental male, 46 yrs. old, engineer, has suffered two near fatal
heart-attacks
17. Black female, 47 yrs. old, nun
18. White male, 35 yrs. old Rabbi
19. Black male, 60 yrs. old, gardener
20. Hispanic male, 16 yrs. old, migrant farm worker
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Toif-ooxv-P.tv;.’. Prc tct: E.v.-olop.ign.'-. oC Roao -.v- cs
—
Op-.n education ir.uy bo tho appro-V/ah whereby students will oxp-ri«rxo
twr.ee; reo that give confidence in thalr abilities, strengths '.mi
talents*
•Al loving tcackcrc time to on.p3.ore la order to nako critical juc
Kents about the tits rtquircwonts of their subjects, cod to reediest
v vying tunbero of rtoduloo for different courseo can clearly be
error, as an o.prcr-oion of confidenca in their professional co.npe-
t>. ..eioGo
7auclio.ro are prepared to experience eoas flexibio scheduling
prr.ofclcoo this coating school year*
Pvovj. earns for building control must bo built into any Bchadulo or
prvgivn reowceted or designed*
Flvil.o: nphy of the ihiporinter.dcnt for Shaw in the Open Education
COhOcJJSo
The new Chair building which '111 be coiipletod by the fall of 1975
io designed architecturally c-a an Open Space school*
• The vni’tcshop proposal provides for total involvement of tho Shaw
it.:if-,
yii' u vorhehop is involving approximately half of Slaw'-o teachers
in tin ''’n.;r.;-how' 1 of Open Education*
Viv.'.o teach;.ro r.ra expected tcutiliso Open Spaco ^icnow-hnw 1' to
c: pariuent i?J.th other ideas and to ohoro experiences with others
beginning SentwAsr, 1974.
't
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1 i - fc of 3u-co for large groups
—
• Jvch of cuffirient roleaco tiaio for pitsuing end ovaluxtln;;
vU^.o r ••• t tT".
:
I» Utilisation of oletr.ento of traditional and flcadblo nched’ilfcs
OU.jCcti.V*.*:)
:
To involve tho entire school in cinpla flodblo rrjhsdujJuig
through modification of the? traditional echcdulo
—-
r
i‘o provide an opportunity for teachers to leain to
K'-.r.r.jjo a larger Mock of fciao
•
— To give students a feel for a varied progran
•
—
provide tir.o and c-ncournsetic-nt for all tcachaio to
tiy cooperative planning and interdisciplinary planning,
t*SM teaching and other varied activit.it 3
“ To gradually rv.ko the schedule more or lees varied &&
tines or situations dcrrr.d
ted fdade Modification of Tradit i onal Sohtdui.c to
Tv •/. 1 .it.; c.V i'. .t • -j Kiiii y i'lrr t fi re b'seka
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. : (Continued)
j;,v iur th: m ..-txi nino vcoha,. poriodo thrco and five r.ay vary vlth
1-. -i.x-. ia x rs.C. YX? r.ivl VI r.i.d VII respectively,,
XI, Vile's Project
Swrf.l cf the toachcro in tills worhsliop bio excited tr.d
are very nixieur. to plan and to teach .in cooperation with
teacher.-} In tho esar.o and In different subject areas 0 A
pilot project vail provide* an iuatdlato opportunity for
tineo teacher,3 to share thoir inforuatlou, taler to,
interests, and to develop additional compstencii.e
.
Objectives!
To find better vaya of teaching atv.dcnto tliroueh on
Open Education approach
• " To inerraco ooopsrativo nlrsinin", thariug or/l teaching;
1 jig teachers end across dinoiiuinsn
To find better ways to utiliua since,, resources end
ti-.c by doing
To provide valid Insput or a part in netting up a r.e
w
cchrdulo for the n>st Shaw Open Spxco Junior High School
0 : r.crrl Guidelines:
— That the project i?,volvs seventh graders only
Thrt four sections bo Resigned to this project
That the f.-iae teachers of raathervaticu, ncicnco, liigli ah,
erci social studies b« assigned to tho3o four flections
That thuss teachers be assigned tlw amo plamin,; period
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• (' rolcasa tires, in addition to rsjut a* .£C <! vu
C-y..
r ba r.rcnicd at t.Iu bj'j.lrr.’oijg <•£ ..;;h adviu, •
f'.r broad- bused pli'r.-ij.n" rr.l c.v.'lustJ.r.g
~~ YU.’.?. r.o Sf.icj.nl bell schedule ba provided ior the pi.1 ,
project
—
'il-t tho cooperating toacherra p?..:n tiu lei for m.‘.
i< tv. rite" the isodulcs aa nco-J-.d, end b-> iviponoibl'i
£c/ the Acvjkxic and tcrnpor.xl lotrain3 p. rci of tho
5,?. all four sections
Tfcr.t a ttinvyvri ot tvo touehor oidiu bcftsoiened to itia
pilot preset on a fulltina bac.'.o,,
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Mrs. Karris
Kiss Wheeler
Mrs. Nolan
Mrs. Adams
Mrs. Watkins
Miss Estes
Mrs . Flack
Mrs. Bordley
Miss Ferguson
Mr. Hughes
Mrs. Brooks
Mi’. Anick, Chairman
REPORT TO LARGER CROUP
.
duly 2, 197**
Rationale Mrs. Bo'-dley
Hies Wheeler
Objectives Miss Ferguson
The Rev Shav Floor - Plan Mrs. Harris
Inventory for the Use of Space
in the New Shaw Mrs. No] an
Mrs. Welkins
Mrs. Adams
The Use of Furniture Mrs. Flack
Mies Estts
Training Sessions for the Fall Mrs. Brooks
Miss Estes
Mr. Hughes
Summary Mr. Ajnick
iSPACE
Rations]
e
Because space is one of the most important factors in any building,
it is necessary to know how the entire area will be allotted. There is
a need to know the actual size of each instructional area. Will all areas
be the same or will they vary in size according to instructional purposes?
Provisions must be made space-wise for all activities; educational, recrea-
tional, and social.
In order to obtain the optimum benefits of space, the use of that
space should be planned rather than haphazardly assigned.
Wise use of space will have positive benefits upon the effectiveness
of the total school program.
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Space Objectives
1. fo develop skill in planning effective use of space.
8.
To provide areas whereby teachers can plan and work together.
3. To have an input in deciding on the kind of furniture and other teaching
aids for the new school and its placement
.
>t. To enable the personnel to become acquainted with the new building by
providing floor plans.
5. To provide a apace (environment) which is satisfying emotionally and
visually.
6. To provide a proper space for hooks and other teaching materials.
7. To provide a space for working with materials.
8. To secure a space for audio-visual eids
9. To secure a space for storage of working materials and other equipment.
10.
To determine how many children, teachers and subjects will be vithin
a space.
TRIAL SESSIONS FOR OPEN liT'ACF.
Purposes
A. Experience In open setting
1. students
2. teachers
B. Student reaction
1. suggestions
2. criticisms
Participant
A. Teachers
1. all faculty members
2. 15 per session
3. arranged in three groups
serving entire year
B. Students
1. regular classes
2. in regular class time
C. Member of administrative staff
*
Procedures
A. Sessions
1. Choice
a. once a month
b. 3 per semester
2. located in cafeteria
B. Teacher Preparation
1. Time Choices
a. faculty meeting
b. planning period
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c. lunch and guidance perlode
d. out3ldc of school
2. Relocation of Furniture
C. Planning
1. location of each teacher
2. integrated curriculum
3. administrative input
**• correction of previous negative aspects
D. Follow-up Activities
1. Teacher evaluation of session
a. written
b. discussion
2. correction of undesirable aspects
3. student expression
i r
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Space is a very important requirement in any school. We must know
where classrooms will be located and where other important locations in
the building will be.
The Hew Shaw Junior High School will be Open Space. It will be
important to all those concerned to know the nature of the use of space
in this new building. The space group has made the following proposals
that will put space as one of the focal points in the building.
?17
i
1. Space should be provided for conferences with Btudents.
2. There vlll be about 300 students per part and 10 sections of 30
Btudents each. There 3hould be space available to these students.
3. There should be space suitable for larger groups to meet.
I*. There must be a media center for each house.
5. There should be a display center for each house.
6. There must be equalization of work loads that vill enable the teachers
to reach their objectives in teaching in terms of students at any given
time.
7. Space must be used for one subject matter only unless the teachers
decide to team.
8. The teachers will decide where their desk should be.
T
iSame proposals suggested for the Time group.
t
!• There should he time for conferences with students.
2. 'There must be time for planning together and evaluating the compatibility
of personalities.
3. There should be time to experiment with students in the open space
classrooms.
APPENDIX D
Group Task Presentations 1974
SHAW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUMMER WORKSHOP
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"Moving On Up"
Submitted by:
Curriculum Committee
Barbara Hubbard
Collette Preston *
Audrey Higgs
Marion Davis
Frances Spencer
Dorothy Carter
REPORT TO LARGER GROUP
July 3, 1975
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THEME : "Moving On Up"
GENERAL OBJECTIVE :
To explore the theme, "Moving On Up'.', in each subject matter
represented - in the team while simultaneously interlocking the
various disciplines: Art, Music, French, Social Studies,
Business, and Home Economics.
WARM-UP ACTIVITY :
Each of us, as team members, shall designate a period to dis-
cuss all of the learning disciplines with our students. This
will be done as a warm-up activity from the viewpoint of
careers. During the warm-up we will play the recorded theme,
."Moving On Up", from the television program The Jeffersons .
USE OF MEDIA :
There will be a five-minute presentation by each teacher in
the team using some form of media. Note : altervatives may
be utilized if any activity is not effective.
FOLLOW-UP AND CULMINATING ACTIVITY :
Each member will decide which was the most motivating activity
and share what we have done with the entire student body
.
This will be exhibited in the following ways:
1 .
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Display cases in hallways.
2. Display cases in classrooms (bulletin boards).
EVALUATION OF TEAM PLAN :
Evaluation of the team plan will take the following forms:
1. Students will complete a Pupil Feed Back
Sheet . Some other modes of pupil evalua-
tion will be through presentation of
scrapbooks, bulletin boards, role playing,
and participation in a learning center.
2. Teacher Evaluation -- members will compile
a list of our strengths and weaknesses that
were noted throughout our planning unit.
Thus we will come together and compare our
methods of improvement by way of a discussion.
SPECIAL NOTATION :
All members agreed to work on this mini unit for a total of
ten days, as some of our team members will only meet with
students two or three times a week.
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Shaw Junior High
General Music
Specific Objective :
Given the theme, "Moving On Up", the class will be motivated to
select ways to explore music for entertainment as well as a
0
productive career.
Suggested Activities :
1. Tape the themes, "Moving On Up" and "All in
the Family". What do the themes suggest to
you?
2. Use other subject fields, concentrate on the
career of how to produce the above shows.
3. Improvise the theme on bells and piano.
4. Write a second verse, using the ballad style.
5. Use role playing and identify the people
behind the television scene.
6. Compare television programs with live shows,
showing the advantages and disadvantages.
7. Write a fifteen-minute television script.
8. Draw a cartoon about emotions (love, hate,
fear)
.
9. Select background music; put them together
to compare or become another score.
10. Make up a word puzzle.
11. Make up a commercial; discover what is needed
to get the attention of the public.
12. Make a filmstrip; select music to accompany it.
13. Turn off the sound on the T.V.; list the
reasons
music makes it interesting.
14. Make your television schedule, using the
programs
you enjoy most (1 day).
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15
.
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22
.
Evalua
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
Tape five of your most enjoyable themes: trythem out on members of the class to see if theyknow the n.ame of the show it represents.
Make a bulletin board of students' work.
Discuss early Saturday morning T.V. as opposed
to late T.V. shows.
Sing songs used on T.V. which were commercially
used, etc. (i.e., Coca Cola theme).
What are some of the careers involved in
producing a radio show, an opera, a musical,
or a television show?
Construct a radio which plays.
Produce a puppet show; make the puppets,
construct the stage and script.
Learn the music to the latest musical.
tion
:
informal observation by students, culminating
program
.
Student self -appraisal
.
Oral examination by peers.
Survey sheet.
Keep record of what was done; list strengths
and weaknesses.
Teachers in the group will evaluate the program
according to its success through the success of
the students.
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THEME
"MOVING ON UP"
In Relation to the World of Work -- In Textiles and Clothing
Individual Objectives:
Textiles and Clothing
1. Help students learn more about jobs available
in the world of.
2. Encourage students to select careers in textiles
and clothing.
3. Assist, in training them for advance work in the
field.
4. Encourage learning basic principles and engineering
skills
.
Instructional Outcomes :
1. (a) Encourage creativity and understanding;
(b) increase interest.
Activities :
1. Research work on Careers, vocations, and jobs;
on qualifications for each, training locations,
courses to pursue, places to find employment,
salaries and wages
.
2. Make students make posters with pictures
representing each job analysis.
Resource Materials:
Library, Magazines.
Invite resource people in-for discussions if possible
model, alteration worker, seamstress.
Follow-Up Activity ;
Have students select other activities of
to complete our work on the theme for the
activity -- end of 10 day period.
interest
f inal
Marion Davis
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"MOVING ON UP" THROUGH SOCIAL STUDIES
Specific Objective :
Students will make scrapbooks and posters showing what
services are in the community, and how each works.
Activities :
1. Work individually for ten minutes listing
careers
.
2. Form groups -- decide which careers
(occupations, businesses, or services)
are found in the neighborhood.
3. Walk through the neighborhood to see
what businesses we can find.
4. Discuss theme, "Moving On Up", from
"The Jeffersons".
a. Why did the Jeffersons move?
b. What kind of business is George in?
c. Which neighborhood is similar to
this one, the one they lift or the
one they moved to?
5. Plan a trip to the fire department (then take it)
6. Have a fireman visit us to talk about "safety
in the home".
7. Follow-up exercise: answer in your own way,
"When can security be unsafe?".
8. A visit from a policeman who will .show films
and answer questions about the services of
the police department.
9. Follow-up exercise: "Is your policeman a
"pig" or a "pal". Defend your answer. (May
be in the form of a short debate.)
10 Interview a person in your community whom you
admire. (We will work together on a short
questionnaire
.
)
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Suggestions :
a. Ed Murphy (Supper Club - Georgia Ave
.
)
b. Bishop S.E. Williams of Bibleway
c. the manager of the Golden Rule
Supermarket
d a a doctor of nurse in the Health
Clinic
e. someone in the New Howard University
Hospital
f. Mr. Turner (B$B)
g. Mr. Webb (Photo Shop)
11. "How will the Bicentennial affect community services?"
Elicit answers from pupils; make a list on the
travelgraph
.
12. Committees will be organized to document activities
by making a bulletin board using pictures taken,
materials collected on trips, and students' "follow-
up" work.
Evaluation :
1. Completion of scrapbooks and posters.
2. Feedback sheets from pupils indicating to us
how successful they think we have been while
"Moving On Up" through the study of this
mini -unit
.
Materials Needed "
poster board
paste.
scissors
construction paper
fasteners
permission slips
tape recorder and tapes
travelgraph
hole punch
camera
film
flash bulbs
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"MOVING ON UP" - ART
Ob j ect ive :
To have the art students participate in individual and
activities centered around their interpretations of the
0
Individual Activities :
1. Express the theme in a drawing (color media-
pastels or wax crayons)
.
2. Make a poster or collage on occupations.
3. Work in learning stations.
Group Activities :
1. Prepare bulletin board in the room on the
theme after "brainstorming".
2. Discussions with art teachers and artist in
the neighborhood.
Culminating Activity :
1. Display of flat work done.
Method of Evaluation :
1. Student evaluation.
2. Class critique.
3. Teacher critique.
group
theme
.
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''MOVING ON UP" - FRENCH LANGUAGE
Specific Goals :
1. After listening to the theme, students can have a simple
conversation in French about the Jefferson family. This
will help to introduce the career of George Jefferson,
and the roles of his wife, Louise, and their son, Lionel.
2. Let the students become acquainted with the President
of France, Monsieur Giscard d'Estaing, and his family
as another view of an important career.
3. Hopefully the students will learn to sing the French
version of Look At Me, I'm In Love
,
by the Moments.
Purpose -- enjoyment and understanding of the song.
4. Students may talk about careers at the French Embassy
and/or those at the United Nations; also include careers
or positions held at the popular French Market in
Georgetown
.
Act ivities :
1. Working with the already popular French version of
Look At Me (by Moments).
•2. Students to visit French Embassy and/or African Embassy
where French language is dominant.
3. Visit La Maison des Crepes (restaurant) and/or the
popular French Market.
4. Draw up a newsletter to summarize accomplishments.
Barbara Jean Hubbard
Business Education -
Typing OQ1
Specific Objective :
Given the theme, "Moving On Up", the students will be asked
to examine various business occupations and how typewriting
can introduce them to the world of work.
Activities :
1. Prepare two bulletin boards: (a) "Entering the World of
Work Through Business". This will entail pictures, job
descriptions and brochures. (b) "Moving On Up". This
will entail material on low-level jobs, middle-level jobs
and top-level jobs in the area of business. (Pictures
and information will be in a hierarchy type of form.
2. Set up seven different (will take place at seven different
times) simulated office situations and have student role
playing. There will be hypothetical relationship designed
between employers and employees.
3. Have students analyze occupations of friends, relatives
and two television characters. One of the two television
characters must come from The Jeffersuns .
4. Have students read and summarize two occupational briefs
and have them list five ways typewriting will be an
asset in obtaining a job.
Evaluation :
1. Student rating sheets.
2. Teacher observation.
3. Class discussions.
Brief essay report on "How Typewriting Can Assist Me in
Obtaining the Job I Liked Most".
4 .
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1. LOHG-RANGE OBJECTIVE:
Given a daily ten-minute "turn-on" activity based on the students’
current interests, 80% of the students, because of increased motivation,
will attend school with more regularity.
2. RAT10HALE:
Mary students have been "turned-off" as far as school is concerned
and, therefore, spend more tine "out of" school than "in" school during
the designated school hours. This fact is revealed in the summer school
assessment made recently for prospective summer school enrollees.
We at Shaw Junior High School are greatly concerned about this problen
and feel a commitment to improve the situation.
In view of our personal commitment and the philosophy underlying the
summer school program - "To develop increased skill proficiency in stu-
dents through an interdisciplinary approach with strong motivational ap-
peal to students" - we have agreed to try the following project.
TURN-OH ACTIVITIES:
The beginning ten minutes of each day will be highlighted with a dif-
ferent "fun activity" that will have appeal to our students. Upon the
introduction of the first activity, the students will be told that they can.
anticipate a different "fun activity" every day.
IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE :
(This would be the objective for each warm-up activity.)
• Exanpl^.:
Given an opportunity to become thoroughly familiar with the
locations of visible objects within the classroom, the student upon
re-entering the room from which he was sent while an object was re-
arranged, will be able to orally identify that rearrangement with
100% accuracy.
SKILLS INVOLVED :
1. speaking
2. observing
3. listening
4* selecting
5. decision making
Each activity will be analyzed in our report in the following
manner
:
1. Educational objective of the activity
2. Allotted tine
3. Description of Activity
4. Skill s involved
5. Evaluation
(Cont.
)
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EVALUATION:
Two groups will be observed for three (3) weeks.
Group A will be given the "Turn-on" activities.
Group B will not be given ,,Turn-on,, activities.
A comparison will be made in terns of interest and attendance for both
groups. At the end of the three (3) week period the "Turr>-on" activities
will be discontinued with Group A. An evaluation will then be nade of
Group A for the renaining three (3) weeks to deterrdne if the interest
and attendance renain the sane or are affected in a positive or negative
way.
Group B will be re-evaluated also at the end of the second three-
week period.
A unifom method of recording daily attendance will be utilized.
'
'
' CURRICULUM COMMITTEE •
1. Abrams, Lila B.
2, Cosby, Phil H,
3 * Ellis, Percy L, Jr.
4* Lineberger, Mr. Robert L.
5. Marshal.!, Louise L,
6. Mattingly, Julie B«
7. Patton, Dorothy P.
8. Thonas, Ella M.
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1. Implinent the activity in the classroom for a three weel'
period
:
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Julie Mattingly
Dorothy P
. Patton
Percy L. Ellis, Jr.
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Introduction
-
• v
School, among other things, is a relatively "closed
community" that functions best when a strong sense of
cooperation and interdependence can be established. We
believe that where no real sense of "family" exists the
institution is limited in the overall success it may at-
tain. It, therefore, becomes necessary for all personnel
and staff to seek ways to encourage in students a greater
understanding of the need to cooperate and to share re-
sponsibility.
Since the ability to cooperate and to share responsi-
bility may be reflective of one's personal pride, we would
like to suggest an activity that is closely associated --
pride of one’s school, which must also have a personal
component. ' -
Perhaps, through a campaign to improve the cleanli-
ness of our school we may be able to get all members of
the Shaw "Family" to understand and to accept the futi-
lity of attempting to get students to cooperate with our
efforts simply because we, as authority figures, suggest
them. We believe that children will give the best that is
in them, when they understand why it is necessary.
1
Of course, we must be supportive of this philosophy
in our own intent areas. As individuals, we will put
forth our efforts with a program in our content areas.
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Objectives:
1 . To get students to become aware that they must be
responsible for their personal space and the clean-
liness of itr
2 . To instill in the Shaw students pride within them-
selves, which will be reflected in a cleaner learning
environment.
3. To encourage each staff member to participate
and
to help promote the idea of a cleaner learning en-
vironment.
4 . To encourage the community Ho participate
in promoting
the idea of a cleaner learning environment
5. To solicit the efforts of charismatic
community re-
source persons or organizations to publicly
reward
those students for making their personal
space in-
.
dicative' of the best which is found in all
Shaw
students.
6.
To negotiate with the principal to
make this campaign
for self-worth, top priority at the
first faculty
meeting.
7 To solicit volunteers from
each class and each student
organisation to be -involved, in the
program which
fosters a cleaner learning environment
through self-
worth or pride.
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Activities:
,
1 . To include" a statement in the ’’Back to School" letters
to teachers concerning the school-wide project con-
cerning self-worth as evidenced in the cleanliness
of personal, space.
2. To employ the use of a suggestion box for teachers
at the first faculty meeting.
3 . To employ the use of a suggestion box for
students
in the homeroom period on their first day back to
school.
4. To present assemblies whereby the principal and
counse-
lors appeal to the students’ sense of cooperation con-
cerning self-worth as reflected in the cleanliness
of the school plant.
5. To enlist the expertise of the Art
Department to make
posters on ecology.
6 . To have student ecology monitors to
rate each room
periodically and to reward those students with
some
immediate recognition.
7 . To dramatize skits on self
pride/cleanliness at school
using the expertise of the English
Department. Values
concerning oneself should he stressed.
8 . To beautify rooms with plants,
flowers, and shrubbery
This should be a prefect joining teachers
and studen s
9 . To advertise for "Saturday
Volunteers" to beautify
the grounds at Shaw.
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10. To post in each classroom, cafeteria, halls, lava-
tories,^and auditorium a list called, "The Attributes
of a Positive Shaw Student" which states that he:
a. Keeps lockers clean
b. Puts trash in receptacles
c. Does not write on walls
d. Helps teaqhers to beautify classrooms
e. Removes trays from cafeteria table
f. Does not spit on floors
g. Picks up after himself
h. Understands that maintenance of his personal
space engenders respect and love of himself
i. Understands that maintenance of his personal
space engenders respect and love of others
j. Keeps lavatories clean.
11. To employ "The Washington Redskins", Mayor Walter
Washington, Representative Fauntroy, or local merchants
to render support to positive Shaw students with
positive public acclaim.
12. To have a student inventory of those values which
are priorities to students.
13. To have an inventory from teachers of those values
which they observe in positive students.
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Criteria for Evaluation!
1. To compile responses from the student inventory.
2. To compile responses from the teacher inventory.
3. To take pictures of the school plant and grounds
before "Pride in oneself and pride in one’s personal
space" campaign and after the campaign is in progress.
SHAW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUMMER WORKSHOP
1975
"Informal Assessment"
Submitted by:
Curriculum Committee
Gloria Stephens
Carol Fizer
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INFORMAL ASSESSMENT
Ob j ect ives :
To explore various "teacher-made" and commercial games with
a focus on using these games as assessment instruments.
Strategies :
1. Collect games and other activities that could be used
to assess visual perception, auditory discrimination,
students’ interests, and memory span.
2. Present these games in an informal manner to the group.
3. Act as consultants during the fall to other group
members, to help with assessment.
4. Individual contracts.
APPENDIX F
Bunker's Summary of Evaluation 1975
SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS
SUBMITTED ON JULY 3. 1975. 3Y
PARTICIPANTS IN SHAW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUMMER WORKSHOP
SUMMARIZED BY
Dr. R. Mason Bunker
Workshop Director
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
September
,
1975
SUMMARY OP EVALUATIONS SUBMITTED ON JUI,Y 3 BY PARTICIPANTS IN
SHAW SUMMER WORKSHOP ’Tj
The attempt to cample participant perceptions of their
summer workshop experience included the following instruments!
(1 ) Open Ended Statements :
"My goals for this workshop were..."
"The workshop has helped me to...”
"I still need to work on..."
"The best thing about this workshop has been..."
"I think the staff..."
( 2 ) Some Assumptions About Open Education :
in which six assumptions were listed with space
t
* for participants to respond to;
"What evidence do you have that the workshop staff
believes these?"
"What can you take back to Shaw?"
( 3 ) An Invitation to Write a Letter to th e Workshop
Director t o:
"Evaluate his teaching ability"
"Describe his strengths"
"Suggest next steps"
"Evaluate his leadership of this workshop serie
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Faw data from these instruments were collected or. July
3» 1975 (the final day of the workshop) and have been
summarized to indicate all responses received and the
frequency of incident of any response from participants.
Data are presented below in frequency tables. Following
each table are discussion, conclusions, and implications for
next steps. The total number of workshop participants was
N= 23; the number responding on these evaluation instruments
v/as N=l6 .
Open Ended St atements
Data are presented and analyzed for the five sub statements
below in Tables 1 through 5*
"My pioals for the workshop were ..."
There wore eleven different responses to the goal statement
(see Table 1).
0
* The most frequently held goals dealt with a need partici-
pants had for developing methods, materials and curriculum
for use in their classrooms (items 1 ,2,4,6) and for developing
a personal meaning for the open education approach (item 6).
Several responses dealt with needs to help students (items
2,5); and in at least seven instances need for working more
closely with co-workers was a stated goal( items 9>il)-
least six times participants indicated that a goal lor them was
to function more effectively in their professional roles
(item 7)
.
TABT.E 1 s 'MY C.0AT.3 FOR THT-S WORKSHOP WERE TO...
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1. Develop curriculum materials 8
2. Improve atmosphere/environment of my
class/become more open 7
3. Help my students realize potential 4
4. Develop individualized instructional
strategies 6
5- Uncover students* motivations to
Jearn 2
6. Develop group processes for my
class 3
?. Function more effectively in my role 6
8. Gain perspective on open education
approach 7
9. Get to know this faculty/team 6
„
r
io. Gain criteria for decision making 1
11. Share with my fellow colleagues 1
These articulated coals are consistent with those
established for this series of workshops:
* To relate the theory of open education to piactice
of teachers in the field
* To help teachers move their classrooms toward more
open classrooms
* To establish procedures leading toward staff
development and cooperation
Clearly this congruence is an indicator that partici-
pants and staff shared objectives for the v/orkshop. Given
this evidence it is appropriate to continue under the
assumption that shared decision making in terms of goal
setting is an effective way to bring agreement on purposes
between those staff and participants.
"This v/orkshop has helped me to. .
.
"
Two participants responded to this statement with the
''simple reply that the workshop had helped them meet their
goals (item 1, Table 2).
Several participants (N =8) felt the v/orkshop had helped
them develop better methods and materials and at least four
mentioned a gain in knowledge about new materials (item 7).
Interesting to note are the number of instances in which
participants thought the workshop had helped them gain a
better understanding of self (items 2,4) and of work with
others (items 6,8). That three participants felt the work-
shop had led them to include students in decision-making
(item 0) is closely related to one of the original goals of
this project (that shared decision-making would increase).
TABLE 2; 'THE WORKSHOP HAS HELPED ME TO.. .
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1. Achieve my goals 2
2. Develop workable philosophy of
open education 5
3. Better use methods/materials to
meet goals 8
4. Become more aware of my strengths/
weaknesses (values) 4
5- Include students in planning
process (providing choices) 3
6. Utilize roles/groups 2
?• Know new materials 4
8. Relate better to my co-workers 2
9- Focus on learners' needs i
A comparison of responses between Tables 1 and 2 indicate
that all articulated goals of participants were met. This
evidence leads us to value the early workshop experience
v/hich provided opportunity for needs assessment, individual
and group goal setting, shared decision-making for planning,
workshop activities and the use of time, space, and resources.
"1 still need to work on..."
There was a wide spread of responses to the statement
dealing viith perceived next steps for individuals (Table 3 ).
This spread is an indication of the heterogeneity of the
group and is evidence for the need to provide for individual
differences. This confirms that workshop staff should
continue to provide learning experiences to meet individual
needs and should arrange opportunities for participants to
^recognize their strengths and assess their needs frequently.
Interesting to note are the frequency of "next steps"
v/hich suggest that participants will continue practicing and
using what they have learned during the workshop (items 2,3,
^.5.6,7,9,10,11,12 and 13) i in each of these areas workshop
experiences was offered. There is a personal intention on
the part of participants to practice what they are learning.
This situation indicates it will be important for staff to
continue the use of such strategies as:
* Using Borton's questions (What? So What? Now What?)
as a format for the daily logs
* Contracting with participants individually and in
groups for "next steps"
* Discussing ways of transfer from workshop tc school
setting during each learning experience
What enthusiasm for next steps is held by one participant
who responds* "I still need to work on more of everything!"
"The best thine: about this workshop has been..."
At least twelve responses to this statement indicate the
participants' values of the opportunity created for them to
work in groups (item 2, Table 4). This is evidence in
support of the major project goal to encourage staff renewal
in this group of participants.
Strong favorable response toward the dynamics of the
^workshop and the atmosphere created is indicated by items 5,
6,8, 10. More evidence of the planned transfer of workshop
experiences to participants’ own classrooms is apparent in
items 3.^. 7, 9.
Workshop staff should recognize in these responses
reinforcement for continued planning of experiences which de-
mand group participation, varied approaches to the use of
time, space, and resources, and frequent opportunities to
plan for transfer of learning experience to one's own classroom.
TABLE 3i "I Sri'IT,T , NFFD TO WORK ON...
Number RESPONSE FREQUENCY
1. Maintaining cooperation
between home/school 1
2. Practicing group processes 4
3. Locating kids with negative
self concepts 2
4. Developing/using learning
stations 3
5. Planning/decision-making 4
6. Uncovering learners' interests 3
?. Deciding what’s necessary to
learn 1
8. A few of my hang-ups 1
9. How to reach the "unreachable" 1
10. Understanding my co-workers 2
11. Using camera/films 1
12. Getting more open 1
13- Organization/scheduling 1
14. More of everything 1
TABU?, 4 1 "THE BEST TUI ABOUT THIS WORKSHOP H*.S
Number RESPONSE
. FREQUENCY
1 . Helped me attain goals 2
2. Opportunity to work in groups 12
3. Skill inventories 1
4. Questioning skills 1
5. Relaxed atmosphere created
(dynamic leadership) 6
6. Recognized need to work on our own
mental health before being turned
loose on children 2
7. Planning activities to take back
to my class 3
8. Helping us find our own way 4
9. Morning "Warm-Ups" 1
10. The building the workshop was
held at 2
ii. Hearing positive aspects of open
education 1
Well over a score of responses represent the perceptions
of participants about the workshop staff and appear in Table 5,
The consistent and persistent attempts by staff to individualize
instruction and to personalize workshop experiences are re-
flected in such a range of perceptions.
The most frequently mentioned responses dealt with the
staff's ability to successfully model open behaviors (item 14),
their knowledge (items 1,12), and their flexibility and
efficiency in meeting needs (items 2,11).
The responses could have been reduced in number by
combining more of them into like categories! however, the
original responses to this statement elicited such lengthy
and specific comments that it appeared more useful to examine
them as individually as possible. The responses are indeed a
0
^reflection of the strong, positive feeling participants share
about the staff. There are no negative perceptions reported.
Staff should continue to provide the helping behaviors
which were perceived by participants so positively. Among
those behaviors are:
* Asking clarifying questions
* Remaining knowledgeable in materials, method's,
strategies
* Combining the presentation of new data and the
opportunity for learners to interact with
those data
* Sharing decision-making
TART.E 5: I THINK THE STAEF
Number RESPONSE: FREQUENCY
1. Wealth of information shared 3
2. Delivery very effective and
efficient 3
3. Kept discussions flowing i
4. Concerned about solutions 1
5 .
6
.
7 .
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13-
14.
0
f
15 .
16.
1?.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22
.
23-
24.
25.
26.
Effectively included all members
in discussions 2
Effectively included all members
in activities
Correlated information from
Summer ' ?4-’75 workshops
Well trained
Flexible and open
Conscious of new trends
Accomodating to wishes of group
Presented relevant books and
materials
Very good working relationship
together/cxcellent team
Modeled atmosphere to lead others
to be cooperative/resourceful/
to work as a team
Helped me get a better under-
standing of open space
Helped me to clear up miscon-
ceptions
They did so much with so little
Helpful
Shared in aiscussions/assicted
in making decisions
Wonderful
Offered services
Added to our success/made work-
shop a pleasure
Helped me learn about learning
centers/T. A. /turn-on activities
Helped me hcln my students/other
Shaw staff
They (ARC Tcaml ) helped me make
great strides toward openness
Were humanistic
2
1
2
1
1
4
4
1
4
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2b8
Some Assumptions About Open Education
Tables 6 through 11 present summarized data from the
instrument designed to identify participant perceptions of
evidence that staff held particular assumptions about open
education; the instrument also provided opportunity for
participants to indicate ideas, concepts, and experiences
they v/ouid carry heme to their school situation related to
each of these assumptions. Data are presented bclov/ v/ith
discussion.
" Learning is an active process. 1’
Participants offered nine indicators that staff believed
and acted on this assumption (Table 6A).
Agreement on evidence related to opportunities for
interaction with others (item 2) and for direct learning
experiences (item 3) was made by six rerpondecs. Four parti-
cipants stated that the staff had provided flexible groupings
(item 1) and opportunity for movement through activities (item 5)
consistent with the notion of active learning.
Staff should continue to act in ways recognized by
participants as congruent with this assumption. Staff should
determine strategies to help participants see the many
other v/ays in which they intended to demonstrate belief in
this assumption.
Table 63 indicates nine various transfers participants
hope to make in order to encourage active learning in
their
own school. The daily "warm-ups" were popular (N=4) and
mentioned in other places as well. All items stated are
TAUI.K 6A i "What evidence do you have that v.-orkr.hon r.taff b.-l jove t:
Number RESPONSE FREQUENCY
1 . Flexible sinall/larGo croup
discussions activated 4
2. Opportunities for interaction 6
3. Direct oxporlenccs/activitio:i 6
4. Used learning stations 1
5. Movement through activities 4
6. Many, variod materials, things
to U3e 2
7. Learned from each other 1
8. Staff acted as facilitators
(active listeners) 1
9. Fun activities 1
LEARNING IS AN ACTIVE PROP KGS
TAPT.E 6Hi "What can you take back to Shaw?"
Number RESPONSE FREQUENCY
1 . Daily Warm-Ups 4
2, More direct experiences for students 3
3- Staff interaction 1
4. Set up learning stations 1
5. Use variety of materials 2
6. Involve kids in decision-making 2
?. Help kids get information rather
than tell 1
8. More active listening 1
9. Copy staff actions 1
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consistent with the major goals 0f the workshop serioc and
with articulated participant goals (Table 1). This con-
sistency between intended behavior and articulated goals
appears strong, and a positive indication that participants
intend to carry out that workshop experience in their own
domains.
•'Sharing decislon-makin;: increases stud ent invo lvement . "
Cf importance to nine participants appears to be the
opportunity to have input to the workshop plans (item Is
Table ?A). Of nearly equal importance as evidence of staff
belief in shared decision-making, is the articulated evidence
that the participants made choices and decisions (item 2).
Clearly the statements offered by participants indicate
their recognition of staff belief in sharing decision-making.
The emphasis during the workshop on shared decision-making
was sufficient to make participants highly aware of it.
Participant intention to utilize greater shared decision
making in their own situations is strong as well (items 1, 2,
3 1 **» 5; Table ?B) and is consistent with a major goal cf
this workshop. Staff should be encouraged to continue acting
on their belief that shared decision-making increases student
input.
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"SHARING DECISION -WAKING INCREASES STUDENT IHVOT.V f y ENT"
TABU: 7A: "What evidence do you have that workshop staff believe
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 . Entire staff had input to
workshop plans 9
2. Students made choices/decisions
(groups/tasks) e
3. Played decision-making games 3
4. Discussed decision-making 2
5. Staff shared responsibility 1
6. We planned the last day
1
1
TABLE 7B: "What can vou take back to Shaw?"
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 . Assign management to students 4
#
.
2
-
Share decision-making with
students 10
3. Staff will have input in organi
-
zational/operational plans 2
4. Use decision-making games 1
5. Help students assume more
responsibi lity 4
“Teachers must be responsive to students' nee ds .
"
Nine participants indicated that the staff had arranged
workshop activities to be responsive to their needs (item 1;
Table 8A).
Staff responsiveness to resource needs (item 5 ) was seen
as consistent with this assumption. Participants saw con-
gruency between staff behavior and the assumption in each
case and appear determined to use strategies they've leai-ned
in their own situations (Table 8B).
Interesting to note, are the intentions to use needs
assessment instruments with children (item 6) and to plan
more with children (item 5)* At least two participants will
use contracting schemes (item 3) learned in the workshop.
Staff should be encouraged and continue to use "Getting
to Know You" activities and needs surveys. They should
continue planning experiences which are responsive to ir.di-
vidual needs and which help participants see next steps
through discussions and feedback on daily logs.
"Teachers need to be concerned with group processes. "
Table 9A offers indicators that participants recognised
staff behavior consistent with this assumption. They were
cognizant of being grouped in many ways (items 1, 4) and of
the benefits of understanding received using group dynamics
(items 2, 3, 5. 6)«
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"TEACHERS MUST BE RESPONS TVR TOSTUD NT * * MEEDS
"
Tab le 8A : "What evidence do you have that workshop staff belie ve thi ?
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCE
1 • Workshop activities geared
to student needs (the
needs assessment) 9
2- Involved in activities/strategies
we can use in the fall 3
3* A nurturing environment 2
A. Emphasis on meeting individual
needs 2
5* Staff provided resources when
we requested them 5
Table 8B : "What can you take back to Shaw?"
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1. Use scientific approach to
learning 1
'2. Use more media 2
*
3- Use contracting 2
4. Needs of staff will be a vital
part of planning of any activity 1
5. Plan with chi.ldren 4
6. Assess children's needs (use
surveys/observat ions) 6
?. Give children as much time as they
need to finish 2
8. Individualize my instruction 1
9. Use skill inventories 1
All items indicate a strong intent by participants to usc
Gro«p dynamics in their own situations, (Table 9B).
.
Staff should recognize that their constant emphasis on
using flexible grouping styles, teaching the dynamics of groups
and helping participants visualize transfers to their own
situations have resulted in participant perception of con-
gruence between staff belief ano behavior in this area.
Success is built unnn ^n^rss . teachers should buil d
on strengths. "
At least one participant recognized that staff took
leadership roles in areas where they themselves had strength
(item ?; Table 10A).
Participants felt that staff helped them determine their
own needs and strengths (items 1,3). Four recognized and
'
mentioned that staff used positive reinforcement (item 4).
One participant questioned whether staff could get to know
her strength in such a short time (item 6).
In Table 103 are participant intentions to build a
success-orientation into their own situations by providing
more activities for children which will lead them to success
(items 1, 2), by cooperative planning (items 4, 6, 7, 8), by
using positive reinforcement (item 9), and by continuing to
recognize their own strengths (item 5).
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^TEACHERS NEED TO BK COfiCKHNKU WITH GHOIU Mt f/
MlH-E-.2Ai_J!Wtll't_^idPMC0 do__you hn vo Dial. wrn kihon Btuff _bc i ,
M umber RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 . Groupod each day 6
2. Learned from one another 3
3. Learned about each other 3
4. Experienced group process
in action 8
5. Analysed roles of group members 4
6. We made decisions for ourselves 1
TABLE 9;5
1
"What can you take back to Shaw?"
Humber RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 . I shall change my method
of grouping 2
?• Staff will have opportunities
to work in groups 2
3- Use "fish bowl" 1
4. Use group dynamics with child7'er> 8
5- Use of personalized instruction 1
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"SUCCEo.l r.3 BUILT UION SUCCESS 1 TEACHERS SHOUT.D BUTTJO ON gTttWNP.TW}'
TABLE
-lOAj-^hal^cyidoncc cl
o
hf;li »v„ l:,
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1. Helped us plan what we wanted
to learn and how to accomplish
it 5
2. We were in situations where success
was made possible 4
3. Surveyed our needs to learn about us 6
4. We were praised for work well done 4
5. We built skill inventories
focussing on "healthy self-con-
cepts" 1
6. Did you really get to know my
strengths in this short time? 1
?. Staff led workshops ir which they
had strength 1
8. Books/articles/materials stressed
this 1
"SUCCESS IS HllIIiT UPON S UCCESS; TEACHERS SHOUT .D HU ItJj ON STRENGTH "
J , ."'.Vhilt can you take back to Sh aw?"
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 • Provide more activities for
students to build on strengths 5
2. Entire staff will contribute indi-
vidual talents 1
3* Use ''Getting to Know You'
1
survey 2
Use skill inventories (seif
-concept) 1
5 - Continue recognizing my strengths
and building on them 1
6. More student involvement in setting
goals and decision-making 2
?. More daily pupil-teacher discussions
on strengths/needs 1
8, Use other teachers' strengths and
offer myself to them 1
Use a positive attitude 2
Staff should note the range of suggestions lor implementing
this assumption in participants own situations and recognize
the equally lengthy list of observable behaviors v/hich indicate
participant perceptions of congruency between staff assumption
and behaviors.
"Teachers need to help students build healthy self-concents .
"
At least thirteen different evidences of staff behavior
are offered by participants ir. Table 11A; these are indications
that staff recognize and act on a belief in the importance of
healthy self-concepts. A number of participants (N=8) said
they felt welcomed and valued by the staff (items 1, 3. 4).
The wide range of responses offei- specific examples of ways in
which staff contributed to participants' feelings of self worth.
Several evidences recall specific workshop experiences
(items 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). Staff should view these participant
"perceptions as evidence that the activities planned have indeed
led participants toward one of the project subgoals t the
development of healthy self-concepts.
Intended transfer of workshop experiences to participant
classrooms is apparent in Table 11B.
Once again, participants have listed specific workshop
experiences which will be carried back to their own school
(items 1
, 2, 3, 9 . 11 ). Interesting to note are items 4 , 5,
6, 7, 8, 10 in which participants have listed workshop
processes they themselves have experienced as processes they
intend to structure in their own situations. Staff should
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"TEACHERS NERD TO HE T,P STUDENTS BUIED HEAT.THY SEEF-CONCEPT-'."
TAB T.E 1 1
A
: “What evidence do you have that workshop staff bMievo tt.l:;?
"
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1 . Each participant was made to
feel welcome by instructor 3
2 . Workshop involved movement,
communication, creativity,
planning, and the development
of self-direction 1
3 . Each participant made to feel he
had something • valuable to contri-
bute (worth). 5
4 . Staff developed sense of belonging 1
5 - Individual differences accepted by
staff 3
6 . Active participation allowed our
competence to show 2
7 . Emphasis on affective as well as
cognitive skills 3
8 . Positive attitudes of staff 2
9 - Mason's written comments 2
10 . Sharing information 1
11 . Use of warm-up activities stressing
similarities of group 1
12 . Use of "Who Am I?" 1
13 . Developed list of characteristics
of adolescents 1
“TEACHERS NEED TO HET.P STUDENTS BUILD HEALTHY SKI.K-CONCEt TS
TABLE H.B; "What can you take back to Shaw?"
Number RESPONSES FREQUENCY
1. Use camera/photo board 1
2, Use "Who Am I?” 1
3. I will continue 1
4. Each staff will have opportunity
to use and develop his area
of expertise 1
5. Give children more choice of
activities 2
6. Discuss more about children's self 1
?. Offer controlled opportunities for
students to prove competence to
be successful 8
8. Help children create a positive
self-image 3
, 9. Provide positive reinforcement 4
** 10. Demonstrate respect/friendliness
toward pupils
5
11. I will try to be less a "critical
parent" (TA) 2
recognize that these participant intentions are evidence that
both the process and content of the workshop have led parti-
cipants to value and act on the beliof that students must be
helped to build healthy self-concepts.
"An Invitation to Write a Letter to th e Wo rkshon Pi rector. "
This invitation brought lengthy responses from partici-
pants. Each letter listed specific examples of participant
perceptions of the director's strengths and leadership style.
The "next steps" suggested by participants were often next
steps for themselves rather than for the director.
The data from the letters has been arranged in table form
and appear under the categories » "Perceptions of the
Director's Teaching Ability", "Perceptions of the Director's
Leadership Skill", and "Perceptions of Next Steps." Written
letters were submitted and analyzed at the writing of this
’report (July 29, 1975).
I
"Perceptions of the Director's Teaching Ability"
Letters are overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the workshop
in general and the director's teaching ability and strengths
specifically. Table 12A presents at least eighteen specific
participant examples of the director's teaching ability as
they perceived it.
Of particular interest to note are the number of instances
participants indicated their value of the director's "wealth
of information" (N=10j item 2) and the strategies he used
which they in turn could take back to their classrooms ( M =6
;
item ?) . The • responses in these items are evidence that
project subgoals and articulated participant goals dealing
with gaining new information and strategies to take back to
classrooms are being met. Other items which offer evidence
that workshop goals are being met include item 8, dealing
with group process ; 14, that learning needn't be drudgery;
and 9, focusing on learner strengths. Those items pertain-
ing to the personal style of the director (1, 4, 5« 10» il»
12, 16, 1?, 18) provide evidence that participants we re
perceiving a variety of attributes of the director.
That participants felt they were learning (items 3, ?, 10,
14, 15 ), is interesting self-report and is validated by the
staff evaluation of those participants v/ho responded in such
,
a manner. At least one participant was impressed with the
**
amount of time the director spent with workshop participants
(item 13) and two stated they felt the director was an extra-
ordinary teacher (item 6).
The director should view the positive perceptions of
participants twoard him and his teaching ability as reinvorce-
ment for that particular style of working with people in
a workshop setting.
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TABU: 12A: "Perceptions of the Director’s Teaching Abi lity 1
Number RESPONSE FREQUENCY
1 Well organized 3
2 Wealth of information 10
3 Made it easy to understand 5
4 Met individual differences and
needs (in terms of difficulty
and interest) 4
5 Warm, friendly manner; human-
istic 6
6 Extraordinary teacher 2
7 Modeled strategies I can use in
my classroom; teaches by
example 6
8 Skillful in implementing group
processes 6
9 Focused on student sti'engths 1
10
p
Probed and challenged students 2
' ll Flexible 1
12 Secure in what he’s doing 1
13 Spent time with us 1
14 Helped me see that learning can
be fun 3
15 Helped me grow 1
16 Good voice projection 1
1? Has a sense of humor; is direct
and tactful 2
18 Has a pleasant appearance 1
N"13 responses
"Perceptions of the Director's Leadership Sk ill"
Table 12B lists participant perceptions of the director's
skill at managing the workshop The seventeen statements repre-
sent a wide range of perceived attributes, yet form a con-
sistently positive collection in total. Two very important
perceptions are items 5 and 6 in which three and four
participants perceived that the director had affected positive
attitude changes in participants and that he had encouraged
students to arrive at educational concepts in a way which
has personal meaning for them. Another perception shared by
two participants is that the director avoided acting in
authoritarian ways (item ?).
Items of a summary nature regarding the workshop as a
whole arc positive (items 2, 3, 8, and 12). Praise for the
director's leadership is consistent and again positive (items
i4, 15 1 !?)• That eight participants perceived the atmosphere
created by the director as valuable to their growth is
apparent in items 1, 4, and 8,
Staff goals included that of modeling a style of working
together which would lead participants to recognize the value
of positive reinforcement, the warmth of humanistic approaches,
the notion of learning as the development of personal meaning,
the belief that there is no single "best" way, the sharing of
decisions, the importance of listening, and the necessity of
structuring success into activities. Indications arc that
the director and staff were able to reach these goals in the
perceptions of participants reported in Table 12B. The staff
should continue these, processes. dn future workshops.
"Perceptions of Next-Steps"
Participant responses in the letters to the director
regarding suggestions for his next steps pointed out no areas
of improvement perceived as necessary to the improvement of
his teaching and leadership style, but did suggest "next
steps in the future relationship among the director, the
staff, the participants, and the sponsoring agency. These arc
shown in Table 12C.
Interesting to note is the fact that no two participants
suggested the same next steps. This appears to be more
evidence that individual differences exist, and have been
,
encouraged in this workshop. Encouraging to the staff should
be the items which demand that they continue their work with
participants (items 1, 2, 4, y).
Several participants made suggestions for new content and
processes in future workshops (items i, 5, £, 9, 10). The
staff might choose to provide a continuation of the summer
workshop into the fall in order to deal with these new goals
and others which would arise from a new needs assessment.
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TABLE 1 2D : "Porccptions o f the Director' r. T.c ado ?•:; h 1 r> Skil I"
Numocr RESPONSE FREQUENCY
o 1. Encouraged participation by with-
holding undue criticism (gave us
the courage to explore) 6
2. A gratifying nxptpience 6
3. I enjoyed being here 2
l!. Created relaxed learning atmosphere 2
5. Effected positive attitude changes
toward open education 3
6„ Allowed students to arrive at valuable
educational concepts **•
7. Did not proclaim a "right way"j did not
dominate 2
8. I enjoyed sharing and cooperating here 1
9. We shared in decision-making 2
10. He had a low-key profile in the room;
used democratic procedures 2
°
11. Well structured management ^
*
12. Pleasure to anticipate coming each day 1
13. Materials were useful 3
14. Leader and real soul brother 8
15. Surprised to hear he's a doctor 1
16. Giving; listening; evaluating; guiding 2
17. he must rest well, with a secure feeling,
after a day's work 1
N=13 x*csponses
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TABLE 12C: “Perceptions of Next Steps"
Number RESPONSES
1. Observe in our classes for
application/hold evaluation
sessions in fall
2. Work with us again
3. Find a way to reach mox'e educators
(they need it)
4„ Increase length of workshop
5- Move into community
6. Come work with us in our new
building
V. At times would have wanted more
direction and decision, but
realising your goals for us, I
was stimulated and responsive
8. Plan interdisciplinary mini-units
9. Make learning stations, not just
talk about them
10. Deal with: Does the open classroom
place too much responsibility on
the child?
In relation to the approach chosen by the staff to load
participants to their own personal meuningo for the concepts
explored, is item 7i in this statement the participant recog-
nizes the value and goal of the new approach, yearns for the
more directive authoritarian approach, yet is stimulated and
responsive. Piaget would agree with Festinger and suggest
that this participant probably has a good chance of learning
at this point of disequilibriation.
The director and staff should accept tho challenge offered
in item 3 and help other educators by bringing these work-
shop processes and content to the larger field.
Another Look at the Perceptions s
Regrouping participant perceptions of their experiences
and plane under tho three major goals for the summer wodk-
ehop component of the project provides additional evidence ot
$
* the success of tho workshop in meeting those goals.
Tables 13, 14, and 15 show the workshop goals and parti-
cipant perceptions taken from the data gathering instruments
above
.
TABLE 1
3
1 TO RELATE THE THEORY OP OPEN EDUCATION TO PRACTICES
OP TEACHERS IN THE FIELD
PERCEPTIONS' . FREQUENCY
"The Workshop helped me... **
...develop a personal philosophy of
open education 5
...to know new materials 3
...by letting me hear positive aspects
open education l
"The Workshop was planned so that.. ."
...we could participate in the planning
and accomplishment of the plans 5
t ..we were in situations where success
was possible 4
...our needs wera surveyed and our
interests discovered 6
...we were praised for our successes 4
. . .we were made to feel welcome 3
...we felt we had something to contribute 5
TAM.it l4i"To Help Teachers Mo'»e their Classrooms Toward More
Open Classrooms"
PERCEPTIONS
.
FREQUENCY
"The. worksho r> has ho lped ire
.
.
r
...make better use of methods and materials
to meet my goals 8
...to include students more in planning/
developing choices 3
,,,to focus more on learners' needs 1
...plan activities So take back to my class 3
" T had an opportunity to... 11
...move through activities ^
...use many, varied materials 2
...help plan workshop activities 9
...make choices/decisions 8 .
...see activities planned in terms of
my needs 9
«„.be involved in activities T can use in
the fall 3
. .
.have resources provided when X need them 5
"Now, 1 will take back to Shaw..
...use of warm-up activities
.... direct learning experiences
.
opportunities for children to assume
responsibility for planning/managing
...
opportunities for shared decision-making/
make choices
...ways of assessing needs
...opportunities fer group process
li
3
13
15
il
11.
TABLE 14:
-continucd-
PERCEFT ION3 FREQUENCY
...activities for Etudents to build
on strengths 7
...activities for students to demonstrate
competence 8
...opportunities for children to develop
more positive self-images 3
...more use of positive reinforcement 4
...an emphasis in my own behavior on
respecting others 5
26.3
TAULK 15; "To Establish 1'rocsduros Loading, 'I ow..rd tare Dovo’o -
—---jaejit. _nnd Coppe ration"
_
FBHCBPTI0N3 FRE
.
^Ihe-j/gcKv^°iL i!ad holpod tto .
.
...bocomo more awar. of my strengths nnrt
weaknesses 4
»».«to utilize groups and recogniz hu<. we
roloB in groupa 2
« . .relate hotter to my co-workers 2
...ny providing opportunitior; to work in groin 12
...recognize the nood to work on my < . /»n manta)
health before being turned loose > n others
...learn in flexible sizes groups 4
...by providing opportunK lot for ini - '-tct.ion 6
...learn from other 11 a
M 1 nnO th e opportunity tc... "
...be in different, varied groups 0
...learn from others 3
. . . learn about others 3
...experience group processes in action fl
. ..analyze group roler, 4
Conclude ng St atement
Kecogniaing that the instruments U'_ed in gathering data
hare are bound by the subjectivity of self-report, and equally
mindful of the necessity to tap pa ticipant perceptions of
their experience, we submit these data as evidence of urvjsuei
success in meeting the established goals for this workshop.
Participants were lavish in th ' oral and written praise
of the experiences and the people v.ho provided them. Some of
these written accolades follow .<
"Incomparable"
"To be commended"
"Wonderful job'*
“Dynaiiuc leadership"
"Worked beautifully together"
“Thanks for your inspiration"
Particularly encouraging to this staff should be the
following quote from a participant’s letter to the directors
"'Jerk with us again and you’ll have the staunchest
traditionalist converted,
'
APPENDIX G
Interview-Audio (Edited)
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INTERVIEW
J. First, what did you see as the purpose of this workshop?
R: To give you some ways to help you to operate in open space.
J: Was this your expectation? Is this what you expected the
workshop to be about? Open space or open education or facilitating
what you're going to do in September? Basically ou saw it as
something to help you with open space.
R: Right. You want me to be honest.
J : Right
.
R: Well, let me see. What did I expect. Well I really just thought of
it as just what we were supposed to do; various activities in and
what's expected of me, and so forth. Then, as I went along I
see that you do not have to do this; it's not compelling. In other
words, it's something you can do if you want to. And if you don't
want to, then you don't have to do it.
J : What did the staff do? How did the staff facilitate some of your
expectations?
R: They did give some helpful hints in handouts. These are things
you can do in open space to help turn the children on.
J: What was your raction to Bob Gillette?
R: I would say that I found his presentation very interesting. And
I also could see where it would fit into his situation where he is
working, but I didn't see it fitting into mine.
J : What kind of support from the administration in relationship to
your program do you think you'll need in September?
R: In my particular case, if I want to do something, I go on and do it.
J: What kinds of follow-up do you want from the agencies that will
be working with you? What kinds of workshops do you want
throughout the year specific to you?
R: I would say the same type of thing that we're in now; but when I
go back I do plan to teach my class basically the same thing that
same tradition.
J: Do you expect any workshops in your subject area? Do you want
any workshops in your subject area?
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R: Dealing with open space, yes.
J: But not the broad concept of what took place. You want it to cue
into what you're going to be doing.
R: I can say really that it would be a mixture of both. It would be
helpful for the whole property, and then we could take various
days and set them aside for social studies, math, and so forth.
J: Workshops in areas themselves.
R: Right, but still keep this overall to include everybody.
J: Are you familiar with the Advisory and Learning Exchange, this
group that Andrea, Mary, and I are working with? Have you
ever been to the Advisory and Learning Exchange?
R: No.
J: They are the ones who along with the Shaw proposal are trying to
set up workshops, and we want to know what you think an outside
agency like the Advisory, not directly connected to the school
system
,
what kinds of support do you think an agency like that
can offer you?
R : From your particular group I really got a lot of help because I
really have no idea of what is supposed to be done or how to do it.
I think it would be helpful for the Advisory to come in and show
the people what can be done. Not what they have to do, but that
they can use these various activities if they want to.
J: You answered what I wanted you to. Do you have anything to add
as far as the documentation, because this is your documentation.
There may be something you want put down on record as having
stated. Is there anything that you want to put into your
documentation? This is for you.
R: Just that I have learned quite a bit being in the workshop. I didn't
think at first that I was going to get anything out of it, but I
have received some helpful information.
J: You say that in September you're going to go back to traditional
Do you think that the following year you're going to be traditional?
R: I would say that in my particular situation where I work, in a
low-income black neighborhood, primarily with black children,
you have to be traditional with black kids because they need an
education. After I'm sure they have the basics and fundamentals
of what they need to help them to make it later on, then if I have
time I would try to include some of these adtivities.
J : Thank you.
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I. We’re just going to interview for documentation purposes, to put
you on record, if you want to go on record, as having made some
statements. I just an honest interpretation of what you saw as the
purpose of this workshop, when it was introduced to you at school,
when you signed up for it, as opposed to what actually happened
after you got here.
R. : So far as we knew, it was merely a matter of our initiating some
typo of preparation to teach in an open space school. I have been
one who has really advocated at the faculty meetings—the faculty,
the school body, the community—from the reading which I have
done these were my preconceived notions. I have found in talking
with members of the faculty that very few of them have the same
concept of open space schools and education as I have. And, of
course, like everybody else I feel that I’m right. I find so often
that everybody has been talking along the lines of interpersonal
relationships among the faculty members, the idea that the faculty
must learn to work together. And as such, I registered for the
course merely because I had said that we needed training and I
felt that I should take the training. But, I did not want any
training in interpersonal relationships. I have had several courses
whereby we have studied dynamics and things of this type and I
have always thought it was a total waste of time because facts,
being told what one is supposed to do or one should do, do not
change attitudes. The ability to work with other people is a matter
of attitude. So one needs more than being told what to do or how
to do it in order to develop the ability to work together. There-
fore, when I came I was more than pleasantly surprised. I doubt
you can find anyone better than I if you are looking for a
compliment because I had been in bed the entire week before the
workshop began and I spent this past weekend in the hospital. I
had been physically ill every day. And I cam the first day with
the intention that if it did not hold my interest I would just not
return. But I have come every day since because it has been
holding my interest, truly holding my interest. Now I feel that
the readings which we have been able to do, and I'm speaking only
of myself because I do not know how much other people have read,
have been most revealing for me. I feel also, to a large extent,
that the basic usefulness of the workshop has been to show us as a
group how many divergent paths are open to one regardless of how
innovative one may be, how creative his thinking, you do reach
a plateau, and to that level I do think we need the stimulation of
seeing and hearing other things and other people. I have
constantly taken course after course, but I do think I have run
into more new things here than any other workshop-type course
I have taken.
J: How do you see Dr. Mason’s style, his leadership style? Do you
see him as a person who is always putting himself up as the
authority, or do you, I know you say you do a lot of reading on
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your own, is this what he did, shuffle out the readings so you
can get that for yourself? How do you see the role of the staff?
R: I felt that the staff was trying to teach by example the type of
leadership which we in the open space school should use as
teachers. This is what I truly have felt. Whether or not this is
their personality or their own ordinary style of leadership I do
not know.. But I do feel that Mason has been most unobtrusive.
And I noticed on one or two occasions, I heard him say to other
staff members, "Give the question back to her," when someone had
asked a question. I know myself when I asked a question, he
asked me the same question, making it personal. I know this is a
technique. I felt I knew what he was doing, but I still felt that
he was doing it to set an example as to the type of leadership
that we should use.
J : What kind of support do you anticipate that you need from the
administration in your particular program, your language arts?
Do you see that there’ll be a certain kind of support that you’ll
be expecting from the administration, not only in open space but in
something that you might want to implement in September?
R: Well so far as administration is concerned, and I'm speaking only for
myself because I know everybody doesn’t feel this way, I have
always received total support. I have never asked the administra-
tion for anything that I wanted to do that I was denied. This is a
fact. There have been times when I have been asked to wait to do
it later. So I truly feel that anything I would want to do, the
administration would suport my doing it. I do know that on more
than one occasion the administration has organized and reorganized
in keeping with ideas or things which I have said I wanted the
language arts department to be able to achieve. I don’t forsee any
difficulty
.
J : So you see that the Administration has been quite supportive and
that this will continue, even in the open space situation?
R: Yes.
J: What kinds of follow-up workshops do you want, specific kinds of
follow-up throughout the next year to get you ready for that open
space?
R: I’d like to see some workshops where; I’ve seen in this workshop
two basic ideas which seem to be confusing people. One is the idea
of the open space school as contrated with open concept of education.
The idea that certain techniques are connected with the open space
school. I’d like the kind of workshop where this could be cleared
up. I also see that there seems to be confusion between the terms
of team teaching and interdisciplinary teaching. I think that this
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should be cleared up. Perhaps it's just my training in language
arts, but I am very keen about using words properly. I feel the
sloppy use of words is the cause of sloppy thinking and sloppy
accent. And I have seen too often where people are confusing thesethinkings. I have liked the freedom where each of us can more than
likely pursue whatever part of the manner that we are interested in.
I don’t feel that I really know enough about it to really say what
the other workshops sould be. But I have confidence, let’s say,
in this group, to feel that whatever they might do, we would profit
from
.
J. But you definitely feel that there is a need to clear up the fact that
you don’t have to have a certain building to have a certain style?
R: Yes. I definitely feel that.
J: You think that this is some of the misinterpretation that has been
gathered by some people?
R: In conversations which I have had, I get this feeling.
J: That’s good feedback. This next question is about apprehensions
about the open space. Apparently you don’t have any apprehensions
yourself. Do you feel that there will be a lot of apprehension on
some peoples' part as far as going into that open space?
R: Yes I do. I feel that much of the disparaging remarks which have
been stated are really feelings of insecurity. I think the chief
thing that is on most people's mind is the matter of discipline.
And I will truly state that in this regard I am apprehensive.
Adolescents tend to be wild, and unless every teacher has a program
that is truly stimulating I feel that the whole concept is going to be
torn apart by perhaps only a very few children, but nevertheless
I do feel this. My second apprehension is that we will be calling
it one thing and really just going on with the same old traditional
teaching which we have been doing. I'm really afraid of this.
When I say afraid I mean afraid that it might happen. If we're going
to do it I would like to see it done properly.
J: This tape is being made so that we can edit remarks and statements
from the tape so that no one will in fact be able to pinpoint and
say that any certain person made a definite statement. With that
out of the way, I'll ask you a leading question. The question is,
do you feel that there are staff members who will not open them-
selves up to this open education philosophy, who are going to.
like you say, stick to the traditional way regardless of whether
it's going to be the benefit of everyone who's going to be operating
in the open space situation? Do you think there will be some who
will be stumbling blocks? Not stumbling blocks as far as the kids
learning, but stumbling blocks . . .
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understand what you mean. To developing the type of program.Y
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es
’ becau se we have some now who, in my regards, are
stumbling blocks. Just because I think that they are, that doesn't
mean that they are. But there are, for example, it is always theteacher s fault. For example, we have a particular teacher who is
not physically able to carry on a full day's activities. I think that
this teacher is willing to leave, but Central Administration insisted
at the teacher should stay
. So when we were trying to develop
some programs, no one else wanted to work with this particular
teacher. I would understand because I didn't either. So I don't
feel that all of the stumbling blocks are going to be intentional orbecause the person is not trying to cooperate. I am a little
disappointed in the workshop in that regard. I feel it should be
for all teachers. I know it's a question of financing. But even if
we have a follow-up in the fall and next summer's course, there's
no way there can be an exact duplication of what we've had. And
I feel that everybody who’s going to be concerned should start on
the same basis; at least being able to say that we have all been
exposed to the same thing. Because we know there are going to
be variances in how much each person has gleamed. So I think
we are already starting under a handicap
.
What proportion of your faculty does this group represent?
Less than one half.
J; How many were interested in taking the workshop?
R: To my understanding, we were told that 25 would come, and I
understand that at the original session more than 25, something
like 35 or 40 people, because you see we have been talking about
this since last summer and everybody was conscious of the fact
and awaiting some type of course. So I really feel that had it been
said that all people must, all people would have. There were more
people willing to take it than have actually been enrolled.
J: I don't have any more specific questions. Is there something that
you want to talk about; that you want the staff to consider?
R: ... There should be at least one day when a person can say this
day I learned this, that, and the other which I know applies to
myself, rather than just saying maybe I can use this. Because
actualy everything I've seen I can think of ways I can use. He was
showing her these snails, for example. I was just telling someone
how I could use the same thing in teaching figurative language, in
my language arts course. But this person, even though I have of
some way that she could use it
,
she couldn't think of anything
that she could do with it. For this reason I really feel that we need
at least one day that's devoted to specifics of subject matter.
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Maybe this could be part of what you were saying about the work-
shops throughout the year that should be scheduled. They should
deal specifically, some of them, with the subject matter.
Yes. As I see it, it would not have to. . .
J: I just want to ask some questions in regards to the workshop. The
purpose of this is so that the staff can sit down and take things
from the tape we found people wanted to say and sort of compile
them into some sort of a publication to give to the teachers at Shaw.
There won’t be any names mentioned, but it will be comments that
we feel were relevant and that we think teachers should have.
First, I want to ask you about your participation in this workshop.
When you first signed up for the workshop
,
what did they tell you
the workshop was going to be about? And, if in fact this is what
really happened during the workshop
.
R : When I signed up for the workshop it was supposed to be one in
open space education and about the open school. During the week
or two weeks we’ve been here, almost, I was quite impressed with
several of the ideas as a means for working in open space. One
ideas was the ES card. The next one was using the warmups to
get groups attuned to present your learning situation. And the
other was Mr. Bob Gillette from the Fairfield County, Connecticut,
Open School Education Project. I thought he was quite dynamic in
expressing to us how his program had worked and in giving us
some of the advantages and disadvantages in his particular program
.
J: I got a comment from one of the other participants that what Bob
Gillette was presenting was something that was unreal for the
students at Shaw. Did you feel that he was trying to say this is
what you are supposed to do or do you feel he was giving you some
kinds of options? And is it unreal for students at Shaw?
R: I don't think it’s unreal for students at Shaw. In a sense, he was
working with what he considered potential dropouts and students
with problems, and if it worked for them, I don’t think it’s un-
realistic for Shaw but I do think necessary funds and time allotment
would have to be offered to the teachers involved in the program
as well as to the students. But I don’t feel it's unrealistic. I think
it can happen.
J: How did you feel the staff facilitated the workshop? Let's just
speak specifically about staff members, specifically Mason Bunker.
What do you see was their specific role during the week?
R : I could see that Mr. Mason's was one of letting us do our own
spontaneous thinking without really forcing us to do it. He created
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situations where you had no choice but to retaliate, yet he was
not forcing us; he was not forcing you actively so that you could
really see. He stayed as sort of a background figure as head and
sort of and he placed us in a relaxed atmosphere and therefore we
could d our own reaction thinking, and thinking more readily.
J : Because of your participation in this program
,
do you see your role
as changing or your strategy changing for September as far as
your teaching is concerned?
R: Yes. I have thought within myself that I might inject some of this
kind of teaching where feasible. Now, we will probably be working
in the same type scheduling situation which is going to make a
difference in as far as carrying out an entire project; but I do plan
to inject some of these ideas where feasible.
J: You said that you see that you’re going to be on the same kind of
schedule. What kind of support do you think you're going to need
from the Administration to bring some of these ideas into your
program?
R: In physical education we’re going to need longer periods because we
take part of our period for changing into a uniform, showering, and
things of that nature before we actually get into the learning
process. So I think longer periods would be a must if you are going
to do any lengthy projects. But I was speaking in terms of using
some of the ideas even though I might be in the same type schedule
situation
.
J: What kind of follow-up workshops do you specifically want to see
happen during the school year that would best facilitate what you're
about? The Advisory and Mason, we're all supposed to get together
and present some more workshops. How do you want these work-
shops to go as far as you're concerned?
R : I think they could be carried out in the same manner in which this
one was carried out. I think this one was quite profitable; but I
think that we could go to some other learning centers, other than
just the same setting every day. We might go out into the community
as a group and use some facilities there.
J: So you'd like to see the workshop taking place in another setting?
R: In another setting, other than just the same place every day.
J: Do you have any apprehensions about September or about the
following September, any kinds of apprehensions that you might
want to voice?
R: Well, I'm a bit anxious about getting into an actual open situation
which I think is natural for any new situation, but at the same time
I'm anxious to try it.
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J: There was one person who had an apprehension about discipline.
Is that an apprehension that you share?
R: No. I think if it works you would have less discipline problems;
if you can get your group ready or anxious to learn what you have
to offer and they're so busy and the time passes, you would have
less problems because of group interest.
J: You know, traditionally, physical education has been looked upon on
a subject as not being that important. I don't know whether you get
a feeling sometimes that people minimize the role of PE and the PE
instructor. But do you think if and when these plans are made,
let's say rescheduling and so forth, that people will actually take a
long look and actually do some constructive thinking about the role
of PE as far as scheduling is concerned, or will they schedule just
schedule basically for the academic courses and put PE off and music
off like they traditionally do?
R : I think they will do that if we as physical education teachers don't
speak up for our field and demand or forcefully ask for the same
type of treatment everybody else is getting.
J: What kind of facilities are provided for you in the new open space?
Do you have a physical education plant which will be used exclusively
for PE?
R: Well it's designed that way, but in the open space education program,
as I see it, it can be utilized by other teachers to have a better
program. But it is set up the same as it is in the schools now, where
physical education, or the gym, is off to itself. Now, we will not
have a problem when it comes to adjusting to noise, because we are
already adjusted to noise and we won't have the problem of adjusting
to working with another person or team of people because we've
been doing this too over a period of years So regardless as to how
it is presently set up in the plant itself it can be utilized by others
to make a workable, flexible program to benefit the children.
J : Do you get a lot of requests from the teachers in the so-called
academic subjects to integrate your PE program with something that
they're doing or they just see that as a means to send kids over to
you to blow off some steam?
R : Some do and some don't . I have worked with the English teachers
and the Social Studies teachers in integrating the two subjects.
J: Are there any questions that have come into your mind during the
past two weeks that have not been discussed in the classroom
setting? Is there something that you want to put down in the
documentation as having stated? Even though your name won't go
along with it, at least the idea.
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R: I would like to know if class size really has anything to do with
whether or not an open space program will work. Say, can you do
more with 10 children than you can with 30? 40?
J. Do you think that some people have voiced some concerns about
class size?
R: Yes. It has been voiced, but I didn't hear too much actual comment
as to the effectiveness of 10 children or 30 or 40.
J: So this is a concern that you have?
R : It is.
J : Thank you.
J: I just want to ask some questions. The only people who will hear
this tape will be the staff. Then they will take excerpts from the
tape that may be pertinent for you for your evaluation to share with
the other theachers. But no comment will be pointed out as
specifically having been made by any person. So you can be as
candid as you'd like to be. Basically, when the workshop was
presented to you— it was presented in a certain light, that this is
what the workshop is going to be—how do you feel that the workshop
lived up to your expectations? Or, did it live up to your expectations?
R: So far, it's lived up to them pretty good. I already knew a lot about
open space that we covered, about the parts in designing learning
stations, and a lot of things are new ideas that I've picked up since
I've been in the workshop. What we did this morning, I didn't know
anything about that, the way that Bob Gillette—he had a good idea,
just taking a group of kids and working with them over a period of
time
.
J: I've had two people comment on Bob Gillette, and one felt that he
was talking about a situation that's unrealistic to Shaw, that is has
no relevance to Shaw, and another person felt that you can take
bits and pieces of what he was saying and apply it to Shaw. What
is your opinion?
R: I feel that whatever someone presents, you can take and transfer
it to your own use. Take the best you have and the best he has
and put it together and make mine. I know we couldn't get bicycles
and ride to Harper's Ferry, but we still motivate the kids to
participate some other way and still incorporate all the subject
material.
J: What's your area of concentration?
R: Social Studies.
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J: How did you see the staff functioning, Mason and Andrea and
Mary, as far as facilitating this workshop?
R: As you say facilitated; instead of just saying this is thus and so,
they helped you along the way, helped you discover for yourself.
And that's what we’re going to have to do over there in the new
school, facilitate. Not just be talking faces.
J: What kind of support do you think that you may need from the
administration in September and in the following year to facilitate
or to get across some of the things that you may want to do?
R: Our administration, the boss, is exactly that, the boss. He runs
the school pretty much the way he wants to, but he’s shown some
signs of change. Anything I want to do or any other teacher wants
to do at Shaw, he backs you up. He backs his teachers 100%, but
he doesn't like radical change. This makes it kind of difficult.
We're going to need a whole lot from him and I think going into the
new school’s going to be a model and he'll try his best to help us,
but he's also going to want a tight discipline ship. He'll need that
too.
J: Is that one of his priorities?
R: Yes. Discipline is. He's one of the best disciplinarians around, so
I've heard, but I've only worked at one school. It's very quiet.
Everyone says. Wow, you work at Shaw! But when they come to
Shaw they say hey, this place is beautiful. And teachers never
transfer.
‘ J: Is quiet something that the teachers toward? Is it something that
takes a lot of their time away from their subject area? Or is it
just a matter-of-fact thing with the kids and they fall right in line
and you don't have to be constantly on them to maintain it?
R; Junior high is a difficult level, but it's a set pattern at Shaw. You
must behave yourself; you act like you've got some sense. We don't
have any pansies (?) running around, any good-good boy stuff, but
they know how to carry themselves when they're in school.
J: So the teachers don't have a lot of time. . .
R: The tone in the building is already se; but sometimes it gets rough.
J: What kinds of follow-up workshops do you think the Advisory, or
Mason and staff should provide, specific workshops throught the
year for Shaw?
R : Other than coming to the school to see if we're utilizing what we
learned.
J; You mean like an evaluation?
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Like saying I’m coming to observe your class to see what you’reusing Are you learning these learning stations? Are you usingany of the ideas. Don’t just take them and stick them away and say
well for eight days it was fun, and then forget about it.
Do you think some of the teachers will be threatened by that?
I don't think any of the teachers here will because these teachers
volunteered. The ones who will be threatened didn't volunteer.
How real is that in that we only have less than half of the Shaw
staff? Are we really going to make any changes in Shaw?
It will be slow change; but then there’s only 25 who entered the
program and then we'll have 25 next year to come in. I think we'll
have some changes at our school because 80% of the teachers have
Masters degrees already and they're pretty wise to change and new
ideas and have done a lot of reading. I guess that they'll be able to
shake up on their salary scale and be pushed out. The boss, he
pushes people to get their higher education. He tries to head you
into a higher income bracket; the more you learn, the better you can
teach the kids.
Do you think there's a congenial feeling among the staff that when
the change does come, most people will line up with the change rather
than resist it?
No, you're not going to have everybody lining up.
But I’m saying that most of them.
Most of the teachers who elect to go to open space will, but I think
about a third of our faculty, I don't believe they're going to go
with it.
You think a third of them might transfer?
Right. I think a third of them. We have some teachers who have
just one or two years to teach; they'll probably just go ahead and
retire. I foresee a lot of new people coming into the school. If you
have new people come in and you have a model set up already, they'll
probably go along.
What apprehensions do you have as a teacher having gone through
this workshop, maybe wanting to try something different? What
apprehensions do you have for next year?
Next year, not too many because I had the experimental teaching
when I worked on my Masters degree, but as far as going to open
space, I've seen a junior high school open space in action. It's
noisy. That was out in the suburbs in Norback. It's very noisy and
some people can't deal with noise; some people don't like other people
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looking at anybody teaching. I like to show off. I like todemonstrate and say Yeah I’m doing this. Watch. Some people
might feel threatened, but I think the ones who really feel insecure
won’t really be there. That’s how I feel
^secu
But they’ll be on the firing line all the time, exposed to it.
If they feel that way
,
they'll probably say open space is not for
me. The guy at Norbeck said that he had about a 60% turnover
in teachers the first year. The next year was kind of slack. Andthen after three years it started running pretty good.
Do you do a lot of integration of subject areas? Do you work with
other teachers in other areas, or do you basically work with teachers
in social studies?
R: I've worked with art teachers, art and English mostly.
J: Do you see that you're going to be bringing in other areas this
year?
R: We'll probably bring in math. Andrea asked me about that in using
the batique. To kind of use the math to get the kids to say well
this things going in order and when you get a kid with some good
artistic talent, he could actually picture some of the scenes were were
talking about.
J: That’s all the questions that I have. Are there any statements that
you want to make that you think should go into the documentation,
any ideas, any things that weren’t covered during the week, any
questions that weren't asked? Anything that you want?
R : I would like to set up a kind of model with people teaching at the
same time; use the multi-purpose room and maybe have some people
acting as students, one teaching math, one teaching history, and
another teaching art just to show that there is going to be some
distraction no matter how dynamite you are or might think you are.
J : Thank you.
J: First I want to say that anything that's said will be recorded on
tape. The staff will review it and take parts from it to be put into
a book to be given to the teachers. No statement will be attributed
to any one person. What you say will be strictly confidential. In
the beginning this workshop was set up for a specific purpose. How
do you feel? Did the workshop really do what it was supposed to do?
R: As far as I Tm concerned, the workshop has served its purpose. I
have enjoyed working in this workshop. When I first started I
didn't think I was going to enjoy it, but after getting started and
now I'm convinced that I have actually learned quite a bit to carry
back to my classes next semester.
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+\in metal sh°p; do you get many requests from people tofacilitate anything that they're doing? Is there any possibility
of integration of your subject area with another subject area?
Oh yes. With math; math plays an important part. Without knowinghow to measure, we're paralyzed, we’re crippled. We can’t get
along in shop
.
8
Is this an intentional integration; is metal shop separate specificallyfrom math? J
R: Well, it is, but I try to integrate with the match teachers. Two years
ago I might be teaching the rule at one time and the math teachers
will be teaching it at another time. At about the end of the semester
we would get together and see if we have been able to put the whole
math program over.
J: Are the students required to have projects? Are they required to
report on those projects in writing to give you some idea of how
they're progressing on these reports?
R: Everybody. A student has to read the information. Then after he’s
read the information
,
the student has to lay that project out on
brown paper. Then after they've done that, we're ready to work,
to actually do the project.
J: So there are a lot of different skills coming into this. A lot of
times, like I was telling the PE teacher, people don't see some of
these other areas as being as academic as their particular area.
Some of them think that they're the only one. Do you think that
people are not putting enough focus on the different kinds of
concentration that you focus in on in metal shop? Do they just
see you as someplace where the kids go and blow off steam?
R: It's a dumping ground; that's what most folks think.
J : Do you think that in the rescheduling that may have to be done
in the next school year that consideration will be given to the areas
like shop, PE, and art?
R: I hope so because as it is now is somewhat of a problem. They will
have to do some rescheduling because instead of putting all the
slow learners or something worse, if you can get anything worse
than slow learners, put them in with students who actually are
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“ ti61r WOrk ’ they have to do some rescheduling becauseespecially m the new building, because if not we might as wellstay over m the old building where we are. They’ve got to do awhole lot of rescheduling if we want to be successful.
How much time is allotted for your shop?
A single period; 45 minutes,
have a double period.
And then of course for majors, we
What kind of follow-up workshops do you want the Advocacy orMason and his staff to provide for you, specific workshops for
next year, this year coming up, I’m not talking about the next
summer workshop but from September to June. What kind of
specific workshops do you think should be carried out?
I haven't given that too much thought. But maybe if we couldhave something like team teaching like art and math as team
teaching, along with the metal, I think I would enjoy that verv
much. J
You mean workshops that show how to integrate subject areas?
Right. And also maybe social studies, like the manufacturing of
steel.
What kinds of apprehensions do you have about September of 1974
as against September of 1975? Do you have any particular
apprehensions?
The only apprehension I might have is about scheduling. I think
if they can get that schedule in, I think we’re going to have a
pretty good program, from what we have already learned this
summer.
Some people voiced concern about discipline.
You can make discipline yourself. If you’ve got your plans all laid
out, you make your plans, you don’t have any discipline problems.
Sometimes a teacher makes his own discipline problems.
What about noise?
I hear noise. The things happening in the shop all day long, if
you don't call that noise I don’t know what noise is. Noise is just
like music, it depends on who they are and what they're doing.
Although they can be in there just banging on the table at their
own free will, but if you 1 ' know, if they're working they will make
noise
.
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Is there something that was not covered during the week that wasnot covered m the interview here, that has not been stated that
loLTh tw t6?^ YOU Want t0 int0 the documentation?S met ing that you feel that is a concern of yours that should bea concern of other people?
* * Earned so much, I’ve picked up so many good things thatmy head now is full of a whole lot of ideas. I don’t know how muchmore you could add to what we actually have gone over
One person was saying that they would like to see the staff come
Y} actually see if people are implementing some of the thingsthat they ve learned here in the workshop. Would that be something
that you would see as being useful?
Sure. Certainly.
Others have voiced concern about support. They seem to feel that
the administration will support them in these changes, if they’re
changes that are not really radical.
I hope that the administration will see that far, because that’s
what they are going to have to do. If it's going to be successful,
they're going to have to make a whole lot of changes.
Do you think that the staff at Shaw, the staff as it is now, will
transfer in whole to the new building or do you see that there may
be some who will opt out and ask for a transfer because they feel
that the open space will be too traumatic for them?
I'm afraid to voice my opinion on that. To tell the truth, like you
say, you can be a problem and you can make problems yourself;
some people might be looking for something like that to happen,
so that they can back out. Instead of giving it a try, go and see;
then if they see they are misfits, then go on out. That's what I’m
doing. I can't tell anybody I’m going to be a success, but I’m going
to give it a try. And if I don’t like it, I’m not going to worry about
it. I’m going to come on out. Because there’s a lot to learn, and
that’s the reason I'm here this summer, to try to pick up, to find
out what I can learn so that I can go into it. Then if I find out
it's a problem, I’m not going to worry all the other people. I’m
not going to grumble with everything that goes on; I'm just going
to come on out.
J ; Thank you
.
J: Everything that is being taped will be listened to by the staff,
Mason, Mary, Andrea and myself, and we'll take pieces off the tape
to be published for everybody who was in the workshop. No
statement will be attributed to any one person. I'm trying to
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en y°u first signed up for the workshopthey told you that something was going to happen. I wasn't there
so my question to you is, according to what they told you was going-to happen, what actually happened? S
Maybe I didn't understand what they were trying to tell me I'llten you why I signed up for it, what I thought I was going’to get.thought I was going to be told the difference between whathappens in a building with walls and what happens in a building
without walls. That's what I wanted to find out, not necessarily
what are some of the techniques to use in a building with walls and
transfering these techniques to a building without walls. I waslooking for that one thing, or two or three things, that, I wanted
to see the line, the dividing line. There must be something that's
good over here and something good over here; something that you
can use in the open space and a building with walls. Both of
them have students; so they're alike in that respect. Both of them
have teachers, so they're alike in that respect. You want to use
good methods in both of them, so they're alike in that respect. But
where do they differ? That's what I have not gotten. That's what
I want to know. What’s that something that you can use in
schools with walls but you can't use it in schools without walls.
Or, this works over here with walls but it does not work without
walls. I want to find that difference. I have not found that
difference.
J: Okay, going along with that, what kinds of follow-up workshops do
you specifically want Mason and his staff to provide for you next
year from September to June?
• R: I want that same thing; I want to find out what it is I can do without
walls that I couldn't do with walls. I just want to know what that
difference is. To me there must be a difference or else they
wouldn't be playing with this. The reason we're getting this is
because we're moving to a new school without walls; if we were
moving to a new school with walls, we wouldn't get the training.
So it must be something.
J: You're saying that by implication there has to be some kind of
difference or else they wouldn't go through all this trouble to
re-educate you.
R: Right. I don't think that they would train us to do something that
we should already be trained to do or something that we should
train ourselves to do. The fact that they're paying for it says to
me there's something different. And I want to know just what it is.
J: So you see that the next series of workshops should be specifically
about what that difference is. What about workshops that are geared
specifically to your area? Do you think there is a need for workshops
that would deal with math in this open space concept specifically?
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R: Yes. Specifically. I've read and I've been in other classes, andthey always say now this can be related to math, but they show itbeing related to English or they show it being related to social
studies. They always say this can be used for math also. But you
never get that example of how it can be applied. Like this teacher
used to say
,
once upon a time
,
every teacher has to be a teacher
of reading. They show you how it works in English, and they showyou how it works in social studies, and they show you how it canbe applied in science, and they say it can be applied in math. You
may get one example and no more. Never something concrete abouthow it is actually done.
J: So you see they have a need for that too. How did the staff
facilitate your expectations? What I think you're saying, you can
clarify if I’m wrong, is that the staff did not in fact meet your
expectations in that they didn't relate to this problem that you are
trying to deal with.
R: I learned some things but not exactly what I want to deal with.
I've been in certain schools that have open space and the noise was
a problem. How do you deal with that? Just what is going on that's
going to tell me that I do this differently?
J: Would you be willing to participate in a program where you would be
able to go to an open space classroom and actually teach a class or
along with the teacher to see in fact if that noise will distract you?
R: Yes.
J : Do you think that would be more helpful to you than just talking
about it?
R: Not necessarily
—
you've been in one and you know what the differences
are, I think I could get it like that. I don't think I have to actually
go there and find out, but I do think there's a difference and I don't
want to just burst the open space wide open. I don't want to walk
in there and then it all hits me at one time. I'd like to be prepared
for what I'm going to get.
J : What apprehensions do you have about the new school other than
the noise. What other apprehensions do you have?
R: The space. I can't see how it's going to be divided. In my mind
I'm still thinking this is my space; this is for my children. I can't
get that erased; at least I haven't got that erased yet.
J : So what you're saying is that even though there are no walls the
dividing line will still be there, that certain areas will be for
certain people regardless.
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I think it is. To me it set
be as bad as I think it is.
The problem is how do I deal
acher. It can't possibly be like
ure confusion. It can't possibly
or not
, in my mind
.
~
.
“Ai“> ocveuux diiu eignm graaes. And
e enjoyed it. Of course they had a situation where the children
who couldn t function were put in a contained classroom
,
so it wasn't
entirely open. It was open for those children who could function
that way; they put the discipline problems in contained classrooms
or they sent them home, which we can't do here, in a portable
building outside with a teacher. They came in for gym, they came
in for cafeteria, but as far as all their classes were concerned
they were outside.
That was almost the ideal situation. Did the teachers teach side by
side, or did one teach in front and another one across the room? Is
this what you're saying, where will you be in relationship to all the
other teachers and how much confusion are we going to have.
In a situation where the school is built and you automatically know
that you're going to be overcrowded. The small is built too small
in the beginning. You go into a situation that's overcrowded. And
then, without the walls that's farther. If they were going to have
the ideal number of children in each group, in each classroom,
maybe 20 or 25 children per teacher, and you have space enough
for just that, that would be just fine. But if I've got to take 35
or 40 kids, that's too many people. This is the part that's bothering
me
.
J : Do you think the school is being built too small to handle the number
of kids that you have?
R: I believe so. I think the fact that you don't have the walls, you
need smaller groups. And I doubt that we're going to be able to get
smaller groups because we’re not going to have a larger faculty.
J: They haven't made any allowances for larger faculty?
R: That's the last that I heard. It appears that we are the ones who
are going, give or take two or three.
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J: What is the pupil/teacher ratio now?
R: That's hard to say because we don’t all carry the same load.
J: Is it lower for academics, people who teach strictly the academic
students? Is their pupil /teacher ratio lower than others?
^
*
^°* c
^
sses where the students are slower and need moreteacher attention, the classes aren't too large.
J. What do you see as the role of the administration for support for
you, for some changes that you may want? Suppose that this is
a change that you want, you want smaller class loads, do you think
this is something that the administration should support you in?
R: Yes. When they count pupil /teacher ratio they count counselors who
teach no classes, they count the nurse who teaches no classes.
They count everybody. In other words, they count the number of
adults; they count the principal, assistant principal.
J: So that you may have a pupil /teacher ratio of 22 to 1 when actually
it may be closer to 35 to 1.
R: There's nothing much I can do about that. The thing is if I can get
into my mind how I’m going to function without the walls and about
the noise ; sometimes now you have to close the door if anyone is
across the hall. In something like mathematics, you just can't have
but so many distractions.
J : So you're saying if you have to close the doors now to cut down on
noise, what are you going to do when you don't have any doors
to close.
R: Right. You close the doors now to keep the people who are walking
in the halls from disturbing the children, but what are you going
to do when you can't? How do I cope with these situations? If
would be nice if everyone would mind his own business and go about
his buiness, but let's face it, even I holler across the room some-
times. I need some guidance in coping with this situation. Class-
room management in that situation,; now I can handle it. After
you've been teaching for so long you automatically pick up ways of
handling disturbances. But in a new situation you say how I am
going to handle the problems. Now that I'm anticipating problems.
But I have to be realistic about it; I know there are going to be
some.
J: Have you set any options for yourself? Like suppose you go into
that situation and you decide that you don't have enough preparation,
are you going to still go into that situation or are you going to
transfer or what?
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J:
R:
J:
R:
before'? LTh!™™'' 4 it WSS h°PinB that ' WOUld ?et the preparation
,
g0t there
- After you get there in September, it's hard to
h
1 n
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W W
f,
nt t0 transfer
- If I get there and find that Ican t handle it, I m not a quitter, I'll stick it out for a while, but
I m not going to beat my head against a stone wall.
som® workshops, some opportunity should be providedfor you to learn how to deal with the situation, and that somehow
class load is going to make a difference in the way that noise leveland as far as kids being able to really concentrate on what they'resupposed to be doing? J
In mathematics you need this; you've just got to have it. You can't
earn mathematics in passing. Some things maybe, but the basicyou ]ust don't learn in passing.
And you say that you have kids that are not on grade level.
Yes. I have many children, the past few years, eighth grade class,
three-fourths of them couldn't subtract whole numbers. They had
to regroup, say, 30 to take away 25. Number like 501 take away 27
are just out of the question. These children just don't need any
distractions. They need a teacher right there with them holding
their hands most of the way
. Some kids can't write decimal points
in adding numbers. They need a teacher sitting right there with
them. They don't need anybody hollering at them; they just don't
need any distractions. It's hard enough with the teacher right
there in the classroom
. What about the children who are working
on the fifth grade level? Some of them have to work with counting
chips. In many cases the children who had to work with counting
chips didn't mind; some of them would take their counting chips and
either come to my desk or go to the back of the room so that
children passing in the hall wouldn't see them using counting chips.
I'm concerned with how these children are going to feel with
everybody seeing them working with counting chips. I'm concerned
with how the child is going to think of himself. He might begin to
withdraw or he might become a discipline problem
. All of these are
things that I'm concerned about. I don't know if I'm saying how do
I protect them I don't think I want to protect them. I'm saying
how do I manage.
J: You're trying to see how you can make them feel secure and help
them in that kind of a situation where they're exposed to everybody.
R: Yes. And I've still got to go through the multiplication tables.
Just because the walls are down I can't not do that remedial work
that is required. I still have to do it, but I don't want to embarrass
them. Some of them might say you know we don't know how to do
that; I don't know how they'll be without walls, but in a regular
classroom they'd be more honest about what they know and what
they don’t know.
J:
R:
Are there
classroom
kids who
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any provisions made in your building for self-contained
s. Like you were saying this school had a place where
couldn t function went to a place that was set aside.
1 t
^
nk tkat
?
he different labs may be closed, but as far as
mathematics it seems like I'm right out there on the floor. The way
we re scheduled now all eighth graders on the same level will take
math at the same time. So, say if child in Section A is doing
something on grade level, and the child in section B is doing some-
,
anot
^
r level entirely, they already know that some childrendo different things, but having to expose them to it, that's a problem.How do I deal with this situation?
So you want some more input in that area.
I want something concrete, I want to say that guarantees, that says
this is how the situation is handled. Strategies that have been
worked out by teachers who have actually been in it; not ones who
have just started, not with all these pretty ideas, these paper ideas.
I want something factual. This is something that bothers me,
distinguishing between promotion of the program and children actually
learning. So that if they were given a test, they could at least
pass the test. How would you feel if you were a student in Washington,
D.C. and they said, you see it in the papers at least twice a year,
the children in Washington, D.C. made the lowest scores in the
whole country? That's a whole lot of people. And you're at the
bottom. And if you're at certain schools, you're at the bottom of
Washington, D.C. You're the worst child in the whole country!
That's got to do something to you. So if you're going to continue
to give these tests, then the children have to learn something, at
least learn how to pass the test, at least learn something! If you're
not going to give tests, fine. If you're going to cut out tests, good.
But if you're going to continue to give these tests, these children
have got to learn something to pass the test. If you want to get a
job at the Post Office, you" have to pass a test. If you want to be
a typist, you have to pass the test. If you want to go to college,
you have to pass the tests. You've always got to take tests. Tests,
tests, tests! And until these tests are cut out, you've got to teach
concrete subjects, like mathematics, so that I can pass this test
and then I can get a job. I can get off the welfare. You don't have
to tell me I’m somebody because I know I'm somebody. I know I'm
able-bodied; I don't have to sit around and wait for handouts. Then
all the values you're going to teach me are not going to help because
I know I've got to wait for somebody to give me, if they want to,
when they want to, whatever. I can go and pass the test and get
a good job and make a decent salary. You don't have to tell me I'm
somebody.
J: You're saying what you're doing in the classroom, what they need
is to be self-sufficient. And that the only way they can do that is
if they have certain guidelines to follow. And that the only way they
can do that in your classroom or any other classroom is that they
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learn certain information. And you're saying they already have a
short attention span; they're already easy to distract in a self-
contained classroom. What's going to happen to these same kids
when they're exposed to the open space? I can see that really
concerns you.
R: And how do I deal with it? When things are going along fine in a
way, how do I feel with it when it's not? That's what I'm concerned
about
.
J: Is there anything that has not happened this week or has not been
talked about or anything that you think should go into the
documentation, any ideas that you have, any recommendations,
anything that hasn't been discussed that you want to go into the
documentation?
R: Nothing, except that I need to be able to deal with the space.
That's my problem, that’s my concern, dealing with the space.
I'll go along with some of the things, that teachers and students
should plan together, but I only go along with that for certain
levels of students where the kids are able to deal with it. I don't
go along with it on certain levels, where the kids can't deal, we
just can't plan together; on certain things, I've got to plan. They
need direction, and they know they need direction. They come in
and say what are we going to do today, or, are we going to finish
what we did yesterday. Maybe I should help them to want to plan
for themselves, but at this point that's kind of low priority. There
are other things that are higher priority. Some of these things
might help the "average" kids to turn on; they might say this isn't
so boring after all. Maybe children will be turned off, I'm turned
off by too much game playing. To give a good example, last year I
had a class where we used a chart wheel, a dart wheel, and all the
children enjoyed throwing the darts, but it got to be THROWING
THE DARTS. And the children who could do the problem without
playing the game, they could do it. You had to be able to add the
score; you had to be able to add everyone' s score so that you
wouldn't be cheated on. I played with one particular boy. I was
playing the game really for him ; I was trying to help him get it
together. He was always my partner. He ended up saying, "You
ain't never going to learn to throw those darts." I couldn t ever
hit the board. "And I ain't never going to learn to add these
fractions, but together we make a good team." It was that type of
thing. He was turned on by throwing the darts. This was fun.
He always wanted to do it. But it was just a matter of the game and
he never gave the information that he was supposed to give. He
never did learn. He said he was never going to learn and he never
did learn. We played card games matching the fractions and that
type of thing; most of the children enjoyed the card games because
at that age they like to play cards, but it got to be a thing
where
one person was doing all the applications. But that was a
child who
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hptn
WaSte the tlme playin S the cards. I still haven'tbee able to find the game that would involve all the kids in reallylearning. Somehow, somebody is going to do the computation
maybe you call that sharing; this child was able to do this part of
it and this child was able to do this part of it. But taking a testthose tests they're going to run on you to get your job, you're notgoing to have somebody there do to this part for you. You do thispart and I'll do this part—that's fine if I'm teaching you to share,but I'm not necessarily trying to teach you to share. If in what
we're doing we learn to share, fine; but I'm concerned with gettingyou ableto pass the test, get a job, get off welfare. Taking that
test you never get a chance to sit by a partner and say I can do
this group, you do that group. You never get that chance. I've
got to be realistic about it. There's got to be something that I can
find. I have to find it. At this point I haven't found it. If you're
telling me to play games, fine, if this teacher can see that it's
happening. In other words, I'm ready to do it if it's going to help.
I don't mean I have to decide before I do it
; I mean that once I get
a chance to try it and it does some good I'm caught. I want to
find something where all the children can be actively involved in
learning. I don't care if I have to sneak up on them I like these
games seem to be doing, trying to sneak the information up on them.
If I can sneak it up on them
,
any kind of way I can get it up on them
fine. If it takes sneaking it in, I don't mind sneaking it in if he's
going to learn. If he doesn't realize he's learning and all of a sudden
wakes up and realizes he's learning, I don't care. I want some
learning to take place. But if there's no learning taking place,
then I've got to try to find something else.
Thank you.
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I
. GOAL
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
_
FOR
THE NEW SHAW JUNIOR high school
The design and operation of a school program which win maximize
learning by the students involved in order that they may
effectively pursue further endeavors towards fulfilling responsible
roles in our society.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Ground has already been broken for the new Shaw Junior High
School replacement which is scheduled to open in September, 1975.
This proposal is being made to ensure maximum utilization of this
facility in a manner which will provide a superior educational
program
. We perceive the operational program to be one which
affords the maximum participation of the total school community.
This includes teachers, non-teaching personnel, such as engineers
custodians, cafeteria workers, aides, counselors, media specialists,
office staff, students, parents, administrators, and Shaw
Community residents. It is only through the total involvement
of all of these persons that the full benefits of this new facility
will be realized
.
For several years the Disttict of Columbia Public School System
has been committed to the open-space educational concept. Several
elementary schools have already opened, following very effective
and community training programs. The total new Shaw Preparation
Plan may differ from previous open-space plans because this will
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III.
be the first District of Columbia secondary schoo, buiit to
use open-space education. Educations. planning for the new Shawmay en°°Unter thS SUbieCt “«« categorization concept that
often interferes with interdiscipiinary planning and teaching a,
the S6C0ndary leVe1
' T—— -e themselves as specia.ists
” 9th grade English or 7th grade mathematics instead of teachers
of the whole junior high school student population, it is therefore
particularly important that an attitude of
.'our" in terms of total
school responsibility rather than "my" students be developed
among ail students, school personnel, and community participants.
POPULATION
The Shaw Junior High School student population will number
approximately 1,078 students including sixth grade pupils,
Students from conventional grades seven through nine and
approximately fifty students from Cardozo High School, who will
spend one-half day studying at Cardozo and the other half-day
serving as Teacher Student Assistants at the new Shaw for which
they will be paid.
There will be about fifty-seven teachers assigned to the
new Shaw as follows:
Subject
Art
Industrial Arts
Music
Business Education
Home Economics
Physical Education
English
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Foreign Language
Reading
Number of Teachers
3
3
3
2
5
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
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IV. The primary objectives of the training program are:
A. To enable staff members, who will serve in the new
school, acquire the skills and techniques they need
to enhance the educational welfare of students in a
secondary level open-space design.
B
. To provide training or orientation for fifteen community
members, parents and employees of community organiza-
tions in order that they will contribute positively to
the effective utilization of the Shaw School as teacher
aides.
v. GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM
A
. Individual Development
This applies essentially to the personal learning
activities of the professional, however, input from
students and parents is vital to the success of this
component. A professional staff member should be
able:
1. To identify basic educational theories and develop
flexibility regarding alternative modes of application
2. To explore one's own value system and decision-
making techniques and learn to assist students in the
same process.
3. To stress tolerance and respect for values which are
different from one's own.
To acquire diagnostic-prescriptive techniques in
• appropriate subject matter areas.
4.
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5. To be able to locate and make perspective learning
materials to correct diagnosed deficiencies.
6. To acquire additional and recent psychological in-
formation regarding human development so that one's
understanding of individual students can be enhanced.
7. To learn to write behavioral objectives for individual
student needs with emphasis upon quality and self-
motivation
.
8. To learn the effect and affect of verbal and non-verbal
communicative behavior through the study of social
dynamics.
9. To understand the expanded application of the
Instructional Resources Center.
10. To become aware of student needs.
11. To expand one's repertoire of instructional techniques,
i.e.
,
the preparation of learning packages, games
techniques, role playing, creation of original instructional
materials, tutoring, etc.
B
. Human Relations
It is desirable that a humanistic approach to school operations
will prevail at the new Shaw. Teachers and administrators
should:
1. Develop the ability to work constructively with others
in various team situations. This requires the development
of insight into the processes of group dynamics and
interpersonal trust. It requires the professional to
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develop attitudes which will allow him to accept
observation by his peers, and offer and accept
constructive criticism.
2. Learn to participate effectively in designing and
implementing interdisciplinary approaches to the use of
time and space.
3. Be prepared to include teachers of special subjects as
shop, art, music, etc., in project development.
4. Recognize and incorporate community services within
the open-space school complex for both information, and
service to school families.
5. Develop efficient and comprehensive record keeping methods
in cooperation with other team members in order that
teacher effectiveness can be enhanced.
6. Increase the use of supportive personnel for advice and
assistance in solving individual and group problems.
C. Adjustment to Open-Space
Staff members should:
1. Learn to observe others as a means of improving their
own teaching skills.
2. Develop a variety of ways for using open-space including
individual conferences or tutoring, small self-directed
student activities, large group formats for show or
lectures, etc.
3. Adjust to the concept of variable time modules rather
than equal "periods” and eliminate the "bell" syndrome.
3174.
Learn to work together as an "open space team" to
increase the use of resources and staff potential.
D. Relationship with Students
Staff members should:
1. Be constantly conscious of the necessity for fostering
positive self image through individual and group praise
whenever appropriate and avoid negative reinforcement.
2. Be a booster and cooperator in activities that foster
school spirit and morale.
3. Be proficient in the application of various tutoring
techniques by teachers, aides, and other pupils.
Recognize the advantages of such activities to the tutor
as well as the tutee.
4. Be proficient in assisting students in setting appropriate
long and short term goals for themselves and support
their pursuit of these objectives.
5. Be efficient in the diagnosis of student strengths and
weaknesses.
6. Recognize and respect each student for his unique
individuality
.
E . Relationship with Community
The new Shaw staff should:
1. Implement the school’s objectives and activities through
the involvement of students, parents, and community
groups
.
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2. Encourage parent cooperation and participation.
3. Utilize community resources in the instructional process.
4. Use the community as a resource for career development
activity programs.
5. Encourage the students to view the community from an
informal point of view with awareness that attributes can
be enhanced and deferents reduced through school
initiated volunteer projects
VI. METHODS
A. In 1974-1975, prospective staff members may enroll in "core
courses'' at universities, primarily Federal City College.
Examples:
- Contemporary Problems and Issues in Open-Space
School Education
- Curriculum Design and Construction in the Open-Space
School
Classroom Management Techniques in the Open-Space
School
Theories and Content of Mathematics, Reading Diagnosis
and Remediation for Teaching of the Open-Space School
- Socialinguistics : Language and Culture
- Visitation and Observation of Open-Space Schools
- Values Clarification and Decision Making in Open-
Education
- Staff Development Seminar in Open-Space Education
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- Strength Training for the teacher going from Self-
Contained Open-Space classroom to the Flexible
Scheduling for the Open-Space School.
VII. PROPOSED SELECTION OF STAFF
A
. Professional
1. Priority will be given to teachers who are currently assigned
to the Shaw Junior High School and who voluntarily
participate in a program of staff development for the new
school
.
2. The opportunity to participate in the program for staff
development on the secondary level with emphasis on the
new Shaw School is to be extended to other D.C. teachers
and administrators who may seek this opportunity and who
may aspire to become a member of the new Shaw staff as
the educational program develops and the need becomes
apparent
.
3. The assignment of teachers to the new Shaw School will be
completed by the current practices of certification and
placement with local school administration, personnel office
and the Model School Division central office involvement in
final decisions.
B
. Community
1. It is intended that fifteen teacher aides will be trained and
employed for assignment to the new Shaw School.
These teacher aides will be assigned to content areas such
as English, science, industrial arts, business, etc., or any
2.
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alternative academic structure which may emerge.
3. Related community services will be provided by appropriate
agencies.
VIII. STUDENT ENROLLMENT
An extension of the conventional enrollment pattern for
junior high schools will capitalize the positive aspects of a
multi-age school population with students from conventional
elementary schools, students from Shaw Junior High
School, and from Cardozo, who will serve as teacher
student assistants.
2. The elementary school student will be selected by recommenda
tions from the counselors, principals, and teachers
according to:
interest, parental approval and social maturity as
determined by the teachers and counselors.
3. The Cardozo students will be selected according to the
following guidelines:
a. In group guidance sessions the Cardozo High School
counselors will inform the students of the Shaw Youth
Opportunity Program, its operation and the duties.
b
. Interested students will fill out information blanks
with their names, sections, areas of tutoring interest
and any previous work experience.
c. The Cardozo counselors will search the academic,
health, and citizenship records of those students.
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d. Each candidate will have a personal interview.
e. After the Cardozo counselors make their selections,
they will send those students, introductory notes, to
the Shaw counselors and Project counselor who will
also interview them. Prospective members of the Shaw
Opportunity Program will be placed on probation for a
specified period having been informed of job require-
ments and expectations.
IX. NON COLLEGE STAFF DEVELOPMENT
X. COMMUNITY SCHOOL ASPECTS
1. The Office of Continuing Education, Summer School, and
Urban Service Corps will develop plans for the organiza-
tion and administration of community services using the
community facilities section of the new school.
2. The above community school program will be a full day
operational design.
EVALUATION
The evaluation component will consist of the use of D.C. School
System internal resources supplemented by external consultant service.
The evaluation design will consist of:
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1. an analysis of feedback of the participants in the staff
development program.
2. a survey of the attitudinal changes in school relationships
among teachers, students, student teacher assistants, parents
community members, and teacher aides.
3. an assessment of on-the-job practical applications of theories
and concepts of instructional techniques in an open-space
structure.
Appendix I
Fuller's Teacher Concerns Checklist
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Teocfaer Concerns
Checklist
Frances F. Fuller
Gary D. Borich
Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas
at Austin
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CheCkliSt iS designed to exP|ore what teachers are concerned about atfferen points in thetr careers. There are, of course, no right or wrong answers eachperson has his or her own concerns.
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y should be concerned about or expect to be concerned about in the future This
about NOW.'
3 Wa hefe ' We W°Uld hke ,0 kn°W °nly What you are ac,ual,y cnncerned
On the following pages you will find statements about some concerns you might have
"concernedVbout this?
en aSk y°Ur3e" : WHEN ' THINK AB0UT TEACHING
’
AM
If you are not concerned about that now, or the statement does not apply, write the num-
ber “1” in the box.
If you are a little concerned, write the number “2” in the box.
If you are moderately concerned, write the number “3” in the box.
If you are very concerned, write the number “4” in the box.
And if you are totally preoccupied with the concern, write the number “5” in the box.
Be sure to answer every item. Begin by completing the following:
1. Name Male Female Age
2. Circle the one that best describes your teaching experience:
1. No education courses and no formal 4. Presently student teaching
classroom observation or teaching
experience
2. Education courses but no formal ob- 5. Completed student teaching
servation or teaching experience.
3. Education courses and observation
experience but no teaching 6. Presently an inservice teacher
3. If you are a student: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Graduate i
4. The grade level you plan to teach (if student) or are now teaching (if inservice):
Preschool Elementary Junior High Senior High
College Other
5. If currently teaching: Average number of students you teach per class:
copyright 1974 by F. F. Fuller and G. D. Borich
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For each statement below, decide which of the following answers best anniioc
“— » - -» « - ’•».~,tr ::
^3 Not concerned 0 A little concerned g Moderately concerned
Very concerned g Totally preoccupied
1. Selecting and teaching con-
tent well
14. Being in constant demand by
students
2. Whether the students really
like me or not
15. Doing well when a supervisor
is present
3. Increasing students’ feelings
of accomplishment 16. Meeting the needs of differ-
ent kinds of students
4. Lack of freedom to initiate
innovative instructional pro- 17. Insufficient time to think
grams
18. Being fair and impartial
5. The nature and quality of in-
structional materials 19. Getting a favorable evalua-
tion of my teaching
6. Too many students in each
class 20. Diagnosing student learning
problems
7. Motivating students to study
8. Lack of instructional
materials
21. Lack of opportunity for pro-
fessional growth
9. Rapid rate of curriculum and
instructional change
22. Too many noninstructional
duties
10. Feeling under pressure too
much of the time
23. Insuring that students grasp
subject matter fundamentals
11. Maintaining the appropriate 24. Working with too many stu-
degree of class control dents each day
12. Frustrated by the routine and 25. Challenging unmotivated stu-
inflexibility of the situation dents
13. The wide range of student 26. Adapting myself to the needs
achievement of different students
27. Ineffective faculty meetings
28
- Whether students can apply
what they learn
29. Students who disrupt class
I I
30. Inadequate fringe benefits
for teachers
n 39.
40.
41.
31. Student health and nutrition
problems that affect learning
42 .
32. Insufficient class time for 43.
rest and class preparation
33. The psychological climate of
the school
44
.
| |
34. Clarifying the limits of my
authority and responsibility
35. Inadequate assistance from
specialized teachers
[ [
36. Lack of public support for
schools
n «•
46.
47.
48 .
37. Chronic absence and drop-
ping out of students
49 .
Q 38. Feeling more adequate as a
teacher
50.
Guiding students toward
intellectual and emotional
growth
Too many standards and
regulations set for teachers
Being accepted and respect-
ed by professional persons
Adequately presenting all of
the required material
Slow progress of certain
students
Insufficient clerical help for
teachers
Helping students to value
learning
Whether each student is get-
ting what he needs
Inadequate teacher salaries
Increasing my proficiency in
content
Recognizing the social and
emotional needs of students
The wide diversity of student
ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds
Please use the back of this page for any comments. These may be about the questionnaire
in general, about specific items or about any additional concerns you may have.
APPENDIX J
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INSTRUCTIONS—Make a mark somewhere along each line which best
represents your own feelings about each statement.
Example: School serves the wishes and needs of adults betterdoes
-the wishes and needs of children.
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree
aSree feeling
than it
/
Strongly
disagree
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN'S LEARNING
Motivation
Assumption 1:
environment
/
Strongly
agree
Children are innately curious and will explore their
without adult intervention.
Agrei No strong Disagree Strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 2: Exploratory behavior is self-oerpetuating.
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Conditions for Learning
Assumption 3: The child will display natural exploratory behavior
if he is not threatened.
L
_/
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
a£ree feeling ' disagree
Assumption 4: Confidence in self is highly related to capacity
for learning and for making important choices affecting one's
learning.
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
Agree feeling disagree
Assumption 5: Active exploration in a rich environment, offering
a wide array of manipulative materials, will facilitate children's
learning.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 6: Play is not distinguished from work as the predominant
mode of learning in early childhood.
/
t
/
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
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Assumption 7: Children have both the competence and the right to
I
make significant decisions concerning their own learning.
Strongly
agree
Agree No strong
feeling
Disagree Strongly
disagree
Assumption 8: Children will be likely to learn if they are given
considerable choice in the selection of the materials they wish to
work with and in the choice of questions they wish to pursue with
respect to those materials.
L /S * r 1°n Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agTee feeling disagree
Assumption 9: Given the opportunity, children will choose to
engage in activities which will be of high interest to them.
I /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 10: If a child is fully involved in and is having fun
with an activity, learning is taken place.
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Social Learning
Assumption 11: When two or more children are interested in
exploring the same problem or the same materials, they will often
choose to collaborate in some way.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 12: When a child learns something which is important
to him, he will wish to share it with others.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Intellectual Development
Assumption 13: Concept formation proceeds very slowly.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 14: Children learn and develop intellectually not only
at their own rate but in their own style.
/ /
Strongly
agree
Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
feeling disagree
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Assumption 15: Children pass through similar stages of intellectualdevelopment, each in his own way and at his own rate and in hisown time.
/
Strongly
agree
Agree No strong
feeling
/
Disagree Strongly
disagree
Assumption 16: Intellectual growth and development can take placethrough a sequence of concrete experiences followed by
abstractions.
L /
S trongly Agree No strong Disagree Stron gly
a^ree feeling disagree
Assumption 17. Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience
with objects and ideas, not precede them or substitute for them.
L /Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Evaluation
Assumption 18: The preferred source of verification for a child's
solution to a problem comes through the materials he is working
with.
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 19: Errors are necessarily a part of the learning
process; they are to be expected and even desired, for they
contain information essential for further learning.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 20: Those qualities of a person's learning which can be
carefully measured are not necessarily the most important.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 21: Objective measures of performance may have a
negative effective upon learning.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 22:
observation.
/
Strongly
agree
Learning is best assessed intuitively, by direct
/
Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
feeling disagree
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Assumption 23: The best, way of evaluating the effect of the school
tSe
erienCe °n the Chlld iS t0 observe him over a long period of
/
Strongly Agree
agree
No strong Disagree Strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 24: The best measure of a child's work is his work.
L * jStrongly Agrei No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT KNOWLEDGE.
Assumption 25: The quality of being is more important than the
quality of knowing; knowledge is a means of education, not its
end. The final test of an education is what a man is, not what heknows.
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 26: Knowledge is a function of one's personal integra-
tion of experience and therefore does not fall into neatly separate
categories of "disciplines."
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 27: The structure of knowledge is personal and
idiosyncratic; it is a function of the synthesis of each individual's
experience with the world.
L /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 28: Little or no knowledge exists which it is essential
for everyone to acquire.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
Assumption 29: It is possible, even likely, that an individual may
learn and possess knowledge of a phenomenon and yet be unable
to display it publicly. Knowledge resides with the knower, not in
its public expression.
/ /
Strongly Agree No strong Disagree Strongly
agree feeling disagree
APPENDIX K
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ADVISORY AND LEARNING EXCHANGE
SHAW OPEN SPACE WORKSHOP June 24 . July 3> , g74
WHAT WERE YOUR GOALS FOR THESE FEW DAYS?
HOW HAS THE WORKSHOP HELPED YOU MEET THESE GOALS?
WHAT EVIDENCES DO YOU HAVE OF YOUR GROWTH DURING THESE
FEW DAYS?
WHAT EVIDENCE DO YOU HAVE OF OTHERS’ GROWTH DURING THESE
FEW DAYS?
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS YOUR ’’NEXT STEPS’’ IN PREPARATION FOR
FALL, 1974?
HOW EFFECTIVE HAS THE WORKSHOP STAFF BEEN?
APPENDIX M
Course Outlines (1974-1975)
SCHOOL QF
.EDUCATION
Stf/tt/Oprst 0/002
The Shaw Junior High School
Summer Workshop 1974
Course: Lex. *808*; .Seminar in In-Service Educatjon: ^gpor. ClassroorTand the 0e^T5^t~f- 2
esourcos - Human. Temporal, and Physical.5 Graduate Credits: SchooTST uCcation,-
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
Location: Seaton Elementary School
10th and Rhode Island, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Instructor: Dr. R. Mason Bunker. Co-Director, Integrated Day Program
Dates: June 24-July 3, 1974. 8:30-12:30 daily workshop activitiesIndependent and group projects
Postscssions: Follow up sessions will be scheduled throughout theschool year, 1974-197S.
— In S
l
a
f?eS°
thCOry °f °PCn education t0 P^ctices of teachers
To help teachers move their own classrooms toward open classrooms,
cooperation!*
Pr°CedurCS leadin« t0W3^ «af£ development and
Course Description :
•cri-nnw* TkSh°P iS »P®eif*eally designed to help a team of junior hialt
£E£1: '"po" l> "d hu"*n "sourc" “ithi"
~svs ssss s ssss,??.ctivities which demonstrate the underlying elements of open education.
conipe?cnco
q
in
nt W°rkshop activiti« will help participants to develop
‘articulating goals
‘developing planning schemes
340
fcn^renti0na) curficuljp -...•tcValsr.c t„s.«g group processes ror Sl i<; Buj ,)tv
*d pting published materials
'electing new nsteiials
’•'integrating subject matter
^,7“ ‘ •"»«"* »i* lcarneri
ISTSS&SSSS"* ** «* eerporal, „e
lixpfc.-. t ancic-.- :
Part; ci pants «rj ; 1 : *'
'.Tv acti yi tj.es, (ii/ tussiori!
^attend sessions and "get involved'
planning and evaluative sessions
:p-* » m'“ i" f" '•»•S” f” tnepejlnm,^ »,
“share wit), other te^ehr-
"^sioas during the school
“have funt
C ‘ : Wh° hawf' not
.»«*«*«•> the workshop
i 9/4
/ear
~.
ntJltj_vc__Schedul e of Worksh orn Activities
:
k^ndaj/,_ Ju^2/ij Def j ning the Open C las.vrr.rm
hisat is it” What it isn't,
hlrat does it look like?
What are the goals?
H0W docs H feeI t0 Participate in m "open1 * experiantet
lH®.s^li_June_25 Planning in th? Open Uassroo*.
);ow to extend learning experiences
Wh.U are some planning strategies that work’
How can we begin planning for now? for Fall., 1074V
?’eune:;;la>
,
June 26
;
Thursday, June 27 :
Curn cu lmn
_Bni lding in the Ogen Classroom
Provision i ng in the Open Classroom
Kob Gillette will join us on Thursday to shurr his <- ;3e n. e.
(
Sta seconoary schools
. How die thoy di; ity
How uo ve '‘open*’ conventions), curricuiua Mte’ iaj
f
:>*x ro ^ntegrtting themes? (“Oh, I' knew tnat.ri
Wov.' «o we get the ‘'basics' 1 (the shills) into ail of this?
new do teams work together?
'-'hat are 'earning centers?-
ducal io. wor i:
Fridairi_Iune_28: Jianaging the Open
: What? So WJiat?, Now What?
How do we share decision making?
.
How do wo mana8« the time, space, resources?'
Monday
f
July
_l.: Integrating the Open Classroom
What is a "tur.i-on" agent7
i”VOlV',1 *” *" »»'~«»cipllmry
fSue
<,
Chnvers
en
n
"tUrn “0n/E!ntS" int° our curriculum areas?I lulve , Director of the New School, will join us.)
Julr
-
2
-
: developing Curriculum for Shaw Junior High Srhnm .
September, 1974 -6
Hov; can we begin to plan for Fall, 1974?
’
How dc the ideas of this workshop fit together?
How can we design a plan for starting off in September?
Wednesday, July
_3: Continuing Sharing. Evaluating, and Next Stepping
What have we done?
Where are we going?
What will we need?
How can wo help one another?
Now what?
*
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THU ADVISORY AND WARNING RXCHANGP
l5,U N°-"— ***™ a c 2oof>5 . r,M~
THE SHAM JUNJOR »‘IGli SCHOOL SUMMER WORKSHOP JS75
-— ' }jCX - ,,0605 ‘ ££ajn?g i n Inservice Toch er Rrtucatton • TheOpen Clnenroom ml th, Dev n rPp,7ent~ ef »,.«> e
P
.
r
jh\/n.-in, icmpor al
,
and Plivsira) .•
.
3 Graduate Credits: School, of Education.
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma.
Lo cation; Brook land School
Washington, D.c.
Andrea Irby and Jerome Clark
Advisory and Learning Exchange
1133 - 15th Street, N.w. Suite 100
Washington, D.C.
Dates: June 23 - July 3, 1075; 0:30-12:30 daily workshop activities;
4 . JO-4 : 00 independent and group projects.
A follow-up session will be scheduled at the Advisory
and Learning Exchange during October.
Arms: To relate the theory of open education to practices of teachersin the field.
To help teachers wove their own classrooms toward more open
classrooms.
To establish procedures leading toward staff development and
cooperation.
Cour se Desc ri ptio n
:
This workshop is specifically designed to help o team of junior
high school teachers prepare for their movement in 1976 into the new
Shaw Junior High School in Washington, D.C. Participants will explore
ways to develop the physical, temporal, and human resources within thoir
team and in their- classrooms.
The initial activities will focus on defining and describing open
education, looking at learners in open classrooms, and participating in
activities which demonstrate the underlying elements of open education.
Subsequent workshop activities will help participants to develop
compe voiice ins
Itistnictf.rei Dr
. R . Mason Bunker
Associate Professor
Co-Director
,
Integrated Day Program
nrt'.ieulntJiirj goale
developing planning schemes
oponi ng conventional curriculum material.incroaclng group proconues for noJj nnfl c>tholC8adapting published materials
creating now mater lain
integrntingr oubjoct matter
moving toward increased shared decision making
wit.h loDrnon and paorn
increasing management skilin for the pl.yniesl,
and human environments tempor a
1
Lxpe (.' i n nc lo n t
•
• Participants will!
attond oonslons end "get involved" in activities,diiicunoioni.
,
planning and evaluating sessions
f or^Fnll
U
]g 7 r
0ftdin<, ° iu tha work »h «P n»»d planning
- norvo on coirnnitt.eos ond planning tcumn
- develop
.1 project for the boginning of cchool inSeptember
- chare experiences in tho folJow-up senslons in
October
chare vri.th other teachers who have not attended tho
workshop
- have fun!
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